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ABSTRACT
	
  
This dissertation will examine the James River stoneware tradition, which
encompasses parts of Henrico, Dinwiddie, Prince George, and Charles City
Counties, south and east of the Falls of the James at Richmond, Virginia. This
area has one of the richest histories in American ceramics. The essential
elements of stoneware production will be examined. This dissertation will provide
the only comprehensive overview of this regional industry with in depth
descriptions of the relevant potteries, potting families and their environment.
Detailed description of ceramic forms and decorations specific to individual
potters will be provided. The archaeological research done at the potting sites,
much of it participated in by the author will be presented. This will allow future
attribution and dating of James River stoneware.
Landscapes of the 19th century James River stoneware industry will be explored
and the nature of the potters’ craft and community will be analyzed within the
Meshwork as used by Tim Ingold. Through applications of both structural and
semiotic approaches the production, relationships, and landscapes of the
potteries will be organized and problematized. An effort will be made to provide
as deep and broad a context as possible including social, political, and economic
conditions. Archaeological, historical, and oral data will be used to understand
the potters’ habitus and the roles of artisans, their neighbors, landscapes and
artifacts in actively creating that world.
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INTRODUCTION
Just above a sharp bend in the James River lie the richest beds of
stoneware clay in southeast Virginia. From the early years of the 19th century,
this area hosted the revival of an industry dormant since the closure of the
William Rogers “Poor Potter of Yorktown” factory in 1745. The fine clay drew
potters to the banks of the James from New York, New Jersey, Maryland, North
Carolina, and even England and Ireland. They named their properties ‘Kaolin’
and ‘Claymount’, lands as rich in their way as ‘Montezuma’. This dissertation
unites a large body of research on a forgotten James River industry and finds
meaning in its physical as well as its ideological landscapes.
In Chapter 1 we will follow the history and technology of stoneware
production, from European precedents to the hybrid traditions developed by
immigrant craftsmen and their New World descendants. We will trace the
development of stoneware kilns from the 14th century Rhineland, through John
Dwight’s 17th century Fulham works, and on to the Anglo-Germanic hybrids that
emerged in North America in the late 18th and early 19th-centuries. The ancient
art of potting, with its many commonalities, unified the trade while highlighting
individual variation. This variety, seen in forms, decorations, and techniques,
coalesced in regional traditions like that of the lower James River basin.
Clay, water, and fuel are the lifeblood of the potting craft. These materials
connect potters to the land and introduce us to vital community and supply
networks. These networks, the nucleus of the James River industry, had 18th-
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century roots in the schemes of English kaolin speculators and American
entrepreneurs like William Rogers who first made Virginia clays profitable. These
abundant beds of stoneware clay would lead to a potting boom in the 1810s and
20s with as many as eight separate manufactories running concurrently. Each
contributed elements of their own native traditions.
We will follow the potting process from raw clay in the ground through
finished vessels bound for distant markets. The tasks in this chaîne opératoire
are more than technical context. They are crucial to understanding potters’
habitus and their relationships to the social and natural environment.
Understanding the mechanics of stoneware potting and the traditions that came
together in a distinctly American stoneware tradition is vital. Such background
informs an analysis of how potters crafted spaces and relationships just as
surely as they did pots.
Chapter 2 provides in-depth documentary history of the James River
potteries and the individuals behind them. It traces the historical origins of
southeast Virginia stoneware from the first American stoneware factory at
Yorktown in 1720 to the 19th-century reawakening of the industry that is the focus
of this dissertation. Biographies of the potters and their potteries drawn from
documentary research provide historical context for the landscape and network
analyses that follow.
We explore the origins of the industry from the early Richmond
earthenware shops of Lord and Park in the 1780s and Samuel Allinson for
Benjamin DuVal and Thomas Warren in the 1790s. The Lowndes potting family
2

arrived in Petersburg from Staffordshire in 1806, the same year that the DuVal
shop introduced earthenware roof tiles with patentee William Harwood. As the
Lowndes family suffered the death of patriarch Thomas Sr. in 1810, DuVal was
set to diversify again, this time with the construction of a stoneware kiln. While
the leadership of the Lowndes pottery vacillated between Thomas’ wife and sons,
DuVal prospered by hiring additional northern craftsmen like John Poole
Schermerhorn and Samuel Wilson.
Unfortunately, conflicts of personality and interest periodically blighted the
DuVal operation. As a result, Schermerhorn, Harwood, and Wilson all decamped,
accidental founders of the craft diaspora that became the James River tradition.
Richmond’s first black potters are also named in the records during these years.
Their labors allowed for fledgling stoneware operations to be built and to grow.
While Benjamin DuVal’s son James strove to regain momentum “at the Sign of
the Jug,” the new, breakaway shops presented strong competition.
John Schermerhorn struck out on his own in Richmond’s east end
Rocketts community and may also have had a hand in southeast Henrico
County. There, the former Norwich gristmill became planter’s son Richard
Randolph’s stoneware manufactory at ‘Kaolin’. Randolph’s relationship with his
“artists,” including Samuel Frayser and Thomas Amoss, reveals a respect
seemingly lacking in the DuVal shop. As a result we will see how Randolph was
able to turn the region’s raw materials center into a manufacturing core.
Schermerhorn likewise found the key to success in proximity to materials
when he invested in a 300-acre tract north of Richmond bearing “inexhaustible
3

beds … of the finest potters’ clay known in Virginia” (Richmond Times Dispatch,
19 May 1871). ‘Montezuma’ became a quarter century institution, exporting
wares in great quantity, particularly to the west.
In the late 1830s, Stephen Sweeney became a master in his own right,
consolidating lands previously associated with Randolph, Frayser, and Amoss,
christening the tract ‘Claymount’. His enterprises there included a tavern, hotel,
and two potteries.
John Schermerhorn’s 1850 death opened a vacuum that was immediately
filled by a second wave of newcomers including David Parr and family of
Baltimore and Sanford Perry and Moro Phillips of Philadelphia. Stoneware
production now centered at four factories in as many locations: Richmond,
Petersburg, Four Mile-Bailey’s creeks, and Trees Point on the James.
Trees Point served the important and growing market of chemical
stoneware as Richmond industries grew through the 1850s. While Moro Phillips
eventually turned back toward Philadelphia, Thomas and Henry Ducey, brothers
from Ireland, took over the Lowndes shop of Petersburg in 1855. Meanwhile,
Richmond’s Parr Pottery thrived. By 1858, Parr partnered with auctioneer and
retailer Thomas W. Keesee, leading to the steady flow of Parr wares into western
parts of the state.
Ten miles southeast, Sweeney’s operation prospered on the eve of the
Civil War. Caught between the fighting at Deep Bottom, New Market Heights,
and Malvern Hill, and staggered by the sickness and death of Stephen Sr., the
Sweeney potteries were broken up in 1863. When David Parr bought out the
4

Sweeney stock and tools it left him with only the Duceys in Petersburg as
competition. By the 1870s, both the Parrs and Duceys turned increasingly to
industrial products such as crucibles, bricks, flowerpots, and chimney and water
pipes to supplement a market drastically undercut by new glass jars, metal cans,
and rail-shipped stonewares from Ohio and the west.
Stoneware potting as practiced in America through the 19th century and
the unique biographies of potters and places lead to hypotheses regarding the
products and praxis of James River stoneware manufacturers. Decades of
sporadic archaeological attention and collecting come together in Chapter 3 with
the first testing of these hypotheses. The first three chapters herein populate and
activate landscapes and networks we will explore in second half of the study.
Work tasks become roles to actors revealed in historical documents; tools and
equipment serve as props in the theater of daily life. Spaces around them,
meanwhile, become an interactive stage. Archaeological evidence is presented,
the forms and decorations employed by the individual potters detailed, and
archaeological explorations by the author delineated. Analysis discusses the
bearing of such finds on our understanding of potters’ materials, techniques, and
landscapes.
Armed with facts and educated interpretations, Chapter 4 takes a step
back to apply this new knowledge to the physical landscapes of the potters. The
result is the first comprehensive map of this James River industry.
We begin with a discussion of the importance of physical context and the
value of space in interpreting the James River potteries. Landscape studies are
5

defined and their usefulness in archaeology discussed. Reconstructions of
individual potteries accompany analyses of organization and everyday use,
inspiring further questions. Spaces reveal the tensions and attractions that
regulate networks: urban and rural, smallholding and plantation, Quaker and
slave-owner. Reconstructions of lost landscapes and comparative examples allow
us to follow potters’ praxis and the chaîne opératoire of production. These ordered
taskscapes were enacted through relationships of clay mines to creek and kiln to
shop, leaving behind foundations, waster piles, deep pits, and wharf pilings.
Roads, canals, river, and rail networks as well as urban retail stores were
common to all in the trade, regardless of affiliation or background. Mapping the
urban environment of the potteries and their retail shops and outlets reveals the
importance of the public face presented by potters.
Finally, with the stage thus furnished with tasks, objects, and ideas,
Chapter 5’s theoretical focus draws the curtain on meaning in James River
potting. I elucidate theories ranging from Actor Network to Semeiotics and
Practice. These theoretical perspectives have informed each chapter, as they will
my future research into the southeast Virginia stoneware tradition.
Ties of training and kinship, famously strong among potters, are especially
featured. Not only are the James River potters shown to have operated via
familial networks, but they also united along cultural, class, and religious lines.
The diversity of potters, hailing as they did from different states and even
different countries, prepares us for their distillation into distinct subgroups along
the James. These groups included the English Lowndes and Irish Duceys, the
6

New York and New Jersey potters of DuVal and their associates, and the mixed
community of Four Mile-Bailey’s creek potters. Independent Quakers and
aspiring planters, conservative slaveholders and abolitionist pacifists: These
personalities shuttled between the physical loci of production to weave the fabric
of the James River tradition.
Tim Ingold’s variation on Bruno Latour’s “Meshwork” provides the means
to unite the many networks at play within the James River Stoneware tradition.
Networks of trade and marketing, labor and raw materials, and class and religion
cannot be viewed in isolation. They are all threads in a meshwork, and the
tensions and attractions between the threads are felt across the fabric as a
whole. Confrontations, as between Quaker artisans and the larger Virginia slaveholding community, reveal the capacity of the meshwork for self-healing. Where
the mesh is torn, its fibers often come together in unexpected and seemingly
random fashion. Like a block of felt, however, barely visible barbs of association
hook the insubstantial into a unified whole. Threads and fibers are found hard at
work across the meshwork. Supply networks of raw materials reveal the reliance
of potters on one another and on their neighbors in times of need. As actors in
political networks, James River potters served as local party officers and
announced their partisan loyalties in newspapers as well as through the
decorations on their ware.
Archaeology provides evidence of network relationships between many
James River potteries. The physical remains of potteries, including their spaces,
features, and sherds, connect archaeological sites with extant vessels, frequently
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rewriting attributions and exposing surprising links. The recognition that the
movement of the DuVal potters was largely responsible for the James River
tradition is chief among these.
Semeiotics, the testing and distilling of diverse motifs into distinct ideolects,
provides us with a means to explore decorations and forms as expressions of
individual beliefs and aesthetics. As archaeological work continues on these sites,
the ability to refine and interpret these ideolects will improve further.
The philosophy of the potters’ praxis is not discoverable through the
technical study of production alone. For this, I turn to the concepts of design and
aesthetic development described by David Pye. His arguments explore how
workers establish standards of production and design. His concept of ‘risk
minimization’ helps emphasize the elegance and efficiency of potters’ protoindustrial tools and techniques. Costly Signaling Theory, as adapted from
evolutionary biology by Graham, et al (2007), provides strong explanations for
the ‘gamble’ of elaborate form and decoration in utilitarian stoneware.
This dissertation highlights how a community of potters came together, and
how it developed with reference to the Meshwork, the intense fabric of connections
and forces that were acted through mental and physical space. Archaeological,
historical, and oral data become the key to understanding the potters' habitus and
how artisans, neighbors, spaces, and artifacts enacted that world.
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~Chapter One~

STONEWARE
WHAT IS STONEWARE – HOW IS IT MADE – NATURAL RESOURCES INVOLVED IN ITS
PRODUCTION AND THEIR PROCUREMENT – TOOLS USED – ORGANIZATION OF SPACE –
WHAT MAKES A JAMES RIVER POT? – STONEWARE POTTING AS PROTO-INDUSTRIAL –
RISE AND DECLINE OF AMERICAN STONEWARE INDUSTRY – DEVELOPMENT OF
STONEWARE SCHOLARSHIP IN EUROPE AND AMERICA

What is “Stone Ware”?
Stoneware potting bridged the gap between artisanal and industrial
production in early 19th-century America. The tough, watertight vessels
represented streamlined manufacturing and durability, facilitating the movement
of important commodities on a national scale.
Stoneware, Steingut, gres de Flanders; the names applied to this highfired, non-porous ceramic reflect a popularity that stretched from its Western
birthplace in Germany and the low-countries to markets around the world.
Utilitarian stoneware is distinguished by its high, 1400° to 2300° Fahrenheit firing
temperature. The typical earthenware vessel is only burned to around 1200°F.
Stoneware is covered in salt- or alkaline glaze to further insure
impermeability. Both provide an easy-to-clean surface and improve the gloss and
depth of slip decorations. Salt is not a true glaze in the sense of a solution of
powdered glass or silica combined with mineral colorants and water; instead,
common salt is simply tossed into openings in the kiln at approximately 2300
degrees. This is known as the point of vitrification, when the salt vaporizes and
fuses the surfaces of everything in the kiln. The sodium acts as a catalyst, allowing
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silica at the surface of earthen artifacts like pots and kiln bricks to fuse at a lower
temperature than they otherwise would, creating a thin layer of glass.
Alkaline glazing, popular in the American South, lacked European
precedents. Its use arose in the early 1800s, apparently pioneered by Edgefield,
South Carolina pottery owner Abner Landrum.i Here, wood or bone ash is mixed
with liquid clay, known as ‘slip’, which is then used to dip or brush over unfired
pots. Alkaline glaze use proliferated in South Carolina and the Deep South,
representing an economical and attractive alternative to salt, which could be
difficult to procure in the backcountry. Both techniques render a glossy surface.
In the case of salt glaze, a glass layer forms an orange peel texture; in alkaline
glazing, a mottled, smooth glass results.
In the North, potters’ needs were met by the “Salt City” of Syracuse, New
York. James River potters received supplies from the “Salt Capital of the
Confederacy” at Saltville, Virginia, whose salt-works opened in the 1780s.
The first attempts to permanently seal stoneware came in the form of iron
washes or iron slips that appeared in Siegburg, Germany in the 12th and 13th
centuries on middling-fired “proto-stoneware.” The wash covered the vessel in
thin liquid clay tinted with iron oxide providing a pale-to-rich red-brown matte
exterior with a more watertight body (Gaimster 1997, 34). European salt glazing
arose in the 15th century in stoneware centers like Cologne, Siegburg, and
Raeren. The technique was developed independently of the salt glaze traditions
i

Additional speculation proposes that Landrum was influenced by the descriptions of Chinese
alkaline glazing published in DuHalde’s 1741 General History of China (cf. Todd 2008, 31-32)
In reality, the effects of free-blown ash in a kiln are obvious and the short step to turning this
common accident into a glazing process likely led to independent invention.
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that appeared in Asia several centuries earlier. Iron oxide washes remained
popular after true stoneware came into common production and were later used
in conjunction with clear salt glaze. German potters’ adoption of the grey and
blue palette paralleled the introduction of tin-glazed earthenware and porcelain in
Europe. Meanwhile, brown-dipped wares persisted as a specialty of British
potters. Indeed, the 1730s stoneware of the Poor Potter of Yorktown, Virginia is
of this classic British type, and the early DuVal stoneware made in Richmond is a
lineal descendant (for examples, see Barka 1984, 2004).

Finding the Potters’ Field: Sourcing Clay
“Legend of the Cherokee Clay”
In most histories of American stoneware, the fine kaolin clay beds of New
Jersey’s Morgan family take pride of place in the genesis of the industry. In fact,
the South boasted its own mythic clay beds. From the early 1700s, tales
circulated about a source of pure kaolin in the Cherokee Indian lands of Carolina.
Over the next eighty years, different groups sought to exploit the “Unaker”, or
Cherokee clay, and such stories probably played a part in the establishment of
William Roger’s pottery at Yorktown. In the end, the beds were simply too far
removed from easy river and road transport to make the mining worthwhile.
Although equivalent sources were found in Europe not long after, it was kaolin
clay from North Carolina that introduced the founders of the Bow Porcelain
factory to materials they used to create the first hard-paste English china in 1749
(Ramsay et al 2004).
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It would not be the Appalachian foothills,
but central South Carolina that emerged as a
major clay region. The same locales that
provided

coarse

clays

for

the

Edgefield

stoneware district also bore rich pipe clay
deposits. At Aiken, twenty-foot deep beds of
pure kaolin were being worked in the early
1900s. These beds supplied hundreds of potters

Figure 1: Clay miners at work.
(Keramion Museum, Frechen)

in South Carolina and beyond. The first American porcelain, made at Charleston
by John Bartlam (Hunter 2007, 193), may have been created from this clay.
In 2010, a letter sold on eBay in which a man named Brindley in
Wilmington, Delaware promised to send his uncle samples of ‘white clay’ he had
obtained in Richmond (Brindley 1784). The uncle, apparently a potter in
Staffordshire, England, was also promised a sample of Wilmington clay, the
same clays used by pioneering Philadelphia porcelain maker Bonnin and Morris.
The letter referred to an earlier message, now lost, that likely described the
precise location of the Richmond clay deposit. This is our earliest document
relating to the James River clay beds.
It was clay that drew potters to Richmond and clay that provided
entrepreneurs with the bait to recruit them. Situated at the falls of a crucial
waterway and convenient to major roads, Richmond and Henrico were ideal
locations for potting ventures. With the news of good clay and the promise of
budding canal and road networks to open western markets, the hook was set.
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Between the late 1700s and the 1830s, potters and pottery owners gained
control over Henrico County’s clay bedsii. Early owner Benjamin DuVal may have
bought clay banks before placing his first ad for potters and the first thing Albany
potter John Schermerhorn did in establishing his factory was to negotiate clay
access. Thomas Amoss, a Baltimore potter who came to Richmond, advertised
just before his move that he had obtained rights to fine clay pits (Kille 2009, 159160). Potters Samuel Frayser and Stephen B. Sweeney both bought land for the
purpose of mining clay for their potteries. Phillip Moro and Sanford Perry, fiftythree miles down river, established their factory on clay-rich land linked to the
earlier potters John Poole Schermerhorn and Samuel Wilson.
Outside Clay Sourcing
Although potters may have settled on a given site because of abundant
clay resources, that does not mean they continued to rely solely on these
sources. Many northern potting centers got their start when potters found they
could transport clay by water to clay-barren sites. Others sought out special clays
to improve the working characteristics of locally available bodies. Baltimore potter
Edwin Bennett sourced clay from New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Georgia,
and Maryland to support his diverse production of refined wares (Kille 2009, 306).
Clay beds are found largely by accident when natural cuts such as a
riverbank, an eroded bluff or the root ball of a large fallen tree reveal deeper
strata. Man-made disturbance could also be a boon to potters. On June 20, 1791,

ii

For details of these transactions and map citations, see the individual potters’ sections in
Chapter 2.
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for example, a notice ran in the Richmond Common Council Minutes (R.VaCCM)
that a request by “the proprietors of the pottery in this city … to make use of the
dirt in the cross street between Scherer and Richardson’s houses” would be
honored by the Committee of Streets (R.VaCCM No.1, 1782-1793, 235). Potters
working for Benjamin DuVal, likewise resourceful, led the apothecary to write to
the county’s Common Council requesting “clay for his Tile manufactory which he
wished to procure out of the cross Street above the Courthouse” (R.VaCCM
No.3, 1808-1813, 16 May 1808:18). As Edward Virginius Valentine relates in his
publication “The Dell” (1890s) a large quantity of clay dug from beneath the
Potomac at Baltimore and imported by David or John Parr remained at the Parr
site after the business ceased. It would be this clay that Valentine would use in
models for his statue of “Lee Recumbent” in the chapel of Washington and Lee
University in Lexington, Virginia.
What arises from these examples is the importance of street grading and
improvement as an alternative and rarely considered clay source among potters.
Cities up and down the east coast were changing rapidly in this period and
natural landforms were steadily cut away to expand and improve the buildable
space. Potters benefitted from free labor in the digging, negotiating only the
transport of clay to their work-yards. Pots to hold the products of the Republic’s
expanding cities were made from the very ground on which they stood.
Clay consumption at the potteries varied and is generally given as a
certain tonnage per annum in the Virginia manufacturers’ census. A four-pound
ball of clay was needed to create a one-gallon crock, thus 2000lbs. (one ton)
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could yield perhaps 500 gallons. By this measure, and even given a 10-30%
waste rate, early Richmond potters could have produced from between 105,000
and 135,000 gallons of stoneware a year.
Clay Recycling
Although pottery waster dumps are famously extensive, containing literally
tons of material, the amount of waste potters produced would have been far
greater still without a number of common recycling strategies. European potters
and their neighbors traditionally turned burdensome kiln waste to their advantage
by using broken pieces in mosaic flooring and paving, and intact pots even found
a role in church choirs as acoustic ‘tile’ cells and in building pottery kilns
themselves (Heege 2007, 54). On both sides of the Atlantic, waste clay, failed
greenware, and kiln wasters cycled from discard back into use as grog, saggars
(containers used as baffles against flame and ash contact), and as drainage and
roadbed material. Potters often became involved in public works in their
community with an eye to the acquisition or disposal of one form of clay or another.
The prodigious waste emanating from potteries provided for a rich spectrum of
such opportunistic reuse or ‘cultural transforms’ (Schiffer 1972), revealing potters’
relationships with their products, their landscapes, and their communities.

The Kilns: Updraft, Downdraft, Square or Round?
Draft: Path of the Flames
Draft in kiln terminology is the path along which air, heat, and flame are
pulled through the kiln. Kiln draft patterns are determined by the arrangement of
firebox, flues, and chimney as well as the height of the pot floor vis-à-vis the
firebox. Updraft designs draw heat continuously up through the pot floor and out
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via chimneys or simple vents. Their firebox typically lies below floor level.
Downdraft kilns are arranged so that heat is forced downward through the
vessels once more before being expelled. Often, a tall chimney is used to create
the necessary draft for this to occur. Crossdraft kilns have their fireboxes on level
with the potchamber and pull heat and flame horizontally through the vessels and
out through a low chimney. A baffle or ‘bag wall’ between the chamber and the
firebox prevents the pots from being struck by the full flame and erratic glazing
effects of excessive fly ash. (See Figure 3)
Rectangular Kilns

Figure 2: Rectangular kiln image from newspaper advertisements of Manhattan
potter Clarkson Crolius (National Advocate, 16 Sept 1825) [Left] and William Rogers'
kiln at Yorktown, Virginia 1720s-1740s [Right]. (NPS Yorktown)

Horizontal as well as vertical kilns were used in the medieval and postmedieval Rhenish potting industry. Horizontal designs, where the firebox lay
stepped below the firing chamber, allowed for superior draft control; vertical kilns
used less space and were perhaps easier to construct, with smaller, vaulted
roofs. Early Rhenish émigré potters at Woolwich, east of London, built a classic
horizontal kiln in about 1645, but the form was superseded when John Dwight
won the crown patent with his own round stoneware kiln and another above-
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Figure 3: Groundhog kiln. Maloney 1979

ground, rectangular design. Germans immigrating to America brought with them
the knowledge to build and use the 17th-18th century rectangular and lozengeshaped kilns of Frechen, Rären, Siegburg and the Westerwald, and these
designs morphed into the classic crossdraft groundhog kiln with its low, vaulted
roof and sloping pot floor.
Round Kilns
Two dominant circular kiln styles are the low, domed kiln and the tall
English “bottle oven” common to large-scale potteries of the mid- to late 1800s.
Both forms are descendants of Dwight’s
Fulham design. In 1670, Briton John Dwight
designed his vertical “bottle” kiln and gained
the English patent for stoneware (Gaimster
1997, 41-45). The Dwight design became
the predominant kiln from Staffordshire to
East Liverpool, Ohio until “tunnel” kilns were
brought on line at the turn of the 20th
Figure 4: Bottle kiln at New Geneva,

century. The classic bottle kiln form was a Pennsylvania. Schaltenbrand 1976.
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tall brick chimney shaped like an old-fashioned milk bottle. Edwin Bennett built
Baltimore’s first bottle kiln, a full-size, eight-firebox example in 1847 (Kille 2009,
217). The typical bottle kiln drew heat from between four and twelve fireboxes
circling its base up through stacks of pottery up to 18 feet high. By forcing the
blast through a single, small hole in the pot chamber floor, damage from direct
flame in the updraft was minimized.
Virginia Kiln Traditions
Although

dozens

of

Virginia

potteries

have

been

investigated

archaeologically, relatively few of these sites have given us detailed knowledge
of early kiln construction. Even in Alexandria, Virginia, a veritable hotspot of
pottery archaeology, finds are dominated by kiln waste. Information on early kilns
and pottery structures themselves is extremely scarce, and as of 2013, only a
partial kiln has been excavated there. In Baltimore, only one kiln has been fully
excavated, the 1835-1845 Pawley bottle kiln dug by Christopher Goodwin
Associates in 1998. Unfortunately, the 1810-1835 rectangular kiln of Quaker
potter David Brown Jr. was just barely recognized as such before being
destroyed in January of 2004. As a result of such losses, Richmond may prove to
have one of the richer bodies of early-nineteenth century potting data in the form
of surviving kilns. Further, the James River represents a zone of regional
transition between the ‘groundhog’ and other semi-subterranean kilns of the
Carolinas and the Deep South and the ‘bottle’ and aboveground kilns of the
Mid-Atlantic and Northeast.
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The refitting and rebuilding of kilns can produce strange archaeological
scenarios. At the Howe Site in Benton, Arkansas (3SA340), Andrew Bruckner
excavated a rectangular stoneware kiln built atop an earlier, round version (SHA
2012). It appears the round kiln served the area’s original salt glaze tradition
while the rectangular one met the needs of later 19th century Albany and Bristol
slip-coated, brown and white stoneware. Kilns, subject to severe stresses and
degradation from heat and weather, were frequently rebuilt. Moreover, when a
kiln was rebuilt and its design altered, it could also alter work-yard patterns.
Even in a small area, multiple kiln styles might be in use. Site 44RB84 at
Rockbridge Baths, Virginia has a circular updraft kiln (Russ 1990, 208-210). An
oval kiln burned pots four miles away at the Firebaugh Pottery (ibid., 208,214). At
the Fincastle Pottery in neighboring Botetourt County, a rectangular arched kiln
served (ibid., 204).
The archaeology of kiln forms favored by James River potters will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 3. To date, none has been fully excavated. There
has been evidence of rectangular kilns from DuVal, Trees Point, and Norwich
Mills and probable round kilns on the Parr and Sweeney properties. None of the
sites yet surveyed or excavated in Richmond and Henrico County suggest the
minimal use of kiln furniture typical of the single-layer loading of a groundhog kiln
and all appear to be aboveground designs.
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What Intact Kiln Foundations Tell Us
Kilns rarely survive above ground, as once abandoned, they became
prime sources of well-fired brick for building domestic chimneys and other
structures. Standing kilns were also reused in-situ for various purposes. Late
medieval Rhenish kilns were resurrected to serve as conveniently brick-corbelled
wine cellars and storage vaults beneath houses. A similar condition was
suspected of New York’s Crolius-Van Vleck kiln, circa 1760, depicted under the
foundations of a house in an 1842 engraving (Meta Janowitz 2011, pers. comm.).
In Baltimore, Beglinger and Locke employed “old ceramic kilns” in burning
charcoal, and Benjamin Greble sold an old potting kiln to a lime burner, perhaps
the burner’s only way to obtain a kiln after a city moratorium on furnace
construction and smokestack regulations took effect (Kille 2009, 176,179).
Despite the high attrition rate of their superstructures, above-ground kilns
generally included sizable foundations. When a kiln fell into disuse and was
destroyed, plowed away, or salvaged for bricks, the foundation often remained in
place. The arrangement of flues, the thickness of walls, size and shape of
fireboxes and the chimney, if extant, are all interpretable. With even an 80% loss
of structural fabric, a kiln can thus still preserve much information concerning
its design and use.
Many stoneware pottery sites now lie in high-traffic and urban areas where
their remaining foundations may suffer repeated disturbance. In the absence of
intact kiln features, the rubble of kilns may still reveal certain technical features
and give tentative clues as to form. The forensics of kiln remains is a skill
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understood best by practicing potters. Arched coping bricks point to vaulted
ceilings or flue arches beneath the pot floor. The salt glaze and soot deposits on
these bricks’ surfaces suggest their original location in the kiln. If the underside is
glassy, it may have come from a ceiling. If blackened, perhaps it felt the licking
flames from the firebox as the heat coursed through arched flues. A potter
trained in firing a wood-burning kiln is able to read the path of flames and the
decisions of the original craftsman from a thousand small details.
Fueling the Fires
Wood, charcoal, and coal were the fuel sources available to early 19th
century potters. Charcoal required too much extra preparation and cost to be
economical, however. Since gas pipelines and on-site gas plants would not enter
the scene until late in the century, it has often been assumed that smaller
potteries used wood fuel exclusively while larger factory operations such as
refined earthenware makers employed coal. Many modern stoneware potteries
continue to use wood to fire traditional kilns today.iii
Potters rely on their knowledge of local wood species to reach necessary
firing temperatures and durations. While Rhenish potters loaded their fireboxes
with beech wood, American kilns were typically stoked with pine and oak.
Obtaining wood necessitated the purchase of forested tracts, leasing timber
rights from neighbors, or buying cordwood. Sometimes potters traded finished
wares for fuel (c.f. Parr & Burland and Henry Myers in Baltimore, Kille 2009, 164).

iii

Contemporary potters using gas kilns will sometimes burn a measure of wood to achieve the
wood-fired appearance in wares. Indeed, gas prices are currently such that some potters
have returned to using wood kilns (Seagrove, NC potter Mary Farrell 2010, pers. comm.).
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Traditional kilns used considerable stocks of wood, demanding a strict
curing schedule and requiring the construction of drying and storage sheds.
William Rogers owned many hundreds of acres that likely provided his Yorktown
factory with fuel. At Old Sturbridge Village, a reconstructed 1830s bottle kiln
burns three cords of wood in 24 hours to reach 1900 degrees (Centralmass.org,
2009). John Kille found that a groundhog kiln might burn 2.5 cords of wood per
10 hours (2009, 163-164). In 1850, David Parr used 400 cords, equating to
roughly 160 separate firings. Such estimates, taken from sources like the
manufacturers’ census, would need to be adjusted to account for various kiln
configurations and fuel used in domestic heating and cooking. Early Richmond
kilns, as will be seen, might have been fired around 30 to 40 times per year.
Coal: A Local Alternative?
Coal-fired stoneware production was something of a rarity in the early 19th
century United States. Baltimore’s large-scale refined-ware potters Edwin
Bennett, Maulden Perine, and David F. Haynes burned coal in their bottle kilns
(Bennett was first in 1847). Sanborn insurance maps show both Haynes and
Perine built dedicated coal sheds on their properties. (Kille 2009, 164, 217) Other
industries such as glass manufacturing had relied on coal from the late-1700s
(Madarasz 1998, 49). As early as the 1840s, East Liverpool, Ohio’s fledgling
potteries were burning their wares using local coal. When Maulden Perine shifted
his stoneware production to Zanesville, Ohio in 1895 and Cowden of Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania did likewise in 1909, it was to be closer to coal resources (Kille
2009, 293).
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Henrico and Chesterfield counties were known to hold prime deposits of
bituminous coal as early as the 1730s (Williams 1979, 351). It is perhaps telling
that future pottery owner Benjamin DuVal was noted as mining Henrico coal in
the 1780s (see notice, below), around the time when he first started seeking
potters. DuVal was a descendant of the Marquis De La Muce’s colony of French
Huguenots at Mannakin Towne in Chesterfield County to the South. A hunter
from this community is credited with discovering the Midlothian coalmines,
America’s first (Williams 1979). The possibility is there, but as potters’ listings in
the Virginia Manufacturers’ Census reference wood alone, coal may have served
more as an auxiliary fuel, if at all.
RICHMOND, Aug. 23, 1785.
THE Subscriber begs leave to inform the public in general, and
the citizens of Richmond in particular, that he works the COAL
MINES in Henrico County, the late property of Mr. Samuel DuVal,
deceased; and has just entered into a body of Coal, superior to
any in the world. The price is One Shilling per bushel, delivered at
Rockets landing, or in any part of Richmond, or Nine-pence at the
pits. Those whom it may please to favor him with their custom,
may rely on the greatest punctuality in complying with his
engagements, and expedition in loading vessels—Mr. Isaac
Armistead will treat with any person that may want a quantity to
ship, and those who want for their own consumption, may have it
delivered at their doors, by giving orders to the Coal Waggoners,
who pass through the city every day.
Figure 5: The Virginia Gazette or the American Advertiser, [R.Va], 27 Aug 1785, 3-2

Hand Tools
Most, if not all, of the tools used in making James River stoneware were
handmade by the potters.iv Although almost none of the James River craftsmen’s
tools are known to have survived, examples from stoneware centers such as New
York City and Morgantown, WV (c.f. Russ 1992) give an idea of common forms.
iv

It would not be until the 1890s that firms like Potter’s Supply Company, of East
Liverpool, Ohio furnished ready-made tools and processed materials to pieceworkers
and independent operations.
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Figure 6: Tools of New York potter Clarkson Crolius (1774-1843) (Williamson 1940, plate 110)

The surface decorations and profiles of extant Virginia stoneware indicate
additional, more specialized tools. Rouletting wheels, stamps, knives, punches,
and scrapers were expediently created from scrap wood, metal, and clay.
Makers’ marks or capacity stamps were fashioned out of loose printer’s type,
carved from wood, or neatly modeled by hand. In some cases potters may have
paid to have metal stamps made incorporating decorative elements or longer text.
Kiln Furniture
“Kiln furniture” is the assortment props, pads, containers and other pieces
potters made from clay to separate, stack, and protect vessels in the kiln from
falling or becoming fused to one another. The masses of furniture recovered at
sites such as the DuVal, Trees Point, and Parr potteries represent both a
significant time investment in specially made forms such as saggars (flameblocking containers) and jug stackers, and the expedient use of raw clay wadding
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in ‘placing’ or loading kilns. Durable kiln
furniture required refractory, high-grog clay
whose gritty inclusions helped it withstand
repeated firings. Other means of limiting
accidents included rolling or coating the
furniture in coarse sand, thereby reducing
the surface area in contact with the vessels
being fired and allowing furniture to be
easily separated if it had begun to adhere.

Figure 7: Illustration of kiln furniture and
examples of usage. Drawing by the author.

Each potter developed their own set of designs or types, and as a result,
the terminology of kiln furniture has never been formalized. I have adopted the
terms used recently by Brenda Hornsby-Heindl in her kiln furniture studies with
some additions and modifications for particular pottery assemblages (HornsbyHeindl 2012, pers. comm., manuscript in preparation).
Bad on the Draw: Wasters and Kiln Debris Deposition
With the drawing of every kiln load, it was inevitable that the potter would
find a number of failed vessels. Their bodies would be shattered, pocked,
slumped, or poorly glazed and fired. Wasters help identify prominent causes of
kiln failure and what was done in subsequent firings to alleviate the problems.
High failure rates could cause potters to abandon or modify certain forms,
redesign kiln flues, or change the firing sequence.
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Decoration and Glaze
Manganese was the first mineral decoration used in German stoneware. It
appeared on Rhenish wares as a brown or dark purple but after the introduction
of cobalt its use declined and grew rare on Westerwald wares after 1740 (Skerry
and Hood 2009, 47). America’s first utilitarian stoneware potters were trained
during a golden age in cobalt decoration, though they certainly knew of
manganese. The choice was apparently a matter of aesthetics rather than
availability; the orange manganese ore occurs relatively frequently in nodule form
within clay beds. Former Parr Pottery apprentice George N. Fulton is one of the
few Virginia stoneware potters to use manganese extensively (Russ 2004).
For the few other stoneware potters who employed the mineral, it typically served
to provide contrast to cobalt.
Stoneware potters of the eastern United States have used cobalt for twoand-a-half centuries. The preparation of cobalt was more labor intensive than
many lower temperature glazes familiar to earthenware production. Cobaltite and
smaltite, the principal ores, were first recovered as byproducts of silver mining in
Germany’s Harz Mountains. Silver smelters crushed and roasted the ore in a
furnace and crushed it again to render fine blue gravel known as Schmalte. The
Schmalte or schmaltz was ground by potters, sometimes together with flint or
glass in a glaze mill, a stone quern propelled by a long pole swiveling in a pivot in
the ceiling above. The resulting flour-fine powder was combined with liquid clay
to create the chalky-blue cobalt slip used in brushed and slip-trailed designs on
stoneware. When fired, the chalky refraction melted into a deep blue glass.
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European potters were probably inspired to use cobalt after seeing it on Chinese
porcelains. It became a common Rhenish stoneware glaze in the 1500s and rose
to dominance in the 1700s (Gaimster 1997, 41).
Potters are traditionally superstitious. Kiln firings are inherently uncertain
and results can be decided by the slightest mistake or whim of draft and flame.
Cobalt itself draws its name from the Kobold, a Germanic hob-goblin. Miners in
the Harz believed all silver had once been pure but had been eaten by these
goblins who excreted silver ore, rife with brittle cobaltite and smaltite that reeked
of sulfur and gave off arsenical gas when processed. Rhenish potters brought
this linguistic association with them when they immigrated to America. Kobolde
(the plural) represented only one of the spirits whom potters may have humored.
Like gargoyles or the green branch carpenters traditionally nailed in a new-built
gable, potters in Germany fashioned a clay devil face to guard over the kiln
during firing. The face embodied the spirit of the flames and sought protection for
the vessels within (Keramik Museum Höhr-Grenzhausen film “Feuer und Flamme”).

Figure 8: Cobalt Schmalte and melted cobalt slip in a crucible.
Displayed in Keramik Museum Höhr-Grenzhausen.

Beyond the Rhineland, cobalt sometimes had to be shipped considerable
distances rendering it prohibitively expensive for some potters. The most
common sources lie outside the United States, though cobalt ores may be found
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here as well. This would become increasingly important when the Napoleonic
Wars cut off supplies of German cobalt in the 1810s (George Miller 2012, pers.
comm.). The source of the cobalt used could impart different depths and hues to
the decoration. In the Shenandoah Valley, for example, Ramsay credits native
cobalt ores with possibly lending a unique “purple blue” (1976 [1939], 97). Major
cobalt mines in Connecticut and Canada may also have provided the potters with
their materials. Those who insisted on using the blue mineral might seek out
other sources, such as blue glass bottles.
Whatever the source, cobalt remained a relatively costly form of
embellishment as opposed to reductive techniques like incising and stamping. In
1820, a northern potter like Nathan Clark of Athens, New York might expect to
pay $5 for 10 pounds of cobalt (MacFarlane 1951, 43). At these prices,
Richmond potter Samuel Wilson would have spent about $20 on the forty pounds
of the blue mineral he used in that year (1820 Virginia Manufacturers Census).
Although not a major outlay, it must be reckoned as advertising, rather than a
true production expense, as its decorative and eye-catching values trump any
merits in sealing or disguising potential joint cracks.
Eagles and Stars: Sprig Molding
James River stoneware is in a minority of American utilitarian ceramics
that sometimes feature sprig-molded relief decoration like the Bells and Eberlys
of the Shenandoah and southwest Pennsylvania. Delicate, applied decorations
have been a hallmark of Rhenish stoneware production since the 1400s and of the
British since at least the 1700s (Gaimster 1997, 38-9; Noël Hume 2004, 179-245).
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Relief decorations were formed in a shallow press-mold and applied to the ware
after turning. Application involved using a slip to ensure adhesion and often
scoring the decorative piece and/or body of the vessel to increase the bondable
surface area. Molds could be made of many materials including stone, plaster,
wood, and bisque clay. Gaimster notes that Rhenish potters used sandstone for
a master mold, which was then heat-hardened and used to produce multiple
plaster or clay positives (1997, 38-39). Although some of the mold masters bear
the monograms of potters, others likely were made by professional mold-cutters.
Plaster of Paris molds simplified the process and were popularized in Europe
beginning in 1740 (Skerry and Hood 2009, 114).

A Full Assortment of Stoneware
The diversity of utilitarian forms produced by the typical stoneware potter
in the early nineteenth century bespeaks the vessels’ ubiquity in the home. The
forms that will be described in this section are those generally encountered
among extant collections, in period advertisements and documents, and in
archaeological contexts. Figure 9 on the following page shows a rectangular kiln
in cross-section and illustrates many of the forms that will be discussed. It also
demonstrates stacking using kiln furniture and depicts features such as flues
running beneath the pot chamber, spy holes in the walls, and salt ports in the
arched roof of the kiln.
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Figure 9: Kiln cross-section illustration showing various stoneware forms. Drawing by author.
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Bottles
Bottles are small, closed-mouthed vessels lacking handles and designed
for holding liquids. Like most other shapes, they evolved from ovoid to straightsided forms by the mid 1800s. The variety of forms reflects various tastes and
needs, with necks and general potting ranging from fine and delicate to thick and
shatter resistant. Flasks, generally of the finer sort of potting, could be simply
flattened bottles or could have been forced into ovoid shapes by having sections
cut from their circular bases, disguising their wheel-thrown origin.
A separate bottle tradition is the tall, slender beer and water bottle of the
continent. Stoneware makers in Europe made mineral water bottles by the
millions for mineral spas and gin distillers also adopted the form. In the 1750s
and 60s, these retained a traditional ovoid form (Skerry and Hood 2009, 56), but
by the second half of the 18th and through the 19th century, they became
cylindrical with the shoulder gaining definition over time. Descendants of the form
are found today holding gins and some seasonal wines in Germany.
Coolers and Water Filters
Coolers were important stoneware products in a Virginia summer. Potters
patented special filter inserts lined with charcoal and other materials to appeal to
customers in an age when news of cholera outbreaks filled the papers. Baltimore
potter Thomas W. Brotherton advertised his “perculating filters” (Kille 2009, 119).
Their large capacity and public presence made these vessels a natural canvas
for potters’ decorative talents and self-promotion.
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Furnace Pots
“Furnace pots” were another diversified offering of the urban stoneware
potter. The small, portable stoves could be used for heating, cooking, or for work
such as heating a tinsmith’s soldering irons (Myers 1984a, 61). Potters from
Baltimore (1820s to 1830s, Myers 1984a, 58) to Albany (Paul Cushman, Albany
Institute of History & Art, 2007) advertised such stoves. Their basic form was that
of a cylinder with a vented lower compartment for coals and an upper grate not
unlike a modern charcoal grill.
Crucibles
Crucibles, cup or bowl forms with pouring lips able to resist extreme
temperatures, were used by many industries, from chemists to glass and metal
workers. They seem to have been a specialty of Richmond’s Parr and
Petersburg’s Ducey Brothers potteries and may have been made at the Trees
Point factory as well. The Duceys went so far as to solicit positive reviews from
Petersburg and Richmond foundry men to publish in their advertisements.
Crucibles were also used in the glass-making industry and area potters probably
tried their hand here as well. Richmond and Petersburg were lucky to have these
industrial entrepreneurs. In the major glass center of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
for example, local clays were used mostly to produce yellow-ware at the Bennett
Pottery and glassmakers were forced to advertise for suitable clays to make their
own crucibles (Madarasz 1998, 25).
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Stove Liners
Stove liners as well as furnace pots reflected the increase in domestic
bituminous coal use and the popularization of yet-hotter anthracite beginning in
1830 (Myers 1984a, 62-63). Well-grogged, dense fireclay protected the old,
hand-made brick chimneys of the city against such extra-hot new fuels. The
liners or “collars” slid into holes cut in a structure’s chimney and accepted the
sheet metal pipe of an iron stove. The tube-shaped liners were made by potteries
from the Shenandoah to New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and
beyond as the century wore on. Maulden Perine produced stovepipes for the
B&O and Washington railroads’ wooden cars as early as 1837 and in 1853,
fellow Baltimore potter William Linton advertised “ornamental Chimney pots”
(Kille 2009, 284 and 240).
Flowerpots
Flowerpots were often the primary form produced by those stoneware
potters who expanded into earthenware production. The inexpensive pots could
be made in a full range of sizes, nested compactly in the kiln, and required less
fuel. Potters in Baltimore turned out as many as 23,592 in a year, taking out
advertising in both English and German papers (Kille 2009, 121, Myers 1984a,
54). Although flowerpots were made by both stoneware- and earthenware potters
throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, they are associated by
collectors with the decline of stoneware as the final, industrial product of a ‘onceproud craft tradition.’ In Baltimore, this was true of Perine, as well as of Linton,
the second and third biggest potteries in the city (Kille 2009, 307).
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Roofing Tiles and Drain Tile
Wooden shingles and slate were the dominant 18th century American
roofing materials. Clay roofing tiles, associated with southern and central Europe,
were made in some quantity by German Protestant groups such as the
Moravians of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania and the Rappites of Pennsylvania and
Ohio from the mid 1700s. Tiles provided good insulation value, slate-like
durability, and minimal noise from the elements. Although potters would always
come in second to the newly introduced and quicker-to-install metal roofing,
many continued to produce tiles in the 19th century.
Bricks
While brickmaking was well represented as its own trade, many potters
produced small runs of standard as well as specialty bricks. Some made and
fired the bricks used to build their own kilns. Bricks were expediently made by
less-skilled workers, used up substandard clays, and helped fill the cooler parts
of kilns before firing. Unfortunately, records of brick firings are few and far
between, rarely entering in newspaper advertisements (in one example, Maulden
Perine used his kiln to burn brick in 1857: Kille 2009, 284).
Tobacco Pipes
Tobacco pipes are a prototypical Virginia ceramic product, from Native
American pipe bowls to the “Chesapeake” variety made by whites, blacks, and
Indians, to the kaolin pipes imported from Holland and the continent (sometimes
in imitation of native forms). The “Pamplin Smoking Pipe” made near Petersburg
is synonymous with the Commonwealth. The pipe’s Westerwald ancestor was
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introduced by immigrant Moravians and bore the same cuff, drilled to insert a
short reed stem. These “reed” or “stub” pipes were later produced in potteries
and homes across the continent from New England to Florida to Utah.
Sometimes formed in elaborate brass or iron presses, all that was actually
required was a simple two-piece mold of wood, clay, or metal and two wooden
dowel plungers. Reed pipes were produced in stone and earthenware and were
probably made at several of the James River potteries.
Chemical Stoneware
Chemical stoneware was a very specialized branch of the trade,
pioneered in the United States by potters like Philadelphia’s Henry Remmey. A
wide variety of containers, coils, tubing, “alembics” or distilling bells, and
“Woulfe’s jars” made possible much of the chemical processing that provided
emerging industries with the corrosives used to produce everything from
photographs to silver-plate and paper. William Linton of Baltimore advertised
chemical stoneware including “Receivers to hold from ten to 30 gallons, with or
without spigots, with connecting pipes of all shapes.” The extreme utilitarian
nature of this ware would seem to preclude aesthetic considerations but the
potters saw fit to embellish even here. A 30-gallon trade sign pot with profuse
cobalt decoration is attributed to Linton (Kille 2009, 240-1) and the potters at the
Trees Point Factory on the James did not shrink from decorating their work. In
considering chemical wares as utilitarian, we forget the magic perceived in the
19th century’s incredible industrial development. It was the birth of a thousand
scientific miracles. What editorialists wrought in hyperbolic Victorian prose,
stoneware potters celebrated in the best fashion they knew. Industry was art.
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The Rise and Fall of American Stoneware
Lead vs. Salt
A common claim regarding the fall of earthenware relates to the clear lead
glaze typically applied to it. The dangers of lead toxicity were well known in
Roman times. Concern arose again in seventeenth-century Europe, leading to
eventual efforts to ban lead water pipes and other sources of the taint. Like
James I’s “Counterblaste to Tobacco” the warnings took favor only in certain
circles. Rank for example, had an ironic, inverse relationship to lead exposure as
elites had access to more lead-bearing amenities (running water in lead pipes,
lead-bearing table wares, and expensive, heavy-metal rich medicines). Bioarchaeological studies have found lead levels high among elites. Given a
relatively low consumption of acidic foods, lead-glazed pottery did not spell
immediate doom for those otherwise less exposed to the metal.
The poorer classes may have drawn their water from a well with “the old
oaken bucket” and eaten communally from wooden ‘trenchers’ in the 17th
century, but from the 18th century on, lead grew into an unavoidable part of
western life. Lead in table and cook wares was a more manageable threat than
increasingly common lead pipes because at least some people understood to
avoid the use of these vessels with acidic foods that would leach out lead (e.g.
tomatoes, citrus fruits, apples). In London, the Pewterers’ Guild enforced
standards of metal composition and the guild stamp spoke for safety against the
sometimes-higher lead content of foreign and maverick domestic wares. Among
potters, lead glaze had been a way of life for centuries. Simple “red lead” glazing
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was the most dangerous of all and was quite common in earthenware. The
addition of powdered silica (quartz sand) to lead glaze reduced the threat by
helping seal in the heavy metal as well as providing a more durable surface in
general. Silica lead-glazed earthenware could be used with some safety provided
it was used with alkaline foods. Over time, however, even the surface of these
better wares would break down. Though it was advised they be thrown away at
this point, the likelihood that they actually were was low. The Early Republic
pattern proposed by Deetz (1996[1977]) involved archaeological evidence for the
dumping of whole sets of English wares in the early 1800s. Deetz suggested this
dumping reflected a move toward an American national identity; one might also
think it represented a health-conscious replacement of lead-glazed creamware
with porcelain, flint-glazed earthenware, and stoneware. Many Americans
continued to buy English ceramics, however, and most of these continued to be
glazed with lead. The strong, lead-free, white salt-glazed tablewares of the mid1700s had actually been driven from the market by new varieties of lead-glazed
earthenware such as creamware and pearlware. Some stoneware potters took it
upon themselves to call attention to lead in their competitors’ wares (c.f. Skerry and
Hood 2009, 211). In Strasburg, Virginia, stoneware potter James M. Hickerson
advertised “pure salt-glazed stoneware” and denounced “a cheap article bought
by speculators from other states, and sold as stoneware, the glazing of which is
lead and metallic, all of which is dangerous to health and life.” “Ask your
physician if this is not true,” he concludes (Shenandoah Herald, 29 May 1885, 3).
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Although dairy is traditionally associated with ‘redware’ (c.f. Weygandt
1929, 92), Susan Myers found that by 1839, “The Dairyman’s Manual”
commanded that “ONLY” stoneware was proper for dairy use; wood leant an
acidic taste, while earthenware imparted lead (Myers 1984b, 56). Although such
recommendations may have helped open the market for diversifying stoneware
potters, they never found universal acceptance. Meta Janowitz, in a paper given
at the 2012 meeting of the Society for Historical Archaeology, looked to
household cookbooks to determine what was prompting the abandonment of
earthenware in the kitchen. She found conflicting advice both for and against the
use of stone and earthenware with various foods and claimed that perhaps a
larger reason was the rapid adoption of cast iron cook stoves.
Even when stoneware was readily available, strong arguments kept
earthenware in the cupboard. In the absence of cheap and readily available
metal pots and pans, earthenware was still the best-suited cooking ware, the
average stoneware being subject to heat shock. It was not until the mid- to late19th century that American potteries adopted the right mixes of sand and other
materials to produce durable baking vessels in stoneware. In addition,
earthenwares were cheaper and thus expendable, and in some cases, their very
porosity was a boon in cooking (e.g. the Römertopf and similar waterimpregnated baking forms and certain filtering and cheese-making vessels).
Refined earthenwares were under threat by the 1760s, as white saltglazed stoneware had “unseated both pewter and delft as the principal table
wares of the middling and upper class households” (Skerry and Hood 2009, 93).
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Beginning in the 1760s, fragile cream- and pearlware captured the market turning
the tables again. The new lead-glazed earthenwares garnered public favor with
the help of transfer-printed decoration, impossible on the orange-peel texture of
salt-glazed wares. The durability of the latter held little prospect for future sales
and variety came at the high price of new molds rather than prints that could be
applied to the same form in endless combinations.
Low-fired storage wares traveled locally, carrying apple butter or cream to
market, but rarely further. While fragile earthenware bespoke smaller localized
economies, durable, transportable stoneware became a container of choice in
great national networks of foods, oils, chemicals, and other commodities. Stone
jars bore preserves and preparations to urban markets. Occasional survivors of
this heritage are found today in the stoneware containers of some marmalades
and French mustards.
Like wooden casks and barrels, jugs from urban and rural potteries
became conduits for the concentrated corn of the trans-Appalachian stills. The
boom in stoneware jug production presaged and then facilitated a major shift in
American drinking habits. In 1830, the twelve-million-strong American population
consumed five gallons of pure alcohol per head. Potters provided the smaller
capacity vessels that carried alcohol from the tavern into the home during the
formation of the “Alcoholic Republic” (Rorabaugh 1981).
The political reasons for stoneware’s rise are easier to uncover. As Skerry
and Hood explain, the Navigation Acts and the rise of the British Navy in the third
quarter of the 17th-century cut down on the trade in Rhenish stoneware to North
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America and the German wares were soon replaced with English brown
stoneware and glass bottles in a ratio of one to twenty (2009, 22). After the
Hanoverian accession, trade with the German ports resumed and Rhenish
wares, now dutifully decorated with the GR (George Rex) medallions of the
‘English’ monarch, once again reached American shores. When hostilities with
Britain arose and the supply was cut off, German–American potters like the
Crolius and Remmey families filled the gap with their own Germanic wares
(Skerry and Hood 2009, 205). With the cessation of hostilities in 1781, an
incoming flood of stockpiled British wares from Staffordshire, Stoke-on-Trent, and
others ruined many potters who had begun the develop refined wares. The
lesson was clear: the American industry was too immature to gain a foothold in
fine tableware and efforts were better devoted to utilitarian vessels.
Stoneware potting is one of a number of crafts that found ways to adapt to
an industrializing America. The post-War of 1812 dumping of British goods on the
American market is an old staple of school history texts, and ceramics
constituted the bulk of this deluge. Most American potters made little attempt to
compete against the glut of fine wares, instead diversifying in utilitarian forms.
This early experience in diversification may have enabled them to better meet
threats from domestic competitors in the succeeding decades.
Stoneware and its Competitors
Ceramics were hardly the only common material for utilitarian containers.
One of the most prevalent was galvanized steel or ‘tinplate’. Tinned steel
buckets, cans, boxes, and all manner of vessels were produced in quantity in
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shops throughout the colonies and Early Republic. In many ways, tin’s light,
unbreakable construction made it preferable to pottery. One major drawback was
that it was difficult to render tin watertight. Like other porous containers, such as
leather flasks and water bags, linings of pitch or oil would be needed to seal it
and this would only do for temporary use in transporting and storing wet
contents. Soldered joints in tin reintroduced the lead risk and even with lining and
plating, the use of water-based liquids would cause corrosion. Wooden casks
and barrels were one answer, but their production in the smaller five-gallon-andless capacities common to potters was uneconomical.
Utilitarian glassmakers, the chief competitors to pottery and stoneware in
the bottle market, had not yet mastered the problem of storing preserved
foodstuffs. Although glass manufacturing began with works like the Amelung and
Stiegel factories in the 18th century, glass jars posed little competition to pottery
in the early 1800s. More skilled glassworkers and the streamlining of production
through the use of molds and mechanized casting processes changed this.
When new glass jars and mechanically sealed tin cans eroded traditional
stoneware markets in the 1840s and 1850s, the latter responded by diversifying
or catering to specific niches, particularly in service to retailers and larger
industries. Some became almost entirely wholesale producers (e.g. Baltimore’s
Maulden Perine, Myers 1984a), but most urban producers also marketed to large
orders. By recasting their roles from servants of the public to suppliers of merchants
and manufacturers, potters became specialty producers (cf. Scranton 1997).
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In the first half of the 19th-century, stoneware pottery emerged as a vehicle
for the products of an industrializing America. By the mid-to-late 1800s, however,
fewer and fewer classic storage vessels were made. Old staples like small jars
and crocks were being superseded by glass Atlas and Mason canning jars and
plated steel containers. Issuing from Virginia kilns in their place was an
expanding variety of flowerpots; drain pipes, chemical equipment, crucibles, and
related hardware.
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~Chapter Two~

COMMUNITY IN CLAY
BEGINNINGS OF AN INDUSTRY - BIOGRAPHIES OF JAMES RIVER POTTING FAMILIES
AND THEIR SITES – NETWORKS OF POTTERS – NETWORKS OF QUAKERS AND
PLANTERS – CRAFTSMEN AND LABORERS

Origins of the Virginia Stoneware Industry
Southeastern Virginia has one of the richest histories in American
ceramics, including the pioneering earthenware potteries of English North
America as well as the initial pottery factory, producing the first stoneware. This
all occurred between 1609 and 1745. Six decades then passed before operations
could resume on a similar scale. In 1791, Richmond apothecary Benjamin DuVal
posted a newspaper advertisement, “seeking potters skilled at the wheel” that
heralded the rebirth of an industry.
Over the next thirty years, the lower James River Basin emerged as one
of the leading centers of stoneware production in the south. The cast of
characters driving the new trade included: a family just-arrived from Staffordshire,
a descendant of French Huguenots, two brothers from Ireland, a Polish
immigrant and a Philadelphia native, the son of an old New York Dutch merchant
clan, his fellow potters from Albany and New Jersey, and a transplanted group of
Baltimore Quakers. Working alongside them in their adopted home was an
equally diverse group of native sons: whites, free blacks, slaves, and slaves-forhire. For three quarters of a century, these craftsmen and workers formed a tightknit community that catered to consumers in Virginia, West Virginia, the
Carolinas, and beyond, helping to inaugurate Richmond’s industrial revolution.
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The Setting
In the two centuries after the first potters set up shop at Jamestown, the
Virginia capital moved twice: first to Williamsburg in 1693 and then Richmond in
1780. During the first half of the 19th century, Richmond grew into an important
hub of communication, trade, and travel on the East Coast and within the
Tidewater. With her grew potteries that supported local economies and supplied
westward migration.

Figure 10: James River Potting Operations. Map by author.
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The potteries under discussion belong to a tradition that developed along
the lower James River and its tributary, the Appomattox. The James stretches for
350 miles from its source in the Appalachians at Iron Gate to the spot where it
empties into the Chesapeake Bay at Hampton Roads. In speaking of the James
River Basin in this dissertation, I refer to the falls of the river and the fifty miles of
tidal water below, a portion stretching from Richmond to Williamsburg and
including Petersburg on the Appomattox.
Thrown Together
Three primary groups of potters inaugurated the James River stoneware
community. These master craftsmen, Englishmen, Friends, and Yankees, came
from great distances to establish the nucleus of a new industry.
The first came in response to advertisements for skilled turners placed by
Richmond apothecary and aspiring pottery entrepreneur Benjamin DuVal. He
began his potting venture with Samuel Allinson and William Harwood, and
together they manufactured earthenware and roofing tiles to which Harwood held
a patent. Soon, the business expanded to include stoneware, necessitating the
enlistment of additional potters and the construction of a second kiln.
One of the new potters, John Poole Schermerhorn, was instrumental in
expanding DuVal’s enterprise to include a second operation at Rocketts in South
Richmond. Descendent of an old Dutch merchant family of New Amsterdam,
John Poole had trained as an apprentice to potter Branch Green in Albany and
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later followed his master to New Jersey where he briefly ran his own pottery
before moving to Virginia by 1813.
A fellow Albany potter, Samuel Wilson, appeared at the falls of the James
around the same time as Schermerhorn and may have been accompanied by
others. The Albany potters later decamped from the DuVal establishment to set
up shops of their own. While Wilson and Schermerhorn appear independently as
potters in the 1820 Virginia Manufacturer’s Census, marriage ties between their
families reinforced mutually beneficial relationships based on land and clay
easements. To date, neither the Schermerhorn nor Wilson sites have been
positively identified. A second Schermerhorn pottery has been found, begun
some ten years after he parted with DuVal.
The Schermerhorn-Wilson operations may be tied with another, much
later pottery: Moro Phillips’ “Trees Point Factory” on the James near
Williamsburg. “Trees” is a point of land with an associated wharf adjacent to
Kennon’s Landing, one of the Wilson holdings. Born Philip Charlotsky Moro in
Warsaw, Poland, ‘Philips’ specialized in chemical production and chemical
stoneware. He placed a skilled chemical stoneware potter named Sanford Perry
in charge of the construction and operation of the factory and was himself
resident in Virginia for only a short time. Perry probably learned his trade from
the well-known potter Henry Remmey in Philadelphia in the 1840s (Myers 1980).
The scion of a second group, Thomas Lowndes, brought his family from
Staffordshire to establish a stoneware pottery in Petersburg in 1806. Thomas’
sons Thomas Jr. and John managed the shop after his death in 1811, but by
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1817 they had sold out of the family business leaving a third son, Henry, to take
charge. No extant examples of the work of Thomas or his two elder sons have
been documented and so it is through Henry’s blue script ‘John Hancock’ that the
operation is best known today. Following Henry’s own death in 1842, family
members continued the pottery for thirteen years. Although Irish brothers Thomas
and John Ducey bought the business in 1855, it is said they did not immediately
move from the site where they potted previously. The Duceys apparently trained
under Henry Lowndes and would carry on in a similar style until 1878.
A third and final group, little-researched but holding keys to the
emergence and development of southeast Virginia stoneware, was founded at
Four Mile Creek near the village of New Market in Henrico County, thirteen miles
southeast of Richmond.
In 1813 a member of one of the James’ great planter families, Richard
Randolph, bought out his partner in the Norwich gristmill and contrived to
reinvent the property as a stoneware factory, perhaps with the help of potter
Samuel Frayser. Within a year, Randolph was advertising cider bottles and
Thomas Jefferson had enquired to order some (Randolph to Jefferson, 18
February 1814, Massachusetts Historical Society). Samuel Frayser’s role as
master at the Mills is unproven. Frayser established himself independently by
1824 and continued to work as a potter until his death in 1842. The eleven years
he may have spent at Norwich Mills (1813-1824) could have provided
apprentices with the training they needed to take over Randolph’s operation.
Both Randolph and Frayser owned enslaved workers, some of whom
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undoubtedly worked in the pottery. Archaeologist Martha McCartney believes
that these workers might have gone on to build and run Frayser’s pottery in his
absence (2010, pers. comm.).
In 1818, an accomplished and well-known Baltimore Quaker potter,
Thomas Amoss, joined the entrepreneurs in their rural industrial complex.
Norwich Mills, as it happened, stood at the heart of the former Eastern Henrico
Quaker Meeting. The area may have thus have provided a sympathetic
environment for new Quaker arrivals like Amoss’ family.
The ceramic connection between the Baltimore Quaker community and
Richmond has a mysterious history. Baltimore stoneware is present in quantity in
archaeological collections from a warehouse at City Point near Hopewell,
indicating significant trade with the Richmond area (NPS Petersburg National
Battlefield: City Point Unit). It appears the Baltimore potters first established a
market for their wares in the area, then gained control of clay deposits and finally
imported craftsmen to produce the ware locally, no doubt more cost-effectively
and perhaps more profitably than they had been able to in Baltimore’s
competitive environment.
Amoss seems to have resided at Norwich Mills in 1818 while his new
pottery was being built. While he died only five years later, it is probable that the
venture resulted in permanent links between the two potting communities in the
Baltimore and Richmond areas. Amoss’ presence in Henrico, together with a
notice placed in an 1820 Baltimore paper stating that he had gained access to
two fine clay pits (apparently on his Four Mile Creek property) suggest such
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connections. It is also probable that fellow Quaker David Parr knew of Amoss’
venture before making the move from Baltimore to Richmond himself in 1850.
Henrico native Stephen Booker Sweeney, Sr. was the final and most
productive master to establish himself at New Market and Four Mile Creek.
Possibly trained in Samuel Frayser’s shop, Sweeney would, after 1838, begin to
consolidate the potteries at Four Mile. According to deeds, tax records, insurance
plats, and Civil War-era maps and writings, he eventually became master of the
old Norwich Mills pottery, a tavern, and his original “Hotel and Pottery” to the
north, which operated until just prior to his death in 1862.
Meanwhile in Richmond, the Parr Pottery grew. The Quaker Parrs were
remarkably prolific potters whose pieces are still regularly seen in antique shops
and collections today. Native to Baltimore, the Parr family entered the trade when
John Parr apprenticed to Quaker potter John Brown (originally of New Jersey)
and later took over the business for Brown’s widow Catherine. John Parr and his
brothers David (d.1832 of cholera) and Elisha were involved in a variety of
ceramics businesses, from refined tableware to stoneware and utilitarian
earthenware. David and John Parr arrived in Richmond in 1851, possibly
purchasing equipment and tools from the recently deceased John Schermerhorn.
Joining David in Richmond were his wife Charlotte (b.1804), sons John L.
(b.1837), James (b.1843), David Jr. (b.1839), and Henry (b.1848) who seems to
have died young. Between 1851 and 1890, the factory became a landmark in the
Rocketts/Fulton community. Surviving letters reveal that during the Civil War,
David employed North Carolina Quaker Tilighman Vestal, thereby freeing him
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from the continued Confederate imprisonment his pacifism would have entailed.
George N. Fulton, another potter under Parr, later moved to western Virginia,
establishing a series of potteries there. “Parr’s Pottery Manufactory” became
“Keesee & Parr” and then “Parr & Sons” as the business faced challenges over
the years, but production was steady as attested by the manufacturers’ census,
print advertisements, and by an entire bluff composed of Parr kiln waste at
today’s “Rockett’s Landing”. After Stephen Sweeney’s death, David Parr bought
the old Four Mile Creek potter’s stock and perhaps his equipment as well. In later
years, production was streamlined and a second kiln was put into use burning
chimney-sleeves and machine-made flowerpots. After David’s death in 1880, his
son John L. Parr continued control but lost the business a decade later, returning
briefly as a manager before his own death in 1897.

Documentary Histories of the James River Potteries
Documentary evidence has helped identify over a dozen potting
establishments in the ‘James River School’ employing at least sixty-nine potters.
The following histories of the operations are crafted from maps, newspaper
advertisements, county records and other documents. In Chapter 3, these stories
will be expanded through archaeological evidence.
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Earthenware Potteries
Lord & Park Earthenware Manufactory

Figure 11: Lord & Park advertisement from The Virginia Gazette
or Weekly Advertiser [R.Va], 16 March 1782, 4:2.

In the years before Benjamin DuVal, Richard Randolph, and Thomas
Lowndes started their stoneware works, the fledgling capital of Richmond
supported earthenware potters. From 1782, potters Gresham Lord and Jonathan
Park ran an earthenware pottery on lot 85 in Richmond at the corner of 18th and
Grace streets (MESDA Craftsman File).

Figure 12: [Left] Houses built on the Park and Lord Site as shown in the 1876 Beers Atlas of
Richmond. It is unknown if any of the structures date to the pottery period a century before. [Right]
Site of the Park and Lord Earthenware Pottery today. The restored Shields house at right was built
as early as 1784, possibly making it contemporary with the pottery. Alternately, the closure of the
pottery may have made the site more appealing to Shields as a building site. (Google Earth image)
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Gresham and fellow potter John Robinson may have arrived in Richmond
in 1781.1  Jonathan Park, a Richmond native, may have dissolved his family’s
large tannery business2 and, together with two partners, sold a 30-acre Henrico
lot “on the waters of Allen’s Branch, binding on Rocket’s line” for 20 pounds, to
finance his partnership with Gresham.3,4 Park may have continued to manage the
tannery for the new owners while sharing in the potting operation with Gresham
Lord. Born in 1753, Gresham was then 29 years old, property-less, and living
with 28-year-old fellow potter John Robinson. Park and Lord appear together in a
March 16, 1782 ad (see Figure 11 above).
This pottery was presumably served by at least three potters (Gresham
and Robinson being two), as well as perhaps the “likely boy or two” of the ad. It is
unknown if Park himself ever learned the trade. No more is heard from the pair
for a decade, and it is unknown how long they remained in business.

Benjamin DuVal and Thomas Warren:
Richmond Earthenware Manufactory
Samuel Allinson (1761-1794) and John Carty
A pharmacist and an entrepreneur, though not himself a potter,
Richmond’s Benjamin DuVal first advertised for wheel-throwers in 1791.5 Samuel
Allinson was the first to come to the city in response, apparently from New
Jersey. He is noted “for building a potter's kiln on a lot of Isaac Younghusband
and burning earthen ware therein” (Valentine, [1890s]). DuVal and Thomas
Warren were partners in the operation while the management of pottery accounts
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was delegated to Warren. The Younghusband property provides a link to the clay
resources of the New Market area ten miles southeast of Richmond. In 1781, a
deed from Benjamin and Elizabeth Jordan to Isaac Younghusband reveals his
purchase of 400 acres between White Oak Swamp and Four Mile Creek near New
Market. This land, northwest of the later Four Mile Creek potteries (1813-1862),
could have provided clay and fuel for Samuel Allinson (Henrico County Register of
Deeds 1784, 5 July 1784:408-409).i
Allinson is difficult to find in the records. Chris Kolbe, Archives Reference
Coordinator at the Library of Virginia found the most likely candidate in an article
of biographical and genealogical notes in the New Jersey Historical Society
Journal (Kolbe 2012). This Samuel Allinson was born in 1761, and “removed to
Virginia”. In 1790, he married one Francis Johnson in Henrico.
Also in 1791, Thomas Warren posted a notice requesting that “the pottery
in this city” be allowed to appropriate clay from street construction indicates that
the new operation was also utilizing nearby, expedient clay sources.
“On the application of the proprietors of the pottery in
this city, Resolved, that leave be granted them under the
direction of the Committee of streets to make use of the
dirt in the cross street between Scherer and
Richardson’s houses.”
X Warren, Thomas
Figure 13: Transcription of account from committee minutes
R.VaCCM No.1,1782-1793, 20 June 1791:235.

i

On Monday the 4th of June, 1787, Isaac Younghusband is also recorded as freeing a
mulatto slave named Kitty (Henrico County Register of Deeds 1787, 410).
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Apart from building the kiln
and stockpiling clay, Allinson was
busy finding a workforce. In April of
1791 (possibly 1792), he paid the
passage of a young New York
potter named John Carty (LVA
document 1007252, 12 April 1791/2).
From the start, Benjamin DuVal’s
relations with the potters were
strained. On July 1, 1791, he
issued a forceful broadside claiming
that customers were to settle
accounts only with DuVal and not

Figure 14: Broadside dated July 1, 1791 in which
DuVal warns customers against transacting business
with the “dangerous” potter Samuel Allinson.
T. Nicholson of Richmond for Benjamin DuVal
(Courtesy Library of Virginia).

the potter. He publically declared Allinson “a dangerous man”, a slur that was
apparently not enough to dissuade the potter from continuing in his employ. On
July 16, Allinson and his journeymen Richard Esdall and John Carty signed a
reconciliation agreement (Richmond Hustings Court, LVA document 1007254).
For his part, DuVal agreed to furnish Allinson with “his board and lodging, and
every material necessary for carrying on an Earthen Ware manufactory, now
working in the said city and to allow two journeymen and two laborers to assist
him in making Ware.” In return, Allinson was to “share one third part … of cash
arising from the sales … always reserving the sum of twenty pounds for the use
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of the works.” Allinson’s term of contract ran from 1 May 1791 to 1 March 1798,
in which time he was “to work at, and superintend the said manufactory for one
third of the clear profits of the same.” DuVal was to “receive and store” all the
ware and keep “account of sales and all monies received and paid on account of
the said Manufactory.” DuVal also used this opportunity to require Allinson to
answer to him rather than Thomas Warren, DuVal’s partner in the pottery.
Troubles returned in less than a year, and the following May, DuVal sued
Allinson for breach of contract. DuVal’s position in these matters is indicated by
the fact that not only did Allinson win his case, but another suit was won the
same month by John Carty against DuVal for non-payment of wages. The latter
record provides the added benefit of listing wares made by Carty including milk
pans, two and three pint bowls, cups, and half-gallon and gallon pitchers.
The Richmond Earthenware Manufactory appeared in the county courts
once more when Allinson won a case against DuVal, who was ordered “to pay
Allinson thirty-three pounds four shillings…and his costs” (Richmond Hustings
Deeds No.2, 9 Dec 1795, 251). The specific debt settled surviving accounts
between the two. Allinson left Virginia the following year, cutting his contract
short by two years.
On June 2, 1794, Samuel Allinson enlisted in the second sub-legion of the
US Army in Virginia, perhaps indicating his departure from the Society of Friends.
This was the final year of Pennsylvania’s Whiskey Rebellion and the first test of
federal vs. state power. Allinson died in Camden County, Georgia (Nelson 1916).
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DuVal Tile Works and Richmond Stone-Ware Manufactory
William Harwood, John Schermerhorn, Samuel Wilson,
Isaac Denson, William Sparrow
Benjamin DuVal, in 1808,
announced the opening of a
manufactory on lots 40 and
54 in Richmond. His interests
had, for the moment, turned
from wheel-thrown pottery to
the production of roofing tile.
As noted in advertisements,
Benjamin had acquired rights
Figure 15: DuVal newspaper advertisement. Richmond
Enquirer, 9 May 1817. Courtesy Library of Virginia.

to “manufacture in Virginia and

several other States ‘Harwood’s Much Improved Patent Tile’ for covering houses”
(Deed Book No.8, 1806-1810, 8 Aug 1809:559). The Harwood in question was
William Harwood, who probably continued the DuVal pottery in the wake of
Samuel Allinson. ‘Doctor DuVal’ personally promoted his new tiles, though
perhaps not to the point of extravagance. Tax records reveal, for example, that
although his large livery stable’s roof was tiled, his house retained its wooden
shingles (Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia Insurance Policy, 71:1964-1966
and Henrico County Tax List).
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A roofing tile manufactory would seem at first glance to be a bizarre
sideline for an ambitious apothecary, ii yet Benjamin DuVal was no ordinary
druggist. The concoctions he sold and patented fueled a speculative impulse that
led him to become a major Richmond landholder and civic official with a vested
interest in improving the growing Virginia capital, and when possible, profiting
from that growth.
Richmond Tile Manufactory
THE subscriber having procured the exclusive right to manufacture in this and
several other states, Harwood’s much improved patent tile for covering houses,
and at considerable expense erected the necessary buildings, &c. for carrying on
that useful business extensively, now offers to supply, at a short notice, any
quantity that may be required, at the modest price of thirty-five dollars per
thousand, deliverable at his factory.
He can with confidence, founded on actual experience in the actual covering of 20
houses in this city, assert that houses can be covered with this tile as cheap, in the
first instance, as with shingles of the first quality, and when security against fire, the
differences of insurance, the durability and particular construction of those
tiles to resist the most penetrating rains and snows are considered, he cannot
doubt of meeting with considerable encouragement. It requires only the
examination of a well covered roof to convince the most prejudiced mind of their
superiority to any other tile heretofore made, or to the best of slate, and will cost
less than the latter, after paying the expence of water carriage to almost any part of
this continent.
Particular Attention will be paid to orders from other towns, and in all cases where
they are shipped, he will deliver them whole and sound, along side the vessels, at
the expence of cartage only to the purchaser. Any person skilled in the art of tiling,
will put on these tile with great facility, but where they cannot be procured he can
engage a few here who have had experience, and will go a moderate distance, if
the job is of sufficient magnitude and their traveling expences paid.
BENJAMIN DUVAL.
Richmond, March 19, 1808
N.B. I wish to sell patent rights in several other states.
B.D.

6

Figure 16: The DuVal Tile Manufactory was aggressively promoted in numerous
regional newspapers in hopes of reaching a market "in this and several other states."
6
Advertisement transcribed from Petersburg Intelligencer, 22 Mar 1808, 3:4

ii

There may be other ties between entrepreneurs like DuVal and these enterprising industrial
potters. Interestingly, N. Durkee, a maker of roof tiles, worked in Augusta South Carolina
where Dr. Abner Landrum, founder of the Edgefield potting tradition had his dental office in
1807 (Carl Steen, paper at Society for Historical Archaeology meeting, Austin, Texas 2011).
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Initial experiences with DuVal’s tiles seem to have been frustrating,
perhaps due to their improper application by untrained roofers. An agreement
signed in August of 1808 required George Winston, who was building houses on
the property of Catherine Collins, to cover them “with tile made in Richmond, but
if found to be insecure and insufficient covering, then he was bound to take off
the tile and replace with shingles.” Unfortunately, the tiles’ reputation preceded
them and “in consequence of the many strong proofs of the insecurity of covering
with Richmond Tile, experienced by those in the habit of building in the said City”
the builder was ordered to apply the shingles (Richmond Hustings Deeds No.5,
1807-1810, 273-275).
Two years later, however, the situation had improved. Contractor George
Winston was again at work building a pair of houses and this time, the DuVal tiles
were used without reservations (Ibid. No.6, 1810-1811, 291-294). Also in 1810, it
was ordered that a planned extension of the Richmond Market House “be
covered with Duval’s Tyle”.
DuVal was one of the eight founding directors of the Mutual Assurance
Society’s inaugural meeting on January 29th, 1796. 7 By 1804, now-Mutual
Assurance-president DuVal was posting notices that the “very extraordinary
FIRES that have taken place since the institution of the Mutual Insurance …
renders it necessary to call a quota from each member who was insured previous
to the 23d of February last.”8 DuVal’s entrepreneurship in the manufactory resulted
in steady gain through insurance sales at regular rates to those with shingle roofs
and reduced rates to those who bought Harwood’s or “DuVal’s Tiles”.
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After five years of making tiles, DuVal and Harwood were both looking to
diversify into other forms of potting. Evidence suggests that news of higher
temperature clays in the Richmond area had spread by this time (Brindley 1784)
and it is likely that Allinson’s southeast Henrico County property provided the
needed materials. A new kiln was built, or perhaps the tile kiln rebuilt, to meet the
needs of this high-fire, gray clay. In late July or early August 1811, DuVal’s
potters drew their first kiln of stoneware, an event accompanied by a hyperbolic
notice “that they can sell on better terms to the buyer, than any Manufactory
on the Continent.”
RICHMOND STONE WARE MANUFACTORY
BENJAMIN DU-VAL, & Co. have commenced a STONE WARE
MANUFACTORY, at Duval’s Tile Manufactory, with materials which they
think superior, to any heretofore used in the U. States. The drawing of
their First Kiln, justifies this opinion and convinces them, that they can sell
on better terms to the buyer, than any Manufactory on the Continent.
August 9.
Figure 17: Transcription of notice posted in The Enquirer, August 9, 1811.

9

With stoneware for sale at the pottery and the apothecary shop, as well as
at numerous agents’ in Richmond and beyond, DuVal evinced a strong retail
focus. He also met orders from the local government, such as when he earned
“two dollars and thirteen Cents for making Espontoons for the use of the persons
employed by the Master of Police in the year 1812” (R.VaCCM No. 5, 1815-1816,
20 Feb 1812:70).
DuVal’s apothecary offered a variety of “vegetable cures” and “patent antibilious pills” which the Doctor claimed to be effective (in some cases ‘infallible’)
remedies for ailments such as cancers, “colvusion-fits”, venereal disease,
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rheumatism, agues, colic, headache, and giddiness. “They are sufficiently
powerful, yet mild and innocent, and may be taken by men, women, and children
in any situation, and at any time, without hindrance from business or alteration in
diet … sold by the patentee, at the sign of the Golden Mortar, in Richmond.”10
In one ad, DuVal announces his hours of business and location at the
Sign of the Golden Mortar: “on the cross street leading from the foot of Shockoe
Hill to Shockoe warehouse- where he regularly attends every day, from 10
o’clock in the morning until three in the afternoon.”11
The doctor managed both the drugstore and tile works, but once the
stoneware pottery was underway, he invited his elder son into the apothecary
business, lightening his load. “Benjamin Duval and Philip Duval trading under the
firm of and by the stile of Benjamin Duval and Son” continued to provide
Richmond with “a very extensive assortment of drugs, Medicines, Dye Stuffs, Paints,
Oils, &c. of genuine quality and on moderate terms” (Richmond Hustings Court Order
Book 10, 8 Mar 1813:235; The Enquirer [R.Va], 1 Sept 1812, 3:5).
Dr. Benjamin DuVal’s home and civic life were as busy as his business
ventures, and they often intertwined with the latter. DuVal had married Elizabeth
Warrick on Wednesday, April 6, 1785. 12 Their children, including Phillip and
James, became partners in Benjamin’s businesses and the beneficiaries of his
real estate speculations.
The man’s civic involvement progressed through military ranks to the
political sphere. The apothecary took the oath as ensign of the Henrico Militia on
July 7, 1788 (Henrico County Order Book 3, 1787-1789, 347:7). He then served
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as Lieutenant in the Richmond City Militia beginning on May 10, 1792 (Henrico
County Order Book 5 1791-1794, 180). Over the next fifteen years, he continued
his military duties. By April 7, 1807, however, he resigned his final commission in
the First Battalion, 33rd Regiment Virginia Militia (Henrico County Order Book 13,
1807-1808, 7 Apr 1807:56). DuVal’s military career choices may reflect his
republican leanings as opposed to Samuel Allinson’s more nationalist enlistment
in the Federal Army.
The Doctor began his political life not long after he left the militia, serving
as common councilman for the Jefferson ward from October 15, 1810. He was
reelected for two years running (R.VaCCM No.3, 1808-1813, 15 Oct 1810:88;
Ibid., 4 Apr 1811:109; Ibid., 2 April 1812:195). As a commissioner, DuVal could
influence civic planning decisions, particularly those involving industry. He
advised council committees, for example on the prospects of other entrepreneurs
such as when a man named Archibald McCall hoped to buy “a part of the
poorhouse ground for a nail Manufactory.” “Doct. DuVal” convened the council on
site in the southeastern corner of the county in January 1816 and recommended
the nailer be allowed to lease the desired one-acre slope “bordering on the Creek
on the south east side of the poorhouse” (Ibid., 26 Jan 1813:250).
DuVal, like William Rogers of Yorktown seventy years before, was another
pottery owner with an interest in area roads. As a local booster and
businessman, a desire for well-kept and efficient highways was naturally of
importance to him. An ulterior motive, as with Rogers, was access to newly
uncovered clay veins and limitless dumpsites (roadbed and potholes) for the
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overwhelming waste generated by large-scale potting. In 1806-1807 DuVal
served as Overseer of the Road “from Deep Run to the County line” (Order Book
No.13, 1807-1808, 4 May 1807:60). In March 1811, Benjamin Duval and
Jedediah Allen appear in more official capacity as commissioners in charge of
paving Richmond’s streets, having contracted on April 24th with pavers named
Doing and Lupton [bricklayer William B. Lupton, MESDA Southern Craftsmen
file]. On March 7, 1814, DuVal once again found himself appointed overseer, this
time “of the road from the new bridges to Shed Town, in the room of Daniel P.
Harwood” (Henrico County Order Book 18, 1814-1815, 7 Mar 1814:28).
Shedtown was home to both brickyards and potter Samuel Wilson. That summer,
DuVal was credited “eighteen dollars twenty six and a half cents for repairing
Rocketts inspection” (Ibid., 5 August 1814:236). Through his various roles, DuVal
gained intimate familiarity with claybed locations like New Market and Shedtown,
and the site of the future DuVal-Schermerhorn and Parr potteries, Rocketts.
In addition to his involvement in civic affairs, DuVal may have aspired to
Virginia gentry by becoming the master of a plantation. On February 20, 1789,
Pleasants Younghusband sold 34.5 acres on the Chickahominy River to Ben
DuVal. It was described as “near Allen’s branchiii and touching upon land of
Robert Massie, Benjamin Smoot, David Ellis and [illegible] Paine” (Henrico
County Deed Book No.5, 1796-1800, 20 Feb 1799:578). The plantation was
named “Experiment,” no doubt in reference to the Doctor’s scientific and industrial
interests, though it proved equally experimental in its speculative nature.
iii

Allen’s Branch location reminds us of earthenware partner Jonathan Parks’ property.
Henrico County Deed Book No.1, 1781-1785, 1 Apr 1783:98
.
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Twelve years later, DuVal grew serious in his planter-aspirations, buying
783 acres surrounding his original property from the estate of William Reynolds.
Perhaps this decision was made in the wake of the dissolution of the Warren
partnership and a falling out with Younghusband, disrupting DuVal’s access to
clay and fuel. The tax description now read “on Chickahominy Swamp and on the
road from Richmond to Bottoms Bridge.” That the price was only 10 pounds
suggests undeveloped and unprofitable land, but it may have held entirely
different appeal for the apothecary, whose various enterprises demanded a
variety of raw materials (Ibid. No.6, 1800-1803, 4 Nov 1801:323-325). On
February 10, 1803, DuVal insured Chickahominy’s “Barn and Staple” for $1,200.
The accompanying plat describes “A wooden Barn & Staple 68 feet long by 20
feet Wide, one Story high. With a wooden shed at the back and each end 124
feet by 12.” (Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia, 10 Feb 1803, 17:995) This plat
also records the name “Experiment” for the first time and describes the farm as
“situated between the plantation of Joseph Tilden and that of Frances Harwood.”
On a December day sixteen years after first buying land on the
Chickahominy, DuVal insured a dwelling and kitchen ($1500 and $225
respectively), and reinsured the barn at $700. The buildings are described as “on
my plantation called Experiment now occupied by my overseer Benjn. Ellis
situated between the land of Joseph Selden Northwest and the land of Frances
Harwood East.” (Ibid., 14 Dec 1805, 37:756). In August 1809, DuVal mortgaged
485 acres of Chickahominy as well as his pottery and shop on lots 40 and 54 in
Richmond through William Marshall, Carter B. Page and John G. Smith. Also
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included was “lot No.51 on which there are two brick tenements, a horse mill [pug
mill?] and sundry wooden tenements” (lot 51 was the northwest quarter of the
block immediately to the west). The mortgage secured an unidentified debt
arising from “bank notes, one for $1300 and payable the 11th instant and the
other for $1150 payable 18th instant, both endorsed by Joseph Gallego, and
which DuVal wishes to reduce to $1000 each to be endorsed by Charles
Whitlocke” (Deed Book No.8, 1806-1810, 8 Aug 1809:559). The direct potting
relevance of the Chickahominy land is as yet uncertain but the names Harwood
and Whitlocke appear throughout the history of James River stoneware.
VALUABLE PROPERTY
FOR SALE.
BEING desirous to raise a fund for Manufacturing and
Commercial purposes, the subscriber is induced to sell,
under the direction of Thomas Taylor, Esq. to the highest
th
bidder, on the premises, on Monday the 10 day of July next,
if fair, if not, the next fair day, that
VALUABLE PLANTATION
On Chickahominy, near the new Bridges,
Woodstock, and six miles from this city….

opposite

At the same time and place, will be sold,
ELEVEN NEGROES,
Consisting of men, women and children—
Several horses and mules,
4 or 5 Tumbrel Carts, and all
THE STOCK
OF SHEEP & CATTLE,
Two feather beds, and sundry articles of
Household Furniture.
Twelve months credit will be allowed on all sums over fifty
dollars the purchasers giving bond with approved security,
bearing interest from the date if not punctually paid.
BENJAMIN DuVAL.
Figure 18: Sale announcement in The Virginia Patriot [R.Va], 28 June 1815, 3:4
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In the summer of 1815, after twenty-six years playing the gentleman
farmer, DuVal ended his rural experiment. “BEING desirous to raise a fund for
Manufacturing and Commercial purposes” the apothecary announced the sale of
the farm, to be held on July 10th.
No doubt some of the proceeds from the sale of “Experiment” went into
improvements for the potting concern. In the fall or winter of that year; however,
DuVal’s potters experienced a significant failure of one of the kilns. It was midDecember before the works was back “in full operation.”13
We learn some of the names of DuVal’s workers and adopted family from
the documentary record. On April 13, 1795, the ‘Overseers of the Poor’ in
Richmond bound an orphan, one “William Sparrow to Benjamin DuVal until he
shall arrive at the age of twenty-one years.” (Richmond Hustings Court Order
Book 3, 1792-1797, 13 Apr 1795:308). Six months-less-a-day later, eleven yearold “Mary Clayton, a poor orphan” was also bound to DuVal, in this case until age
eighteen (Ibid., 12 Oct 1795:370). The longer term for Sparrow likely reflects the
expectation that he would learn the potter’s or apothecary’s trade from DuVal. In
addition to the orphans bound out by the city overseers, DuVal also became
guardian to “Patsy Turpin, infant orphan of Miles Turpin, deceased” on
September 7, 1801 (Henrico County Order Book 10, 1801-1803, 7 Sept 1801:87).
After six years producing stoneware, Benjamin turned this business over
to another son, James. Upon taking control of his father’s pottery in 1817, James
DuVal set about adding his own craftsmen, perhaps to offset the loss of skilled
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men like John Poole Schermerhorn around that time. In May and June of 1817,
James advertised that a “well disposed Boy of good character, about 15 years of
age, will be taken to the Stone Ware business, on application at the subscriber’s
Manufactory.”14 Perhaps having failed to find such a boy, a year later James had
bound to him by the Overseers of the Poor one “Denson [illegible] a free boy of
color aged 10 [16?] years the 16 February last, until he attain the age of 21 years,
to learn the potters trade” (Richmond Hustings Court Minutes No.7, 29 Apr 1818,
89). This was Isaac Denson, sometimes writ Dennison.
Although no enslaved individuals are expressly recorded as working for
the pottery, some of those owned by the DuVals certainly did and several of their
names are known. On November 2, 1801, the Doctor was in Chancery defending
his and his siblings’ inheritance against another child of Joseph DuVal, Nancy
Duval Street. One of Benjamin’s inheritances was “a negro boy Absalom of the
value of £40” (Henrico County Order Book 10, 1801-1803, 2 Nov 1801:26,).
DuVal is recorded as having emancipated at least two slaves, both of
whom he had purchased from an Arthur Campbell. The freedom of the first,
DuVal gave readily, with the words “in consideration of the fidelity and good
behavior … I have thought proper and do by these presents emancipate and set
free the said negro Woman Lydia hereby relinquishing any future claim to her,
myself my Heirs Exor’s, &c. as Witness my Hand and Seal this 5th day of
February 1799” (Richmond Hustings Court Order Book 4, 10 June 1799, 289).
The second’s freedom came dearer, “for consideration of $100 paid by Anthony
Shelton”, with DuVal releasing “a negro girl named Mary Anne” on August 2,
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1800. (Richmond Hustings Deeds No.3, 1799-1803, 2 Aug 1800, recorded
Richmond Hustings Court Order Book 4, 13 Jan 1801, 529)
DuVal’s relationship with his master craftsmen and workers was not
always a smooth one. In July 1814, he and J.P. Schermerhorn exchanged
sarcastic words via the newspaper. The Allinson lawsuits, followed by William
Harwood’s and then Schermerhorn’s departures further suggest DuVal may have
had trouble keeping his craftsmen, whom he referred to as “workmen”, happy.
DuVal’s son James may have assumed the helm of the pottery in 1817 to
salvage such deteriorating relations (Hunter and Goodman 2005, 56).
The business reemerged as a more independent operation with a new
emblem: the shop was now advertised as being located “at the sign of the jug”.15
The handsome, ovoid DuVal jug featured prominently in the sign and
embellished DuVal newspaper advertisements. James seems to have applied
himself to diversifying the production, as reflected in the addition or reintroduction
of earthenware forms such as flowerpots and milk pans to the business’
advertisements.15
In 1820, the DuVals appear to have gotten out of the stoneware business
in Richmond altogether. The original kiln site was abandoned while
Schermerhorn likely continued at the Rocketts location. It is known that Benjamin
and James moved west to Lynchburg at this time and there they may have made
a fresh start. The DuVal name has recently been found marked on stoneware
from an undiscovered pottery over a hundred miles west along the line of the
James River & Kanawha Canal in Lynchburg.
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Petersburg Stone Ware Manufactory
William Harwood
William Harwood is an obscure figure and an important one to James
River stoneware. As mentioned earlier, his fireproof roof tiles formed the basis of
what became Benjamin DuVal’s stoneware pottery in 1808 (Russ and
Schermerhorn 2005, 66). Whether it was Harwood or DuVal who initiated this
business is unknown. Certainly, the arrangement was advantageous to DuVal, as
the apothecary sidelined in property speculation as well as being on the board of
the fire insurance company. Harwood probably designed DuVal’s tile kiln and
may have run the manufactory.
Judging from his presence in the 1810 Petersburg census, Harwood likely
lived in that town during his association with DuVal. He, a woman (his wife?), a
girl older than ten, and Travis Harwood (a brother?) lived in Petersburg together
with two slaves. All but the girl were in their late-20s to mid-40s. Harwood left the
Richmond pottery, perhaps on the event of James DuVal’s taking over its
management in 1817, and established his own operation in Petersburg. This
suggests Harwood had grown skilled in both stone and earthenware potting.
Within a year, Harwood was producing stoneware under the new partnership of
Harwood & Turner on a Petersburg corner and competing with the Lowndes
pottery. The partner, one Samuel Turner, is listed as a Petersburg resident only
in the 1810 census. He may have left the city by 1820.
In the 1820 census, William B. Harwood appears with a younger wife
(under 25) and five boys under ten. His slaves, working on an agricultural
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property in Surrey County, included one female over 45, one adult (26-45) male,
three adult females, and three boys and one girl under 14.
Harwood’s “Petersburg Stone Ware Manufactory” lasted just four years,
closing in 1821. The reason for this probably lies in competition from the nearby,
well-established Lowndes pottery. Already in business for a decade, Henry
Lowndes and his family may have cornered the local market, making it hard for
William to gain a foothold. In any event, Harwood sold the business to a
seemingly unlikely party, Baltimore potter Enoch Burnett.
William disappears as a potter after this time and the name in any form is
scarce in the records. One William Harwood, carpenter, joined the Petersburg
Benevolent Mechanics Association on January 15, 1825. If it is the same William
Harwood, perhaps his additional skills in construction played into the building of
DuVal’s kilns.

John P. Schermerhorn

Figure 19: Schermerhorn signature from keg-shaped
cooler in private collection. Drawing by Author.

John Poole Schermerhorn was one of the key characters in the
development of the James River stoneware tradition. He was born July 22, 1788
in Schodack Township, Albany County New York to a Dutch family of shipping
merchants who had been in the area since 1636 (Russ and Schermerhorn 2005,
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129). His father may have been named Cornelius Schermerhorn (b. ca.1755-65,
Ibid., 62). John P. probably entered the potters’ trade via Branch Green’s
“[James, Jr.] Morgan & Smith Pottery” in Albany-Troy (1799-1802). From Morgan
& Smith, John went on to “Morgan, Van Wickle, and Green” in Old Bridge, New
Jersey. Schermerhorn established himself on less than a third of an acre in
South Amboy, Middlesex, New Jersey, perhaps after Green left for Philadelphia
(Ibid., 63). He left this site within a year and made his way to Virginia.
On To Virginia
John P. may have come to the Commonwealth as early as 1810 when he
enlisted in the 19th Virginia Regiment in the War of 1812. He may have come to
Charles City County first, but by 1813 he was in Richmond proper. (Ibid., 61,65)
Why Schermerhorn went south is unknown, though many motivations probably
entered into the decision: too many competing, highly skilled potters followed the
trade in New Jersey, recent embargoes favored new domestic industry in the
south, and Virginia boasted blossoming trade networks and a wide-open market
with a shortage of potters.
The year 1813 found Schermerhorn associated with property at Port Mayo
between Rocketts [Main] Street, Nicholson Street, and Gillie’s Creek where stood
a house and warehouse. Renting from the Lester family there, he had use of their
slip on the James River (Ibid., 65). It is possible that John Poole’s Rocketts
property was the genesis of the DuVal Rocketts pottery and that this was the
shop that saw him split toward independence.
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John Poole was the only working potter in Richmond to take an official role
in promoting manufacturing. He was appointed to a committee to draft a
constitution for the Mechanical Society, suggesting his involvement in artisan
affairs and perhaps skill in representing members of his trade (Ibid., 67). He also
developed considerable pride in his role and abilities. In June 1814, Benjamin
DuVal added a curious appendage to his advertisement: “From Mr. Otis’s
advertisement, it might appear to my customers, that he had the sole agency for
the sale of Stone Ware made at my manufactory, but he is agent only for the sale
of Mr. John P. Schermerhorn’s part, who is concerned in one of my shops.”16 If
Schermerhorn had built DuVal’s Rocketts pottery, as well as been instrumental in
the original DuVal shop, one can imagine his indignation at DuVal’s paternalism,
evidenced in the public letter below:
A CARD.
John P. Schermerhorn presents his thanks to Dr. B. Duval for informing
the public that he is interested in “only one of his shops” employed in
the manufactory of Stone Ware.
The information must have been highly interesting and from the liberal
and gentlemanly disposition evinced by the procedure is particularly
grateful to the feeling of Mr. Schermerhorn, who feels it his duty not to
withhold this public expression of gratitude.
Figure 20: Transcription of notice in The Daily Compiler, 9 July 1814.

17

After four years, perhaps characterized by additional such confrontations,
Schermerhorn left DuVal to establish his own Richmond business. The land he
leased was likely the DuVal pottery he managed before 1817. In that year, John
Poole insured two brick structures, apparently including a “pottery at Port Mayo
near Rocketts near Nicholson Street and Gillie’s Creek”. Improvements to the 2/3
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acre property were listed at $2000 in 1820 but $1200 the year after, when John
was first noted as a resident of the area (Henrico Tax Books and cf. Russ and
Schermerhorn 2005, 68-69). Perhaps he sold or removed structures standing in
the way of improvements he would make to the property, improvements that soon
brought the value up to $5000. The lot almost certainly included a kiln in 1820, as
Schermerhorn appears independently in the manufacturer’s census that year.
“Montezuma”
Ambition led John P. to expand his footprint in Henrico not long after. In
1823, he bought 68 acres from Steve Cowley, land that lay on the Mechanicsville
Turnpike (Route 360) two miles north of the Henrico County courthouse. To this
he added “Lot 5” (60 acres from Joshua Frayser, Daniel Harwood, and Edward
Sydnor) on August 6, 1827. When Schermerhorn sold an acre on the northwest
side of the turnpike to Edward Sydnor, he retained a clay easement, possibly in
the area of the current “Showplace” exhibition center.
Schermerhorn built a house on the property beginning in 1828 or 1830.
The core structure was a two-story frame home, which was expanded into a
substantial plantation house. According to family lore, the appearance of the
house was closely approximated by its replacement, which used the same
foundation. In researching county surveys, I came across drawings of the house
as it stood during the 1830s.
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Figure 21: Illustrations from the Henrico Surveyors’ Book of the Home built by John Poole
Schermerhorn on the Mechanicsville Turnpike north of Richmond, circa 1828-30. Later named
"Montezuma" by a veteran of the Mexican Wars, the home burned prior to 1900 and was
replaced by what tradition says began as a close copy (see below).

Figure 22: Seond "Montezuma", which was burned and later demolished in 2001. (Henrico
Historical Society, Virginia Historial Society).

After John Poole’s death in 1850, the Montezuma property fell to his son
William Francis “Frank” Schermerhorn and then to his daughter Mary Christian
and her husband Isaac Otey Austin. They retained it until bankruptcy forced its
sale in 1880 (Sterling Schermerhorn 2010, pers. comm.). The auction listings
were the key to recognizing the presence of a pottery at Montezuma as is ended
with a telling statement. “Special attention is invited to the fact that upon this land
there are inexhaustible beds, successfully worked for many years, of the finest
potters’ clay known in Virginia.”18
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On September 4, 1892, another
auction of the former Montezuma land
again highlighted this hidden wealth,
though as far as is known, no one ever
again used it to make pots. The listing
lauded the parcel, now part of an 833acre tract, as being excellent vegetable
farmland and mentioned the dwelling,
and dependencies. Once more the
reader is told, “it is said to contain
inexhaustible quantities of the very best
clay for pottery, fire brick, tiling, etc.”19

Figure 23: Auction listing for Montezuma
property posted in the Richmond Dispatch,
29 May 1880.

Marketing
In 1820, census takers record John P. using “50 tons of clay, 80 cords of
wood, 18 sacks of salt, &c. at value of $350, employing three men, no boys, 1
kiln, and 3 wheels with $300 in wages and $500 in other expenses, to produce
stoneware of all kinds.”20 John P. sold his wares up and down the James and as
far away as the Carolinas. At this time, he employed three men and boasted in
his advertisements that orders would be supplied in four hours with free in-town
delivery”. A June 17th, 1833 ad from Lynchburg, Virginia merchant Joseph D.
Evans probably refers to Montezuma pots: “A FEW hhds [hogsheads] of Stone
Ware, well assorted, just arrived from the Richmond Factory.”21
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Like DuVal, Schermerhorn speculated in city properties, including two lots
in the Church Hill neighborhood and another on K Street. All of these properties
included buildings and probably brought in steady rents. He also became
involved in property northwest of New Market. In 1847, he bought the 167-acre
“Whitlows” tract seven miles southeast of the Henrico County courthouse. This
property adjoined the county poorhouse but Schermerhorn’s plans for it are
unknown. It may have been a source of clay or wood fuel and could potentially
have hosted another pottery, having ready access to Route 5 and the James
River via Cornelius Creek. The poorhouse connection brings to mind DuVal’s
aforementioned visit to that place in the role of assessor, at which point he may
have encountered the clay beds and relayed the information to Schermerhorn.
Kennons’ and the Wilson Purchase
As mentioned earlier, both Schermerhorn and Samuel Wilson are linked to
property far down the James where the Trees Point Factory later stood.
Schermerhorn’s connection to the Kennons’/Wilson’s Wharf/Sandy Point area
may have begun as early as his first arrival in Virginia. His probable link to land
there came when he married Sarah Christian Wilson, sister of Josiah C. Wilson.
With his wife Mary Lightfoot, Josiah owned 3000 acres at Kennon’s Landing on
the James. The Kennon’s acreage included “Wilson’s Wharf.” Sarah died at age
23, probably in childbirth (Russ and Schermerhorn 2005, 69). In 1830, John Poole
bought land from the Francis Wilson estate, through either the potter Samuel
Wilson, or his brother John P. Wilson. Kurt Russ and Sterling Schermerhorn posit
that the site became home to a pottery in the 1830s (Ibid., 70).
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Samuel Wilson
The first records of Richmond potter Samuel Wilson working in the craft
come to us from Albany. There, J. Fry’s Directory lists one “Samuel Wilson,
potter” at 39 Eagle Street in 1813. The next year, he appears as “Constable” and
the two years thereafter as an occupant of a boarding house (Fry 1814; Ibid.
1815; Ibid. 1816). A final appearance comes under the heading “Samuel Wilson
Artificial Globe Manufactory” in 1818 at 168 Washington Street. While none of
the latter entries prove this Wilson was the potter, personal property tax records
indicate his arrival in Richmond between 1819 and 1820. In the latter year, he
appears in the Virginia Manufacturer’s census. His household numbered two
white males of tithable age as well as a mule or horse. His final appearance in
the property tax rolls is comes in 1822. (1820 Virginia Manufacturers’ Census;
Henrico Personal Property Tax Lists 1819-1823).
1820
Samuel Wilson
100 loads clay, 80 cords wood, 3 loads sand, 15 sacks salt
and 40 [lbs] Blue, at total cost of $600 per year, employing 3
men and 2 boys, 1 kiln and 2 wheels, $1000 capital, $500
payroll, $500 other expenses, to make “Stone Ware of All
Kinds.”
Figure 24: Transcription of 1820 Virginia Manufacturers’ Census,
microcopy 279, 18:505. Library of Virginia (MESDA card 44555)

Wilson held three lots in the Shedtown area of Richmond in 1822. In
Old Richmond Neighborhoods, Mary Wingfield Scott suggests the name
“Shedtown” may have come from the sheds of brick makers. In the late 1700s
George Winston (the same man that was contracted to install DuVal roof tiles
mentioned previously) had a brickyard there. Out of the small population of 26,
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there were four professional brick makers in 1819. Scott delineates Shedtown’s
boundaries: from 29th to 32nd, from K to O streets. She also suggests that the
neighborhood’s clay produced bricks of a distinct color, visible in the John
Marshall house and other early Richmond structures (Scott 1950). If pottery was
made from Shedtown area clay, perhaps it fired to similarly unique hues.
Wilsons appear with some frequency in the Henrico records, though their
relation to the Albany potter is unknown. Martha McCartney pointed out “three
pieces of the late Thomas Wilson’s property and that of Daniel Wilson were
adjacent to land owned by members of the Duval family (McCartney 2009, pers.
comm.; Henrico Land Tax Lists 1818-1851). This raises the possibility that
Samuel Wilson operated a pottery factory on land that was owned by one of the
DuVals or another member of the Wilson family. It is unknown how long Wilson
continued in the trade and the first name Samuel is scarce in records.

Moro Phillips, Sanford Perry, and the Trees Point Factory
Chemicals from Stone
Moro Phillips’ Trees Point Pottery presents a unique innovation in the
story of James River Basin stoneware. The Polish manufacturing entrepreneur
from Philadelphia introduced a rare but important specialty item of the budding
Industrial Revolution: chemical stoneware.
Stoneware vessels distilled and stored chemicals used in cloth bleaching
and dyeing, photographic processes, assaying metals, paper making, and in the
production of fertilizer, dynamite, steel, and petroleum among many other uses.
Sulfuric acid, for example, was key to the LeBlanc process of treating salt to produce
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Sodium Carbonate (baking soda) used in the textile industry (Pogue 1981, 125).
Stoneware “Woulfe’s Jars” were also used in series to condense the hydrochloric
acid fumes from this process into liquid form for manufacturing and bleaching
textiles, a key industry of Richmond and Petersburg (Lunge 1879, 205-7).
Impetus for an American chemical stoneware industry (based first in
Philadelphia) came from embargoes enforced by the United States during the
Napoleonic Wars (Pogue 1981, 125). Although the chemical producers were in
full swing in Philadelphia by 1806, they seem to have relied on imported
stoneware apparatus for the first half of the century. Utica, New York's Henry
Nash is linked to this early chemical stoneware making by a Woulfe’s Jar bearing
his mark, circa 1837 to 1839. Pogue was unable to find another producer outside
Philadelphia before James Hamilton of Greensboro, Pennsylvania who began
production in about 1850 (to circa 1880, Schaltenbrand 1977, 73; Michael and
Jack 1973, 367-370).
Philadelphia’s chemical stoneware producers include Henry Remmey from
1845, J. and T. Haig Company from at least 1857 (Freedley 1858, 200) and John
Brelsford from 1853 (Myers 1980, 54). A customer base already thirty companies
strong in 1831 welcomed these potters (Bishop 1869, 14). Between them, these
chemists made:
“Alum, copperas, calomel, other mercurial preparations, Glaubers and
Rochelle salts, tartar emetic, ammonia, sulfate of quinine, oil of vitriol, tartaric,
nitric, muriatic, oxalic and acetic acids, aqua fortis, Prussian blue, chrome
yellow, chrome green, barilla, chloride of lime and soda, refined saltpeter,
refined borax, refined camphor, acetate and nitrate of lead, prussiate of
potash, bichromate of potash” (Bishop 1868, 360)
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Moro Comes to America
Phillip Charlotsky Moro (1810-1885) immigrated to the United States from
Warsaw in the wake of Poland’s failed 1848 uprising against combined
Prussian/Russian occupation. His 1885 obituary 22 states that he changed his
name to Moro Phillips and traveled a good deal on coming to America. Within a
year, however, he was living at the same Philadelphia address as an uncle and
would soon inherit money that may have given him a start in business.
Training
Moro Phillips appears to have gained his first experience with the
American chemical industry after arriving in Philadelphia. He probably
encountered Henry Remmy who had, at this point, been making chemical
stoneware for a few years. Although it was assumed by Barber (1893), Pogue
(1981), and others (cf. MESDA craftsman file) that Moro was a potter, he came
from a noble Polish family and played the role of savvy businessman, not
craftsman. His aristocratic name and role in the revolution suggest that he may
have been university educated, perhaps in science and chemistry. Polish
ceramics industries included faience as well as porcelain production by the
1790s, but it is unknown whether Phillips gained any familiarity with these before
leaving Warsaw.
In Philadelphia, Phillips’ stoneware production under manager Spencer
Thomas included “Jars, Jugs, Beer Bottles, Ink Bottles, and Stone Pipe for
heated air, etc.”. Phillips’ primary interest was probably the making of chemicals
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themselves. Under the company name “Aramingo”, he produced a variety that
included “oil of vitriol, aquafortis, nitric and muriatic acids, copperas”. He even
held the contract to the US mint for sulfuric acid used in engraving plates
(Freedley 1858, 208). Moro sought control of the entire process, procuring even
the raw materials used in chemical production. In 1885 (long after his return to
Philadelphia), the Richmond Dispatch ran an article describing Moro’s efforts to
buy an island to harvest its nitrate-rich guano (20 Nov 1885, 1). His death that
year left an estate of up to $10 million.23 The Philadelphia factory continued
under George L. Horn, eventually moving to Camden New Jersey where it
produced “industrial apparatus” into the 1900s (Barber 1893, 179).

Trees Point (1849-ca.1858)

Figure 25: Trees Point Location. Map by author.
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The Trees Point Factory stood on a south-facing bluff overlooking the
James River, 37 miles southeast of the city of Richmond in Charles City County.iv
The larger peninsula on which Trees is located is known as Sandy Point.
This name appears in both Schermerhorn and Wilson family records and it is
likely that both Samuel Wilson and John Schermerhorn knew of clay deposits
here. Archaeology may reveal the presence of clay pits or pottery remains predating Phillips’ occupation.
Phillips bought 484 acres including the pottery site in 1850 (Deed Book
16, 323). The year before, he sent a skilled, Remmey-trained Philadelphia potter,
Sanford Perry, to build and oversee the new factory (see next chapter). Dennis
Pogue calls attention to the operation’s proximity to Richmond, the Trees Point
Wharf, and nearby clay deposits as reasons for Phillips’ choice of site (Pogue
1981, 124). He also notes some of the Richmond businesses Phillips might have
been catering to with his chemical stoneware, notably paint and oil makers,
dyers, scourers, and distillers. (Ellyson 1855, 10; Hill 1866, 184-5; Hill 1869,
103). Other businesses such as hardware stores, druggists, and photography
studios, etc. may have used Trees Point wares as well.
The pottery appeared on an 1854 United States Coast Survey map where
it shared Trees Point with a wharf and store (Description of Stations 1854).
Although Phillips apparently returned to Philadelphia within a few years, workers
under Sanford Perry may have continued to run the pottery in his absence.
iv

Ramsay incorrectly refers to Phillips’ location at Trees Point as “Wilson’s Landing,” actually
the next landform upriver (1976 [1939], 87).
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In 1849 Phillips and his uncle (both M. Phillips) appear in the Philadelphia
directory (Biddle 1849, 296; Ibid. 1850, 329). Moro appears again only in 1855,
listed as a stoneware manufacturer (Ibid. 1855, 441). His Virginia tract is
recorded in Charles City County from 1851 to 1866 and again from 1875 to 1890.
In each case, he was listed a resident of Pennsylvania, suggesting he was an
absentee owner of the operation there. In 1852-1853, however, he was also a
Charles City County personal property taxpayer, evidence that he may have
been a Virginia resident in at least two of the years he is absent from the
Pennsylvania records.
The Philadelphia potters arrived on the James in a period of major
developments in chemistry and manufacturing, particularly synthetics. Chemical
innovations included Goodyear’s vulcanized rubber (1839), Coke from coal and
the commercial use of oil (1841), ether as anesthesia (1842), nitrous oxide
(1844), and the first synthetic dyes (1856). Petrochemical developments included
early patents for kerosene production in 1852 and the opening of the first oil
refinery at Pittsburgh in 1855.
In 1851 the Trees Point property was assessed at $2400 with the
buildings at $550 (Land Book 1850-55). By 1856, improvements had doubled this
to $1050 and the land value had risen to $3213. When Phillips sold off 200 of the
476 acres in 1858, the values had dropped to $550 and $1863. Pogue suggests
this 1858 land sale may have been concurrent with the closure of the pottery
(1981, 124). Subsequent Land Books record only declining values.
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In 1853, the property was put in trust to a number of creditors, but Phillips
retained ownership. Pogue suggests a second scenario in which the works
may have relocated to Philadelphia at this time (1981, 124). Then again, perhaps
Moro’s men continued to operate the pottery to pay off the trustees while Phillips
himself returned to Philadelphia to begin reestablishing himself there.
Edwin Atlee Barber (1893, 178) gives 1853 as the date the Trees Point
Factory ceased operations, leaving only the Philadelphia works at the northwest
corner of Chestnut and 23rd streets. Barber cited a personal interview with a
former Moro employee at the Trees Point pottery, and Ramsay repeats the 1853
date in his history (1976[1939], 87,176). No documentary evidence supports this
or refutes it, other than that there are two years from 1853 to 1855 when Moro is
unaccounted for. As late as 1871, the Coast Survey still shows two kilns on the
Phillips property, describing them as old furnaces.v Pogue considers the adjective
‘old’ to indicate a ‘terminus post quem’ for the kilns’ operation.
We are left with a somewhat mysterious enterprise, owned by Moro
Phillips, a largely absentee owner, and managed by Sanford Perry, a skilled,
Philadelphia-trained potter. The operation opened in 1850 and depending on
one’s reading of the records, succumbed in 1853 or 1858 but then again,
perhaps not for another ten years.

v

Terms like “oven” or “furnace” might easily have been used, as “kiln” was not a common
term outside the trade.
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Thomas and Henry Lowndes (1806-1854)
STONE WARE
MANUFACTORY
THOMAS LOWNDES
TAKES this opportunity to inform the public, that he has
established and is now carrying on the above business in
Blandford, near the Church, and flatters himself that the
articles are equal if not superior to any imported, and hopes to
meet with that encouragement he has every reason to expect,
as he sells at the lowest prices.
Orders received at his store in Bollingbrook street,
or at the Pottery, where a constant supply of the ware is
always ready packed, and also open for sale.
Petersburg, December 2, 1806.
Figure 26: Transcription of notice posted in The Petersburg Intelligencer,
2 December 1806, 3:3; Ibid. 3 Feb. 1807, 4:3; and the Virginia Apollo
[Petersburg], 15 April 1807, 1:1

On May 18, 1921, the Petersburg Evening Progress ran a story titled
“Pottery Here 80 Years Ago” recording the unusual story of an English potting
family (Stanton 1921). Thomas Lowndes, Sr. was born in Staffordshire where he
probably learned the potting trade before bringing a wife and six children to the
United States in 1805. Within a year he was producing stoneware and probably
earthenware at a shop at present-day Highway 1/Wythe Street and North Crater
Road in Petersburg, part of Virginia’s Blandford community. According to
newspaper advertisements, Thomas made pitchers, water coolers, and spittoons.
Unfortunately, no extant examples of his own production have been identified.
Thomas died September 27, 1811.24 For the next few years, Thomas Lowndes,
Jr. seems to have managed, (or at least represented) the pottery, as suggested
by ads placed a month-and-a-half and six months after the elder Thomas’ death.
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Here, “THOMAS LOWNDES” assures “the public in general” that the pottery “is
carried on as usual” or “as heretofore”.25
According to British Aliens in the United States During the War of 1812, in
1812 or 1813, mother Elizabeth was 53 and her son John was 16. The latter
stood 5’-3” with brown hair and black eyes. Twenty-year-old Thomas Jr. was fair
skinned, with brown hair, gray eyes and stood 5’8” tall. Henry, a third son, was
not listed, but may have been a U.S. citizen by 1812 (Scott 1979).
Thomas Junior left the business in 1814, deeding the property he inherited
from his father to his mother Elizabeth and sister Ellen on May 9. He also signed
over a horse and cash-on-hand equaling $200. Brother John may never have
taken the reins as he moved to Norfolk in 1815 and then sold his share for $200
to Ellen and Elizabeth on May 28, 1817.26 John died in Norfolk only four years
later at age 22. After the death of his father and the departure of his brothers
from the concern, Henry Lowndes took over and developed the style now
commonly associated with the pottery, adding his distinctive symmetrical floral
sprigs and “H. Lowndes” slip-trailed cobalt signature to many of the wares.
According to the 1921 newspaper story, the first home of the Lowndes
pottery was said to be on the Bolingbrook family’s plantation “Cobbs”, seven and
a half miles down the Appomattox River from Petersburg. This may have been a
second scene of Lowndes production from 1806 to 1817, a span including Henry’s
first years as a master. Virtually nothing is known of this site and the reporter may
have been misinformed, as even the earliest Thomas Lowndes advertisements
use the Blandford address and make no mention of Cobb’s.
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From the spring of 1830, Henry’s family occupied a familiar Petersburg
landmark, the “old stone house” in Blandford, which shared a back-lot with the
pottery. Documented in the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) in 1933,
the 1760 structure stood 800 feet below Blandford Church and occupied old lot
46 in “New Blandford”. The Lowndes’ house touched on a corner of New
Blandford’s square, placing it at the social center of the small community
(HABS No.96; see also Seagrave 2009, 405).
In the newspaper story mentioned earlier, the Lowndes family, and
particularly Henry’s “maiden sisters”, were noted for being “devout Episcopalians”
who walked single or “Indian file”, never abreast. Interestingly, other Lowndes or
“Lownes” families lived in Petersburg into the late 1700s, but these were of the
Quaker persuasion.vi
Henry A. Lowndes married Ida Spooner on March 2, 1848.27 The couple
suffered the loss of two children. Their son Henry Flavis died the first week of
January, 185428 and an infant son Powhatan Lowndes succumbed on the 28th of
May four years later. 29 J. Henry Lowndes, “formerly of Petersburg” and
presumably a third son of the potter, died in Memphis, Tennessee in December
186430. A fourth son, Charles Lowndes, eventually moved to Baltimore where he
married Florida native Nannie Gamble in February of 1871.31
vi

Although Thomas and his immediate family were recent immigrants, in the 1790s, the
name “Lownes” or “Lowns” appears in the Quaker meeting records in Henrico in (Wright
2003). These records include James, William, and two Deborahs (Ibid., 77-78,88). James
came to Richmond from Fairfax in 1793 and his son William married Deborah in 1799.
Another Deborah Lowns was read out of meeting for marrying out of the Society in 1795. It
is possible these Lownes and Lowns were connected to Thomas Lowndes’ decision to
come to Petersburg.
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Ronald Seagrave suggests an early assistant who may worked for the
Lowndes: Ned Davis, a free black who went on to establish a redware pottery in
Loudoun County sometime before 1860 (Seagrave 2009, 420). If he had spent all
his life in Petersburg, Ned would have been about eleven when Thomas
Lowndes opened his shop, and in his twenties when Henry took the helm. In the
1850 Petersburg census Davis appears as a “workman”.
Henry died in 1842, but his family carried on potting for 13 years before
selling to Thomas and John Ducey in 1855. The Duceys remained at their old
property for some time before setting up shop at the Lowndes Pottery, however.

Thomas and John Ducey
Thomas and John Ducey, George Smith

Irish brothers Thomas and John
Ducey were probably apprenticed to the
Lowndes potters before they went into
business for themselves on Watson Street
in Petersburg. Nothing is known of this site
other than a brief mention of it in the
aforementioned newspaper history of the
Lowndes Works published in the 1920s.
Figure 27: A rare invoice from the Ducey Pottery
bearing John's signature (redrawn above by author).
Historic Petersburg Foundation.
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Although they bought the Wythe Street pottery from the Lowndes heirs in
1855, the Duceys were some time in occupying Henry’s manufactory. Once in
business again, they continued in the Lowndes style, employing similar, yet
simplified, decorations and gradually adapting to current fashion by throwing
progressively straight-sided forms and attaching smaller handles.
Thomas Ducey was born in 1822 and his
brother John seven years later in County Lismore,
Waterford, Ireland. In 1874, at age 45, John
married Sallie Agnes Freeman in Petersburg. 32
Their headstones, located in Blandford Church
cemetery, Petersburg (pictured left), read:

Figure 28: Graves of Thomas
and John Ducey. Author photo.

"In Memory of THOMAS DUCEY, Born in
Lismore County, Waterford Ireland. Died July
4, 1867 Aged 45 years. May he rest in Peace.”
and “JOHN DUCEY, Born in Lismore County,
Waterford, Ireland. DIED Feb. 7, 1878, Aged
54 years. May he rest in peace.”

Workers in the Ducey shops may have included mulatto potters James
Brandon (b.1803 in Maryland), G. Moore, and [G.?] Perkins (b.1802 and 1825 in
Virginia, listed in 1850 Petersburg Property Tax Book). The 1870 Federal
Census, an eighteen-year-old free black named George Smith lived with John
Ducey. The pottery continued for at least seventeen years, until sometime
between 1872 and 1878.33
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The Potteries At Four Mile Creek, Southeast Henrico
Richard Randolph and the Factory at Norwich Mills
In 1813, two years after DuVal’s stoneware kiln was first fired and seven
since Thomas Lowndes began his pottery in Petersburg, Richard Randolph
brought a third James River factory on line. Randolph thus owned one of the
earliest and least known of the Richmond-area stoneware potteries.
The property in question began as a substantial gristmill above the forks of
Four Mile and Bailey’s creeks. It appears in letters of the 1780s as one of the
region’s early large-scale milling operations and was, for a time, the charge of
George Washington’s Mount Vernon miller. In 1804, Pleasants and Company
sold 459 acres including the Norwich Mills complex to David Ross. Ross,
together with a number of other Richmond investors, already owned 880 acres in
Henrico by the turn of the century, including another mill on Gillie’s Creek at
Rocketts twelve miles northwest. Ross’ insurance policy describes the “plantation
called Norwich mills” situated “between Bailey’s Run on the East and fore mile
[sic] creek south and the Lands of Thos. Matthews, North” (Mutual Assurance
Society [40]:1111). The plural “mills” indicated that Norwich included a multistone mill, as well as final processing of the flour in the form of an on-site bakery
(Henrico Land Tax Lists 1799-1803; Personal Property Tax Lists 1804; also
Captaine Map 1781 below).
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Figure 29: 1788 Captaine Map (Virginia Historical Society) showing mislabeled mill seat on
Curles Neck creek fork (left). Anonymous Revolutionary War-era map (McCartney 1985) correctly
showing Norwich Mills seat (right). Revolutionary troops crossed the bridge at the Mills, their
movements indicated by red arrowed lines at left.

Richard Randolph, Jr. (1782-1859) entered the Four Mile community as a
co-owner of the large colonial gristmill and the 500-acre Norwich tract to the
north, which he bought from David Ross in 1809/10. Eight buildings were
involved in the purchase, including the five-story merchant mill. Eight years
previously, insurance adjusters had slashed the value of Norwich Mills by $7,020
and estimated a cost of $21,900 to build from scratch. The buildings that made
up the complex included the mill valued at $10,000, the bake house at $680,
millhouse at $300, and a barn at $550 (Henrico Tax Records 1806).
Norwich Mills stood immediately west of the Randolph family plantation of
Curles Neck, but Richard Randolph, Jr.’s branch of the family came from the
plantations of Presque Isle and Tuckahoe. He was the eldest son of David
Meade Randolph and Mary Randolph (first cousins once removed, married
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December 1780). David had served as a captain in the Revolution and was a
skilled farmer and talented inventor. George Washington made David a United
States Marshall, an appointment initially endorsed by his cousin, Thomas
Jefferson. The couple’s eight children included four others who would survive to
adulthood: another Richard, William Beverly, David Meade, and Burwell Starke.
Mary Randolph was born at Tuckahoe Plantation.
Like others in his family, the Randolphs’ son Richard cultivated friendships
within the Virginia elite, including that of Thomas Jefferson. Randolph visited the
former president at Monticello in September 1808 and no doubt discussed his
various business interests such as the Norwich Mills property.

Figure 30: Transcription of David Ross’ 1806 Mutual Assurance Company policy on the Norwich
Mills complex. (Redrawn by author)
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A Reluctant Road-Builder
Between 1809 and 1813, Randolph and his partner in speculation,
Michael W. Hancock, were noted chiefly for their failure to maintain the roads and
bridges to and from the business, despite Randolph’s election to surveyor and
overseer of the same. This suggests that Randolph was an absentee owner and
may not have put the mills back into operation during his first four years of
ownership. The status of the mill building during this time is unclear and
Randolph seems to have focused on the new pottery. Road maintenance
continued to be a problem in the first two years of the Randolph operation
suggesting emphasis was placed on developing the waterways instead.

Norwich Mills Pottery 1813-ca.1821
Samuel Frayser, Tom and Joe Givin, Thomas Amoss for Randolph
Randolph made his first appearance as a pottery owner in the October 19,
1813 issue of the Virginia Patriot. Here, he announced his establishment of a
“manufactory of STONE WARE On the James River, twelve miles below Richmond."
STONE WARE.
THE subscriber having established
a manufactory of STONE WARE
On the James River, twelve miles below Richmond, offers for sale,
At the manufactory (or delivered in Richmond,) a large and
general assortment of stone-ware, in quality equal to any ever
imported. A constant supply of Soda, cyder and beer bottles,
warranted to answer the purpose for which they are used.
Orders left at the counting house of C.J. McMurdo will be attended
to and are made agreeable to order.
October 23.
Richard Randolph
Figure 31: Notice transcribed from The Enquirer, Richmond 4 Jan 1814, 4-3. Also appears in The
Enquirer [R.Va], Richmond, 22 Oct 1813, 3:4 (with dateline October 22), and the Virginia Patriot
[R.Va], 19 Oct 1813 3-5 (with dateline October 18.)
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“A constant supply of soda, cyder, and beer bottles” was the focus of the
ad, a reflection both of the season and perhaps also the specific talents of the
master potter. October was fresh cider season; hard cider was fermented in
casks and bottled in spring (Myers 1984a, 55). The product was well received
and no less than Thomas Jefferson wrote to Randolph requesting stoneware
‘pottles’ to hold the beer that Peter Hemmings brewed at Monticello. The order,
sent January 25, 1814, requested “two gross [24 dozen or 288] of your beer jugs;
the one gross to be quart jugs, and the other pottles do.” A ‘pottle’ was a unit of
measure equivalent to a half-gallon. Two such shipments appeared in Jefferson’s
account book as follows: “Juggs recd from R: Randolph 1814, In Summer, 126;
October 6, 84 large and 33 small bottles” (Looney 2011, 11).
The embargo act, in its eighth year during 1814, continued to block trade
with the French and British (the latter burned the Capitol and White House on
August 24th leading Jefferson to sell his books to the form a new Library of
Congress). Jefferson may have seen the ad for the new Four Mile operation and
wished to promote Virginia industry in light of the embargo and perhaps to favor
his Randolph kin, whom he was related to through his mother. The multiple orders
suggest that the former president was satisfied with the quality of the ware.
The most important part of the letters, however, is Randolph’s response in
which he states that his “best workman was in New York when I received your
letter, he returned yesterday and will make your jugs next week, when they shall
be forwarded agreeable to your directions” (See Chapter 3, Figure 63). From this,
one can infer that Randolph was the owner of the operation and not himself a
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potter. But who was this “best workman” and what were his ties to New York?
Was it another Albany potter, perhaps one of those employed by DuVal? It was
unlikely to be Samuel Wilson as he was listed as a boarding house resident in
Albany from 1813 to 1816. Perhaps John Schermerhorn brought another potter
with him when he first journeyed south from New Jersey. It has been speculated
that Schermerhorn initially arrived in Charles City County in 1811 (Russ and
Schermerhorn 2005). A fellow potter may have found work with Randolph while
Schermerhorn was enlisted in the War of 1812 and then remained with the Four
Mile Creek entrepreneur after Schermerhorn joined DuVal in Richmond.
Tax rolls indicate Richard owned slaves and livestock though never on a
scale to compare with other members of his family (Henrico Land Tax Lists 18091820; Personal Property Tax Lists 1809-1820). He may have focused more on
trade than agriculture, relying on skilled potters and other workmen. Few public
records exist concerning his operation. Randolph had “two free persons of color”
bound to him by the Overseers of the Poor in June 1815. Their names were Tom
and Joe Givin, fourteen and twelve years of age respectively. Two probable
relatives, Frederick Givin, 14, and Jack Givin, 18, were bound to New Market
neighbor Samuel Parsons at the same time.34
In the papers of the Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia for March 29,
1816, Randolph’s “Potter’s Shop” was valued at $1200. The insurance plat
shows a structure of two stories, 40-by-30-feet, “built of Brick and covered with
Shingles.” A one-story dwelling with a footprint of 30-by-16-feet and “built of &
covered with Wood” stood about a hundred yards off. The mill itself, whether
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operational or not, is ignored in the new policy. MESDA archivists suggest that a
brick building matching the pottery description is listed as a bake house in the
earlier policy of David Ross. The bake house was then valued at $680 (MESDA
Southern Craftsmen file).

Figure 32: Randolph Mutual Assurance plat showing the Norwich potter's shop and house. Typed
portions replace poorly legible writing (Author, based on Mutual Assurance policy number 1955,
declaration 1111, Library of Virginia).

By 1817, Randolph was already seeking to unload the bulk of his New
Market land. The four hundred acres, christened “Kaolin,” included a large area
north of Longbridge Road in the area of the old Camp Holly, as well as acreage
between Longbridge and New Market Road (Henrico County Surveyor’s Book, 9
March 1820, 223; Ibid., 20 May 1824, 219:1). Randolph is omitted from the 1820
manufacturers census, replaced, it appears, by Samuel Frayser. If the Givin
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brothers were working for Frayser at the time of the 1820 census, they would
then have been old enough to count among the “3 men and no boys” listed under
Frayser’s operation. After 11 years of ownership, including eight as a pottery
owner, Randolph sold 335 acres containing $500 in improvements. The 1821
sale left him with just 28½ acres.

Samuel Frayser (1810s-1849)

Figure 33: Ad from Frayser's retailer, E. Redford.
Richmond Commercial Compiler, 12 Sept 1820, 3:5

Very little is known of Samuel Frayser and how he became a potter. A
large family of Fraysers made their home in the New Market area of Henrico
County in the early 19th century. It is most likely that Samuel was the son of
Keziah Hobson and Jesse Frayser, whose kin Caleb, Jackson, Andrew and
others appear frequently in records and maps of the area in the 19th century.
There is a slim possibility that Samuel was not of this family but a recent
immigrant. A Samuel Frayser appears in the lists of British Citizens in America
during the War of 1812. The timeframe involved would still allow him to arrive at
Four Mile Creek and might, like the Lowndes to the south, provide another
Staffordshire link, though this English Frayser’s birthplace is unknown.
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Curiously, a Jesse Frazer is shown as a landholder near Pottersville in an
1825 Edgefield, South Carolina atlas. Samuel Frayser of Four Mile Creek did
have a brother Jesse who appears on maps and in documents from the Henrico
area often. The surname appears with various spellings, including Frazer and
Frazier. If the two Jesses are one and the same, this may relate to Samuel’s
entry into the potter’s trade. Although Edgefield potters did not practice salt
glazing, an apprenticeship there would certainly have equipped Samuel to run
the Norwich Mills factory and later his own. Calling to mind Abner Landrum,
initiator of Edgefield alkaline glazing, a “Landrum” Road is to be found on
Route 5, albeit nearer the Trees Point pottery than New Market. The Edgefieldrelated name Chandler also marks an area lane. Philip Wingard (2013) has
proposed that Edgefield potter Thomas Chandler stopped in Richmond on his
path from Baltimore to South Carolina (for more on this Edgefield potter, see
Baldwin 1993; Todd 2008).
Frayser potted from as early as 1813 to 1849 in the New Market/Four Mile
Creek area of southern Henrico County. From 1818 to 1823 potter Thomas
Amoss was his Four Mile Creek neighbor.vii
Frayser as Master of Norwich Mills
After Richard Randolph sold the land and buildings of Norwich Mills, the
property did not slip back into disrepair. Subsequent owners may have leased
the buildings to potters. The new owner, Frances Lewis, quickly added $674 in

vii

This is corroborated by the mingling of Frayser and Amoss sherds in a waster dump along
the bank of the creek. See next chapter.
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improvements to total $1174 and held title for eleven years. In 1828, Lewis
deeded the land to William Depriest. Francis Frayser then acquired the Mill tract
in 1835 but would die the next year. Although the unimproved part of Frayser’s
335-acre tract was carved up over the years, the mill property remained in
Francis’ unsettled estate through 1850.
Samuel Frayser appears to have been the master potter operating under a
lease agreement in the transition after Randolph sold out. Francis Frayser, the
new owner, was born about 1790 or 1794 and may have been Samuel’s cousin
through an uncle, Andrew Frayser. Incidentally, Francis was also in the War of
1812 with the 39th Virginia in 1813, the same year as John Poole Schermerhorn,
though not in the same regiment.
Like Randolph, Frayser was appointed “Overseer of the Road” on July 7,
1817, in his case, “from four Mile Creek bridge to Little Cornelius’s.”35 Samuel
first became a landowner the following year when he acquired 63.5 acres from
the William Hobson estate by paying $300 to Hobson’s executor and Samuel’s
relation Caleb Frayser (William Hobson, his maternal grandfather, had died in
1810).36 Samuel Frayser appears as a potter in the 1820 manufacturer’s census
making use of 50 tons of clay, 80 cords of wood and 15 sacks of salt, employing
3 men, no boys, with 1 kiln and 2 wheels, and a payroll of $200 annually, to
produce “Stone Ware of all Kinds.”37 It was also on September 12 of that year
that an advertisement noted his operation (See Figure 33 above).
Strangely, Frayser had not yet had erected improvements on his 63.5
acres. At this time he was still potting for or with someone else, most likely at
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Norwich Mills. To judge by county records, he did not even officially move to
Henrico until 1826 at which time he is credited with four slaves aged 16 or older
and three horses or mules. Martha McCartney suggests that in his absence, “His
enslaved workers may have fabricated some or all of the vessels his manufactory
produced” (2009, pers. comm.). The buildings he had erected in 1824 were not of
the scale of the Norwich Mills or Amoss improvements, being valued from $125
to $225.75 over the next twenty-four years, but probably sufficient for a pottery
and/or kiln built with enslaved labor.
Frayser acquired additional land over those years, including a tract at
Gravelly Hill. This was likely to gain permanent access to clay beds or another
raw material such as quartz for temper or sanding (1820 Census of
Manufacturers; Henrico Land Tax Lists 1818-1851; Personal Property Tax Lists
1818-1850). By the time of his death in 1849, Frayser had been a potter or
pottery owner for somewhere between twenty-four and thirty-six years.

Thomas Amoss (1818-1823)
Quaker Thomas Amoss trained and worked as a potter in Baltimore from
1810 to 1817. From 1818 to 1823 he made a new home in Henrico County,
Virginia, bringing with him a unique and finely decorated style.
His training and business in Baltimore tied him with the famous Morgan
family of potters. Thomas Morgan partnered with Amoss’ brother, William Amoss
in January 1812 “at the old establishment, corner of Pitt & Green sts.” in
Baltimore, advertised under the name of “Morgan and Amoss”. At the same time,
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in conjunction with Thomas Amoss, Morgan established “a new Manufactory at
Liberty st. near Pitt street” under the banner of “Thomas Amoss & Co”.38 In 1815,
Morgan represented Thomas Amoss & Co., Parr & Burland, and Myers & Parr,
collectively setting standard prices for stoneware in the city of Baltimore. 39
American stoneware was becoming highly competitive as a result of the
Embargo Acts and Baltimore potters were banding together against new
completion from the north and south. That September, Francis Scott Key wrote
“The Star Spangled Banner” while the British attacked Fort McHenry at the
mouth of Baltimore Harbor. On November 21, 1816, Thomas married Caroline
Waters at the Friends Meeting House in Old Town.40 Less than two weeks prior,
feeling pressure from competitors and lacking trade, the following was issued:
Old Stone Ware Manufactory
AGAIN!
The subscribers, under the apprehension that they might be
forgotten in consequence of their long silence, or from the frequent
advertising of their neighbors, beg leave in this way to inform their
old friends and customers, and the public in general, that they still
continue to manufacture STONE WARE at the old stand corner of
Pitt and Green sts. Old Town, under the firm of “THOS. AMOSS
and CO.” and intend keeping, if possible, a constant supply of the
best kind, and from their long experience in the business think that
their Ware is equal, if not superior, to any made in the city.
All orders from the country thankfully received and attended to, with
every possible dispatch, and packed for those who require it, (also
delivered to any part of the city gratis) so as generally to insure its
safety from brokage to any part of the country, by land or water.
Customers will do well to call, if convenient, at the factory, and
judge for themselves of the quality of the ware, if not, orders will be
received at the following places, and punctually attended to by
THOMAS AMOS [sic] And THOMAS MORGAN.
Figure 34: Transcription of notice placed in American & Commercial Daily Advertiser
[Baltimore], 9 Nov 1816, 3:3
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Thomas Amoss & Co. was dissolved March 1, 1819 and notice posted
that William H. Morgan would oversee outstanding debts. At the same time, the
pair announced a new partnership.41 Conveniently, but confusing to historians,
they were able to take over the Morgan & Amoss business at Pitt and Green
streets with no change in name, as each had a brother in the previous operation.
Presumably, William would be left in charge of the Morgan & Amoss firm
while Thomas made the move to Virginia. Tales of good stoneware clay may
have drawn Amoss to the Four Mile Creek area of Henrico County in 1818. By
1820 he had established his own pottery there, which he ran until his death three
years later in 1823. The potter may have had a distant family connection to
Henrico. Francis, Mary, and Nicholas Amoss appear in the Henrico Quaker
Meeting Records in 1700 as marriage witnesses (Wright 2003, 1-2).
The price-standardization ad of the Baltimore potters may also suggest
some the forms produced by Amoss upon moving to Virginia:
Stone Ware Manufactories
We the undersigned Manufacturers of Stone Ware, in the city of Baltimore,
having incurred considerable expence in bringing the said Manufactures to
their present state of perfection; together with the enhanced prices of
materials we consume, including also the advance of labour, imperiously
demand an addition to the present prices. We therefore give this public notice,
that on the first day of January 1813, the annexed prices will be charged for all
wares, subject to a deduction of 5 pr cent, for cash to wholesale customers.
MORGAN & AMOSS
THOMAS AMOSS Co.
WILLIAM MYERS
Wholesale.
Retail.
4 gall Jugs, Pots, &c.
$10
$1
3
“
“
8
87½
2½
“
“
6
75
2
“
“
5 50
62½
1½
“
“
4 25
50
1
“
“
3 50
37½
½
“
“
2 25
31
¼
“
“
1 12½
12½
1-8
“
“
50
6¼
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Chambers
Large Pans
Small do
Large covers for do
Less
do
do
Porter bottles same as quts.
4 gall. Churns
3 “
do
2 “
do

2 75
4 50
2 50
1 75
1 12½
1 12½
13
11
8

31
50
31
18¾
12½
12½
1 50
1 25
87½

Figure 35: American & Commercial Daily Advertiser [Baltimore], 16 Dec 1812, 3:4. An amended
price list (Ibid., 21 Oct 1815, 3:3) includes milk pans and “all wares smaller than pints”.

The Baltimore Quakers worked to establish a market for their wares in
Richmond. On September 30, 1819, for example, local merchant J.I. Johnson
announced that he would “keep a constant supply of STONE WARE, made by
Thomas Amoss & Co. which he will sell at factory prices”.42 This could represent
standing stock from the Baltimore Thomas Amoss & Co. business that was
dissolved half a year before. Alternatively, it may be a sign that the name was
briefly revived on Four Mile Creek. The latter is unlikely, as Amoss would not pot
independently until 1820, though the “& Co.” could refer to Samuel Frayser or
some other potter.
In 1820, the Baltimore factories fell victim to a flawed vein of clay, resulting
in an epidemic of delayed cracking. As they put it, “materials which are liable to
(what we call) air or wind cracks, and all the stone ware made of such materials
(which we are happily rid of) is subject to this kind of cracking, weeks and months
after it is manufactured, which nasty trash, every one ought in justice to himself
and the public, to discard from his manufactory as soon as it is discovered to
possess such DESTRUCTIVE qualities.” 43 The effect here is to advise other
potters, to be rid of substandard wares so as to not altogether discredit local
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Baltimore stoneware as being made from inferior clay. The ad concludes “M. & A.
do not authorize any stone or earthenware potters to sell ware for them, the
public will take due notice thereof”, suggesting that others had been passing off
their wares as the improved Morgan & Amoss pieces or were reselling the
genuine article at inflated prices.
Morgan & Amoss’ trump-card was that they had “the satisfaction to inform
their old customers, as well as all others who purchase STONE WARE, that they
have lately purchased the exclusive privilege of two pits of fine clay, which upon
trial has been found to make ware, which excels in beauty any thing of the kind
now made, or perhaps ever was made in this country, out of their ware, as long
as the pits will hold out.”43 The last part a reference to newly acquired resources
in Henrico County, clay pits whose extent could not yet be determined.
While the William H. Morgan & Thomas Amoss factory continued
advertising in the Baltimore papers, Amoss’ Four Mile Creek Pottery in Henrico
County, Virginia was operational by 1820. Amoss appears in the 1820 Census of
Manufacturers in Henrico as “making use of 50 tons of clay, 80 cords of wood, 15
sacks of salt at annual cost of $500, employing 4 men and no boys, with 1 kiln
and 3 wheels, a capital investment of $500, wages of $500 and expenses of
$600, to produce “Stone Ware of all kinds”.44 The pottery continued in operation
until his death in 1823.
Amoss’ will, entered 7 August 1822 and proved May 5, 1823,45 named his
wife Caroline S. [Waters] executrix and brother William H. [Amoss] executor, with
Caroline retaining all property until Thomas’ son Edward Nancande[?] Amoss
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turned 21. While no probate was recorded, the property was mentioned thus in
the will: “all my Tract of Land whereon my stoneware Factory is established …
which Deed is of record in the [Henrico] County Court, I also loan unto my wife all
my stock of every description, I also loan unto her all my furniture of every
description until her death.”
Land
Thomas Amoss moved to Henrico County in 1818, paying tax on himself
and a horse the next year. Amoss likely lived with Samuel Frayser at Norwich
Mills while he searched for a suitable site for his own establishment. He began
his Four Mile enterprise in 1819 or early 1820 by purchasing 40 acres sans
improvements from William Dandridge, which had initially been part of Richard
Randolph’s 500-acre Norwich Mills tract. By the next visit of the tax assessor in
early 1821, Amoss had erected $550 in uninsured buildings on his Four Mile
Creek property (Henrico Land Tax Lists 1820-21). As the only land Amoss was
ever to own in Henrico, this probably represented the Amoss Pottery as recorded
in the 1820 Census of Manufacturers. After (or perhaps while) his new shop was
under construction, another tithable white male and two slaves over the age of
sixteen joined Amoss. For transportation and motive power, two horses or mules
were added to the operation. Within a year, the Quaker was no longer
incongruously credited with the two slaves. Perhaps they had been workers from
Norwich Mills residing with Amoss during the construction work. In 1822, he was
again taxed for two equines as well as another adult white male and curiously,
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another slave over the age of sixteen. Amoss died in 1823 but the estate, with its
40 acres and $550 in buildings, remained unsettled until 1832. His executors
paid taxes on two slaves in 1824 and two white adults and two slaves in 1825
before being dropped from the rolls (Henrico County Personal Property Tax Lists
1818-1825; Land Tax Lists 1818-1832).

Stephen B. Sweeney Pottery ca. 1838-1863
Stephen B. Sweeney, Sr., Stephen B. Sweeney Jr.,
Charles H. Sweeney, Watt Green, Patrick Murphy
Stephen Booker Sweeney, Sr. was born 1799, the son of
Jonathan Sweeney of nearby New Kent County and Mary
Furbish Booker (often Brooker in records). Stephen married
Virginia Hughes (1804-1859) in Henrico County, March 8, 1821.
Sweeney was active in the Four Mile Creek area from
1838 to 1862 and kept a retail store on 14th Street between
Cary and Dock Streets in Richmond, placing him midway
between the various Parr retail shops.

Figure 36: Photo of
Stephen Booker
Sweeney circa 1860.
(Private Collection)

Claymount: a Potter’s Camelot
By the time of the potter’s death in 1862, the Sweeney name had become
associated with lands and pottery operations on both sides of Route 5 at Four
Mile and Bailey’s creeks. Over time part of the latter of the two waterways
became known as Sweeney Creek. The formation of “Claymount,” a veritable
potting plantation, draws in the historical landscapes of the earlier Four Mile and
Bailey’s creek potteries.
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Sweeney’s first purchase was a group of four contiguous properties from
the executor of Samuel Garthwright, Sr.’s estate. At 92½ acres, 51 acres, 39½
acres, and 8½ acres, this put Sweeney in command of a 191½ acre tract near
“Bailey’s Old Field.” The 8½ acre portion at the core of the new property boasted
$800 in recent buildings and $150 in old improvements (probably an existing
pottery). In 1840, the parcels were officially combined, minus five acres sold to
Jane Pleasants (Henrico Land Tax Lists 1830-1861). This left the potter with
186½ acres, newly christened “Claymount.” The bulk of the tract occupied the
piece of land between Longbridge Road and Route 5 and east of Bailey’s Creek,
encompassing archaeological sites 44HE304 and 44HE305.
In 1844, Sweeney sold an additional two acres from the GarthwrightClaymount land (Henrico Land Tax Lists 1830-1861) and began to expand his
operations with the old Thomas Amoss pottery and land. After Thomas Amoss
died in 1823, his estate remained unsettled and the forty acres and its buildings
fell from $550 to $500 between 1830 and 1831. Perhaps to cover debts, a courtappointed commissioner transferred the property to John Whitlock, Jr. and he
conveyed the $500 parcel to Richard Ellyson in 1834. Ten years later, Stephen
Sweeney received the widow Ellyson’s share of the estate from an executor and
in 1845 acquired the balance of the Amoss land (in addition to another 20½
acres of Ellyson land). Sweeney seems to have maintained the buildings on the
old Amoss tract as the $500 appraisal remained unchanged until after his death.
By 1854, these 60½ acres were officially added to the Claymount tract, now
totaling 237 acres with $2000 worth of buildings. Additionally, Sweeney’s
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holdings also included some small parcels at Gravelly Hill. It is possible this land
was a clay deposit or a source of sand and temper materials (Henrico Land Tax
Lists 1844-1863).
The Old Ordinary (44HE391)
Sweeney’s entrepreneurship reached beyond potting and planting into the
hospitality field with “Sweeney’s Pottery and Hotel” and “Sweeney’s Ordinary.” One
of the landmarks of the New Market area was an 18th-century tavern known in
1816 as the “Old Ordinary”. The building stood on the New Market Road, a short
distance west of Bailey’s Creek. Samuel Grimshaw ‘occupied’ the tavern in 1816.
Born in England, Grimshaw came to the U.S. at age 13 in 1795. Samuel
was listed as a farmer living in Henrico in 1812 in the British Aliens Record and
would have been thirty-four when he ran the Old Ordinary. He died in his midforties in 1827/8 and a February 6, 1828 claim by the Mutual Assurance Society
forced the sale of the business. The auction, held on April 25th, included the
“Wooden Tavern, one story high” and/or “such part thereof as will be sufficient to
satisfy the debt, interests and costs, and expenses of sale.”46
The Sweeney Household
Stephen and Virginia had several children, Martin B,
Margaret, Elizabeth, Stephen Jr., Charles H. and Charles. The
1850 census lists one free black in the household of Stephen
Sweeney, “Watt Green, potter, aged 23yrs.” Born around 1827,
Green could have been working for Sweeney since around the time
Figure 37: Charles Henry Sweeney, son of Stephen B.
Sweeney, Sr. Courtesy of Victoria Sweeney
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the latter began operating in 1838. Sterling Schermerhorn (2010 pers. comm.)
suggests that Watt may have been the son of another slave named Watt. His
mother may have been Betty, Abby, or Mary, who were slaves of John Poole
Schermerhorn and Francis Wilson. The surname Green also suggests a slim
chance that Watt Green may have come from the household of Schermerhorn’s
Albany and New Jersey potting master, Branch Green, although there has been
no other evidence of this found.
War
During the Civil War, the area of Four Mile and Bailey’s creeks was caught
between Union troops blockading the James River and holding Malvern Hill and
Confederate troops on the New Market Road. Between the deprivations suffered
under bombardment and the scavenging of soldiers, many area landmarks and
buildings disappear from period maps or reappear with only the label “ruin” to
mark their existence. Sweeney’s pottery continued to operate early in the war,
though illness may have caused production to cease in the months approaching
Stephen’s death at home in 1862.
Like Schermerhorn, Sweeney combined potting with other business and
agricultural interests. While his estate in 1863 held “six tables for throwing” and a
large lot of stoneware, it also included twenty-four or more enslaved workers,
hundreds of acres, and rich household items like glass decanters, and mahogany
sideboards and tables.
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Figure 38: The Sweeney family plot in Oakwood
Cemetery, Richmond. The marker in foreground is
that of Charles Henry, the potter's son. Stephen's
stone has been replaced by a recent flat marker
"Stephen B. Sweeney, Aged 63 years". Author.

The area around Claymount remained
hotly contested in the years after Sweeney’s
death, with considerable activity taking
place in the vicinity of the potteries. In late
July

1864,

papers

reported

on

the

construction of a “line of breastworks near
New Market”47 and skirmishing there on the
28th of July.48 New Market Hill, one and a
half miles north of Deep Bottom, was now the focus of activity.49 “The enemy has
possession of New Market or Jennings Hill at the intersection of the New Market
and Long Bridge roads and occupies a line of entrenchments extending from
Riddell’s Shop to Willis Church nearly parallel to the Quaker Road. His right has
been driven back across White Oak Swamp, which is a tributary of the
Chickahominy. The Yankees have advanced as far as the Drill Room on John
Garthwright’s place at New Market. On Tuesday they burnt Cornelius Crew’s
house on Malvern Hill.”49
While positions were taken on the high ground, Deep Bottom suffered
from Confederate mobile artillery, firing short on union rifle trenches at Deep
Bottom from across Four Mile Creek. From mid-May to mid-August 1864, two to
three boats were continuously at work shelling the area, cutting any New Market
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civilians off from the river and damaging the remaining structures. Each boat
could fire upwards of a thousand pounds of ammunition per day (Nelson 1979,
45,47). After a brief lull, fighting flared up again at Deep Bottom on August 14-16.
On September 27-29 fire was concentrated on the pontoon bridge and at Cobb’s
Hill along New Market Road.
Rockbridge Artillery records recall “our Infantry was in line of battle along
the Charles City Road. They extended about one mile along the road, from the
Sweeney House to what is known as ‘Tilghman’s Gate’. On the night of the 26th,
our battery was taken down from New Market Hill and placed in position on this
line, in pits previously excavated by the company.”50 One wonders if potters from
the shops of Isaac Lamb, John Campbell, or Henry D. Morgan were among the
Rockbridge soldiers or if they came in contact with New Market pots or potters.

Parr Pottery (1851-1890)
David Parr, Sr., David Parr, Jr., John L. Parr, James Parr,
Tilighman Vestal, George N. Fulton
Prolific Baltimore potters, the Parrs have been subjects to considerable
research by John Kille (2005, 2009) and others (cf. Brandt and Luke Zipp,
CrockerFarm.com). The basic outline of the Parrs’ Maryland career is as follows:
David Parr in Baltimore
In 1810, David Parr (the uncle of David Parr, Sr., who would establish
Richmond’s Rocketts pottery) was just setting out in stoneware potting and took
13 year-old William Brazier as an apprentice.51 The same year, Parr partnered
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with the widow of potter James Brown in the firm of David Parr & Co.52 Through
this arrangement, David acquired not only the Granby and Queen Street pottery,
but also Brown’s fifteen year-old apprentice, Michael Ragan. In 1813 another
apprentice, James Brown (fifteen years old and no relation to the elder potter)
joined Parr.53 The following year, Parr took one Samuel Taylor as apprentice.54
William Chambers apprenticed to Parr in January of 1815.55 That year a notice
introducing Parr & Burland advertised stoneware for sale at both the
“Earthenware Factory of David Parr & Co., corner of Granby and Queen St. or
Pratt st. continued near the green tree pump, where either Earthen or Stone
Ware can be supplied at the shortest notice.”56
1816 saw notices from the Parr & Burland Factory at Eden and Dulaney
streets, and again David Parr & Co. at “Granby and Pratt Street continued”.57 In
August, the then 19 year-old James Brown ran away from the factory and Parr
offered a reward.58 James River potters advertised only one runaway apprentice,
so this Baltimore ad provides a better picture of what young potters in Virginia
may have looked like. A “likely active boy,” Brown was described as “5 feet 8 or 9
inches high … with a good complexion and dark hair” who “had on when he went
off, a black coat, striped summer pantaloons and a black hat.”
In August 1816, Parr was married to Margaret McGowann.59 The following
March, Parr & Co. informed the public that the Granby & Queen St. factory had
on hand and continued to manufacture “a large assortment of EARTHEN &
STONEWARE”. 60 In 1818, Parr dissolved David Parr & Co., announcing his
construction of a Queensware pottery on the Parr & Burland lot, near the
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stoneware factory, on April 21: “Also, manufactured by D. PARR on the above
premises, fine Green, Brown, Black & Yellow Tea and Coffee Pots, Pitchers,
Bowls, &c.”61 Advertisements continued that Queensware and stoneware were to
be retailed at “Brown & Griggs, corner of Granby and Queen.” Catherine Brown
had announced her merger with George Griggs on April 17.62 In October, 1819,
Parr & Burland opened a retail “stand” at 60 South Street.63 Parr took 13-year-old
orphan George W. Trapnell as apprentice on May 28, 1821.64
The Parrs in Richmond
Around the time that Parr was adding several apprentices to the Queen
and Granby Street pottery, an advertisement in the Baltimore paper called for
journeymen potters to work at a factory “in the vicinity of Richmond.65 Almost
three decades after Thomas Amoss’ death the Richmond stage was preparing
for another Baltimore-based Quaker family to make their mark.
David Parr and Maulden Perine in Richmond
While Parr’s 1851 arrival in Richmond marked the beginning of a fortyyear enterprise, success was far from certain; he seems to have required major
financial assistance at the start. In an April 17, 1852 deed, David Parr transferred
his new pottery lot to Maulden Perine. Perine had been Baltimore’s introduction
to industrialized earthenware potting on the English pattern of the Staffordshire
factories, and it was probably Perine’s influence that led David Parr to delve into
the production of glazed teapots with Burland just before his move to Virginia.
Perine held papers on the house, lot, and everything they contained for over four
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years, at which point David paid a fairly nominal $600 to regain legal title
(Henrico County Register of Deeds, 2 June 1856). Maulden probably did visit the
site at some point, but Justices of the Peace in Baltimore and Richmond signed
the deed, suggesting he was at home when the title changed hands. In these first
years, the deeds described the property as:
[B]eginning at a point north North Eastern side of Lester Street, at which
the line of Corporation of the said city crosses the said Lester Street
thence with the line of said Street to a Thomas Rutherford and [within] the
line of said house and at right angles with the line of the said Rutherford,
and running on a line parallel with the said Street about seventy seven
feet to said Corporation line, thence with the said line two hundred and
thirty feet to the beginning.
Equipment on hand included “one kiln, one clay mill, four potters wheels and
tools” as well as “unburnt ware and Clay” (Ibid.). David Parr’s original deed from
Mr. Carrington in 1850 suggests that the Carrington structure shown in 1886 was
in fact the core of the Parr pottery.
In 1855, a Richmond native then living in Ohio named George N. Fulton
came to work for Parr, possibly together with his brother Robert. Potter George
returned to Richmond at age 21 from Ohio where his father and two brothers had
kilns in Marietta and Zanesville. Coincidentally, the “Fulton” area of Rocketts
where Parr had his shop was named after an Alexander S. of that name, a
distant relative and local worthy.viii Fulton remained in Parr’s employ until he
joined the Union Army in 1862. Upon discharge, Fulton moved to Rockbridge

viii

The area at the base of Powhatan Hill (site of the original native village at Richmond) was
known as Rocketts, after some early settlers. As they became less prominent, it became
known as Fulton instead. (Grimsley, 1967) In 1876, W. and M.J. Fulton are listed at the
northwest corner of East Main\Rocketts and Orleans Street (Beers 1876, 60)
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County in western Virginia (Russ 2004). A quintessentially mobile stoneware
potter, George later relocated to Potts Creek in Allegheny County in 1867 where
he built a thriving shop and then again to Botetourt County (Ibid., 80,202).
Keesee & Parr
In the years before the Civil War, Parr joined with auction manager
Thomas W. Keesee and together they established a retail shop. As early as
1858, a Richmond City Directory lists
“Keesee and Parr, Corner of 12th and
Cary”.

66

In 1860, the address is

elaborated as “Co[rner] Cary and 12th
Carlton House“ under David Parr,
David Parr Jr. and Thomas W.
Keesee, Auctioneer. The partnership
survived

until

1865,

property was destroyed.

when

the
Figure 39: Pitcher fragment bearing the partners'
stamp. Photo Rob Hunter

A Lot… “in the burnt district… on which recently
stood the brick tenement formerly occupied by
Messrs. Keesee and Parr.”
In early July of 1865, fire gutted the Carlton House retail space. At 5:30
pm on July 13th, what remained of the 12th and Cary Street concern was to be
auctioned including the lot “24 feet front, 75 feet back to alley” as well as “the old
bricks.”67 Thomas Keesee was soon back on his feet, announcing he had moved
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from 12th and Cary to “a large and commodious house on Governor Street
between Main and Franklin.”68
The firm of Keesee & Parr, however, vanished in the wake of the Carlton
House fire. David and his sons made new arrangements quickly though. Retail
concerns soon carrying their goods were those of A.P. Brown & Co. at 15th near
Main Street, Martin Cardoza on Cary between 8th and 9th, and the factory shop
“at the foot of Main Street.”69 Letters from Parr employee Tilighman Vestal in
March through June 1864 indicate that the Parr & Sons name may have
overlapped with the Keesee & Parr business in 1864 and 1865 (Smith and
Rogers 2011, 943-4). The elder Parr probably took David Jr. and James into
formal partnership during the war. David Parr & Sons represented the core
pottery and the Keesee & Parr stamp was reserved for pieces sold at the 12th &
Cary store. The 1866 Richmond City Directory lists David Parr & Sons Pottery at
4, 6, & 8 South 15th Street, including David Sr., John L., David Jr., and James.
Then, David Parr Sr., David Parr Jr., and James Parr, all potters, are listed again
at 3516 East Rocketts.
In 1869, David Parr & Sons’ office stood at Number 11, South 15th Street.
Near to hand at 3516 East Rocketts, employees included David Parr Jr., David
Parr Sr., and James Parr. Thomas W. Keesee, “auctioneer”, kept an office at
1317 East Main. By 1870, the retail address had changed to Number 8, North
14th Street “between Main & Franklin” with John L. placed in charge, while the
factory continued with a new 3542 Main Street address. David and James are
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listed at the latter. The Parr addresses then remained unchanged for five years.
Thomas Keesee died in 1874 or 1875.
In 1876-7 the directory lists David Parr at 3736 Lester with employees
David Parr and John L. Parr. The latter became manager of the pottery operation
with David Sr. partly retiring to the Parr home next door. David Jr. ran a retail
outlet at 1824 East Main, selling “China and Glassware.” In 1879-80, David Jr.
moved the retail store as well as his home close to the factory. David Parr Sr.
died in 1882 and his widow Charlotte continued business with their son John L.
In

1884,

The

Richmond

Times

Dispatch ran a table of manufactures, noting
one earthenware and stoneware producer,
[John L.] Parr, employing 12 men, managing
$6,000 capital for $15,000 in annual sales
(1 Jan 1884, 1). The manpower, capital, and
income do not compare with the major
Figure 40: Parr family listing in the 1882

tobacco and textile industries of the city, Richmond City Directory

many earning in the hundreds of thousands and a few in the millions, but as a
finished, durable good, stoneware remained a significant Richmond product.
The final years of the business mirror those of many other potteries, with
their focus on machine-produced water and drain pipe and especially flowerpots.
By 1886 John L. advertised specifically as a “Manufacturer of Stoneware &
Flowerpots” at 3734, 3737 & 3738 Lester in the City Directory (p.321).
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On July 13, 1887, the Richmond
Dispatch reported a small fire at the Parr
factory that caused about $100 in
damage. 70 Slightly more than a month
afterwards, on August 25th, the Dispatch
carried

the

advertisement

for

the

auctioning of the “Rocketts Pottery”.
John L. must have worked out an
agreement in the wake of the sale, for
the business continued to operate, now
billed

as

“The

Richmond

Pottery

Company (formerly Parr’s Pottery).” John
L. managed the business through 1890
Figure 41: Auction notice for the Parr Pottery.
Richmond Dispatch, 25 August 1887

but from this point the pottery drops from

the directory. A final auction bill tells the story. Posted in the Richmond Dispatch
on February 19, 1890 the listing tolled the dissolution of the forty-year institution.
The premises were identified as the “corner of Lester or Main and Denny
Streets.” Among the inventory were a horse, wagon, harness, cart and harness,
and “all of the old buildings, stable, planks, 2 kilns, all of the machinery, pug mills,
6 wheels, 1 flower pot machine.” The purchaser soon removed all of the wooden
buildings on the site. John L. Parr left the potter’s trade in the wake of the sale.
From 1893 to 1896, he was listed as a “water inspecter”, and he was survived by
his widow Alceste in 1897.
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The Parr factory persisted in local memory. In The Dell, Edward Virginius
Valentine remembered “old Mr. David Parr and his pottery which stood at the end
of Lester Street, on the north side.” The property left one more lasting memento,
wrought from material Parr had prepared. Valentine, a renowned sculptor, used
this fine clay to model his effigy of “Robert E. Lee, Recumbent” for Lexington
Chapel at Washington and Lee University. Valentine must have received the clay
from the Parrs before the 1875 completion of his statue, suggesting a long
relationship with the family.
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~Chapter Three~

ARCHAEOLOGY
HISTORY AND FINDINGS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES – FORMS AND DECORATIVE
LEXICON RECONSTRUCTED FROM SHERDS AND EXTANT SPECIMENS – ANALYSIS

Lowndes-Ducey Pottery Site ca.1806-ca.1880
44PG0475
Thomas Lowndes’ supposed pottery at Cobb’s Farm, mentioned in a 1921
newspaper article (Stanton 1921) and in Chapter 2, has yet to be found. The
Lowndes shop in Blandford has been, however, and it was this site that hosted
the Petersburg careers of Henry Lowndes and the Ducey brothers for fifty-years.
Today, the kiln site lies beneath a blighted corner at the intersection of
Wythe Street and Crater Road in Petersburg, Virginia. In the last hundred years
the corner has been home to a church, a private house, a used car lot, and a
two-story motel that is still standing. Sporadically scavenged by relic hunters and
pottery enthusiasts, the fragments studding the grassy back lot recall a onceprosperous potting operation.

Decoration
In Henry Lowndes’ brushwork, rounded, tri-lobed ‘flowers’ bloom from
long, slip-trailed stems, sometimes straight, more often curved, and occasionally
corkscrewed. Small, symmetrically paired leaves loop out from the stems at close
intervals (MESDA Winter 1995, 87). Most of the florals were brushed, though
Lowndes did employ cobalt slip trailing in fine line work such as looping zigzags
and the wavy stems of the Lowndes plant motif. An obviously proud Henry also
trailed his sweeping John Hancock in brilliant cobalt across many pieces:
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“H Lowndes Manufactory, Petersburg Va.” Many of these bear the date 1841,
probably an unidentified anniversary of the business.
Relatively few sherds from the site bear the cobalt decoration featured so
prominently on surviving Lowndes pieces. Those present stem primarily from
incidental decoration such as handle termini. This is probably a result of decades
of casual collecting at the site combined with crushing into smaller pieces during
the gravelling of the property and its time as a used car lot. Collectors have
reported finding sherds far beyond the current property line suggesting that
additional, perhaps more intact, waster deposits may lay beyond.
Until my visits to the Factory site, the Lowndes were believed to be unique
among James River potters in their use of relief-molded decoration. The technique
is probably reflective of Thomas Sr.’s Staffordshire training. Lowndes’ eagles, stars,
and other such “sprigs” stand out in high relief from stout, round forms. Squat
pitchers in a robust Staffordshire style bear classical moldings of acanthus leaves
and feature wreaths about their spouts and bodies.
Sprigging is a carryover from brown stoneware, such as
English “hunt scene” wares (Noël Hume, 2004). Lowndes
sprigs depart from their British forebears in that they are
applied in very high relief to American blue and grey
stoneware, rather than in low relief to the brown-washed Figure 42: Incised monogram
from Lowndes flask recovered

Anglo style. Some of the designs mirror those in period at site. The third initial is lost
cast-iron but they do not seem to have been immediately
cast from known examples (Hunter et al. 2005, 129).
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and no customer has been
identified. The looping style of
cartouche is similar to seals
used when signing documents,
deeds, plats, and inventories.

Forms
Jars
Many of Lowndes’ jars were
broadly ovoid, though at least
one

straight-sided

quart

jar

survives (MESDA Winter 1995,
92). Relatively small, applied
loop handles are smoothed onto
Figure 43: Typical plant motif on jars made by Henry
Lowndes. The stems are slip-trailed with short, brushed
leaves that are typical of cotton plants or possibly
cornflower or clover. (Crocker Farm, Inc.)

the vessel body and ringed with
a U-shaped cobalt brushstroke.

Some smaller cylindrical apothecary jars bear a crisp shoulder sloping in to a
rolled rim. Paired incised lines ring the vessel just below the shoulder.

Jugs and Bottles
Jars dominate the surviving stoneware
Lowndes vessels, while jugs once common are
extremely scarce. Archaeologically, Lowndes
jug necks often feature reeding but, with few
exceptions, lack the pronounced rings of other
James River potteries.
Figure 44: Ringed necks recovered by the William and
Mary Center For Archaeological Research, working at
the Lowndes’ Pottery Site (Monroe 2008)
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Pitchers
Lowndes pitchers are stout ovoid forms with strong handles that jump from
collar to shoulder. Careful design appears in the functional details of such
Lowndes pieces as well. The angled spout on an eagle-and-star-festooned
pitcher allowed for easier pouring in the hands of a right-handed person.
Water Coolers
Water coolers are the form most identified with Lowndes in decorative arts
circles. The taller, thinner of these may have been loosely inspired by silver or
Sheffield-plate urns (MESDA Winter 1995, 93). Five large eagle water coolers
survive,

one

at

MESDA,

one

at

Colonial

Williamsburg, and the remaining three in private
collections. The most recent was found in the
basement of a Maryland estate.
With no signs of wear from a stoneware lid, it
is probable that the Lowndes coolers were, like
similar vessels of their time, covered either with
Figure 45: H. Lowndes water
cooler with sprigged eagle and
star decoration (Dewitt-Wallace
Museum, Williamsburg)

wooden lids or by cloth or wax paper tied with a
string (MESDA Winter 1995, 94-5).
Chamber Pots

Only three chamber pot fragments were uncovered during WMCAR work
at the Lowndes site. The rims include an everted example and a rolled, “bolster”
rim with a projected diameter of 21 cm (Monroe 2008, A:7).
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Spittoons
Only a handful of Lowndes spittoons have survived and none have been
found in archaeological work to date. Of the common low, wide, cylindrical shape
and featuring an inward-sloping mouth, their
concave sides were decorated with the usual
Lowndes plant motifs. As the form is fairly
standardized

among

stoneware

potters,

undecorated examples probably remain that
are yet to be identified. The drain hole, cut
just below the shoulder, is usually round.

Figure 46: Lowndes Spittoon.
(Private Collection)

Lowndes Kiln Furniture
The Lowndes kiln furniture collection is comprised of expedient forms and
lacks the jug stackers so common at other James River sites. Flat, sand-covered
bars, approximately 2½ by 6 inches, supported vessels. Spool separators were
used in conjunction with wads in stacking vessels in the kiln.
Draw Trials and Expedients
Draw trials, used by the Lowndes to gauge kiln temperature and progress,
are thin, flat 4x4” squares of clay pierced by four ¾” holes. Some unidentified,
pipestem-like rolls of clay may have served as saggar pins. Kurt Russ excavated
similar pieces at the mid-19th century Fincastle earthenware pottery (Site
44BO304) of Joel and Mathias Noftzinger (Russ 1990, vii).
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Ducey Brothers (ca.1830s-1878)
Extant Ducey stoneware is represented almost
entirely by ovoid and cylindrical jars. This is probably a
function of other forms bearing a different set of motifs
and probably lacking maker’s marks. The most common
jar rim is softly square with a profile that angles out at the
top. Other rims are rolled and both types have a cavetto
band beneath them. Handles are relatively small, narrow Figure 47: A typical
loops applied to the shoulder below the band.

Ducey storage jar form.
(Crocker Farm)

Many surviving Ducey pieces bear a stamp reading “T. & J. Ducey” /
“MANUFACTURERS”/“PETERSBURG VA.”

Capacity marks are stamped numbers
without borders. The “1” is simple but
Figure 48: Ducey Brothers' stamp. Author.

other numbers use scrolling serifs.

Ducey decoration is a simplified continuation of that of the Lowndes,
featuring brushed cobalt plants with multi-blossomed, symmetrical sets of flowers
or blooms on divided, slip-trailed stems. The core motif is a vertical stem with
opposing curved or lancet leaves which divides into three smaller stems, bearing
similar leaves and ending in tripartite blooms. The leaves and bifurcations in the
upper half, particularly in the center stem, increase with the size of the vessel.
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Benjamin and James DuVal Pottery 1806-ca.1820
44HE0592
The DuVal factory was forgotten for over 150 years until 1978 when
MESDA researcher Brad Rauschenberg traced the history of the first jar to be
found bearing the DuVal stamp (Rauschenberg 1978, 45-75). Archaeologist
Norman Barka confirmed the site identified by Rauschenberg’s research in a
1984 preliminary evaluation (Barka Papers, William and Mary). His work there
included surface collection and a handful of test pits, generating ten boxes of
sherds and other kiln waste.
Although it has been registered as an archaeological site, the future
exploration of the property was cut short by development. Robert Hunter and
potter Michelle Erickson passed the site by chance on the day of its 2001
destruction. The pair soon enlisted ceramics scholar Marshall Goodman and
archaeologists David Hazzard and John Kille in the recovery of approximately
two thousand pounds of material (Hunter and Goodman 2005, 43-44). In
addition, they witnessed the fleeting exposure of a rectangular kiln and saved
several fragments of brickwork and kiln floor.
This experience prompted further research, though the site was lost
forever, claiming that documentation for the DuVal site “is among the best
available for any early American pottery” (Hunter and Goodman 2005, 13-14).
Combining the evidence of illustrated ads found by Rauschenberg, Barka’s
excavations, and Robert Hunter’s salvage work, it is possible to reconstruct some
of the DuVal production.
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The Duval Kiln
The DuVal stoneware kiln was apparently an aboveground type, built of
brick. Large and rectangular, with multiple flue channels and perhaps fireboxes, it
probably resembled the kilns of William Rogers and New York’s Clarkson
Crolius. Fortunately, Robert Hunter saved several pieces, mostly representing
the pot floor and the remains of flue structure beneath them. These fragments tell
us how the bricks were laid and how the floor was prepared.
Figure 49: (Left) A fragment of
DuVal kiln floor as viewed from
below. A possible keystone row
of 'soldier' bricks stands in the
center while 'rowlocks' from a
sub-floor flue to each side.
(Right) The top reveals a thick
layer of fused sand with kiln
furniture and vessel bases.
Photos by author.
Figure 50: (Below) Diagram of
what piece may have looked like.
(Modeled by Tabitha Lavis)
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The kiln may have originally been built using bricks from the brickyard of
William B. Lupton. DuVal had conducted business with Lupton in his capacity as
road commissioner in March of 1811, five months before the stoneware kiln was
first fired (see Chapter 2). Alternatively, contractor and brick-maker George
Winston who used DuVal tiles in his work may have supplied the bricks. Like
many potters, DuVal’s workers spread the kiln floor with sand to prevent vessels
from sticking. Over time, the heated and reheated sand formed solid layers of
grainy glass, studded with kiln furniture and the bases of failed pots.

Decoration
Although DuVal’s potters used cobalt decoration relatively sparingly, it did
appear with some frequency in edging, handle dimples, and fingerprints, as well
as in two fragments filled incising (Hunter and Goodman 2005, 52; Barka and
Hunter collections). The treatment of handle termini on a number of DuVal jars
includes deep finger impressions. Filled with cobalt, these dimples make DuVal
pots some of the most recognizable of southern stoneware (Hunter and
Goodman 2005, 45). Other handle treatments include flat lugs or tabs. Strong,
rolled rims are characteristic and shoulders often bear cordation.
Stamps
At least two stamps were used. The shoulder-stamped “B. DuVal & Co
Richmond” mark was likely used from 1811 until 1817, when Benjamin’s son
James took over the pottery. A second mark “DuVal Stoneware Manufactory
Richmond Va.” seems to be that employed under James DuVal from 1817 to 1820
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(Hunter and Goodman 2005, 48,56). Composed of three or four separate
stamps, this mark probably appeared in
various orientations. An example found in
the in the Norman Barka collection
Figure 51: First “B. DuVal & Co., Richmond”
stamp. Courtesy of Kurt & Linda Russ
Collection.

displays a possible stamp frame rivet,

suggesting that smaller portions may later have been united into a single stamp.

DuVal Forms

Figure 52: Variety of DuVal vessel forms recovered in salvage work. (Drawing by author)

Based on period advertisements, extant pots and archaeological
specimens, staple DuVal forms included 1-5 gallon ovoid storage ‘pots,’ quart
and pint bottles, ½, 1, 2, and 3 gallon pitchers, spittoons or ‘espontoons’,
cylindrical pint apothecary jars, and jugs. Others included pint ‘ticklers’ or pocket
flasks, chamber pots with cobalt-tipped triangular handle termini, milk pans,
inkstands, and a heavily cordoned, possibly cylindrical butter churn.
Roof Tiles
William Harwood’s patent roof tiles employ an overlapping design,
somewhere between the flat, lugged tiles of Germanic potters like the Moravians
and the Mediterranean type used in the Spanish colonies. Harwood’s patent
borrowed a flat midsection with a clay lug under the upper end, designed to catch
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wooden lathes nailed to the rafters. Like Spanish examples, the edges are
alternating, interlocking, concave, and convex curves with upper edges that dive
under the projecting lips of the tile above them. The tiles were formed of soft
earthenware clay in a wooden box mold, a bat being used to drag the open face
of the box and rendering a smooth face to the tile (Hal Pugh and Eleanor
Minnock-Pugh and Dave and Mary Farrell 2012, pers. comm.). The interior of the
mold was dusted with sand, promoting a smooth release and giving the tile a
coarse underside. The flat tile was then formed over a separate mold, which
provided its complex, interlocking curves. In between (or perhaps afterward) the
potter trimmed the tile’s edges and applied the molded lug by hand.

Figure 53: Anatomy of DuVal's or Harwood's Patent roofing tile with demonstration of
application. Drawing by author
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Jars or ‘Pots’
Stoneware production on the DuVal property
ushered in the first of the characteristic “James River”
forms. Such a storage jar was the first marked piece
found to represent DuVal’s pottery and is characterized
by a strong ovoid body with a high ‘belly’ and narrow,
tapered base. The freestanding handles are linked to
New York traditions. Other attached loop handles are Figure 54: First jar attributed
anchored with what have become recognized as
signature dimpled and cobalt-filled termini.

to the DuVal Pottery.The
identification of this vessel
became a Rosetta Stone for
other James River stoneware
(Photo: Gavin Ashworth)

The Rauschenberg jar, in addition to several archaeological examples that
have been found, bears robust freestanding handles that are smoothed into the
upper shoulder below a thick, rolled rim with a sharp undercut. The handles are
round in cross-section and are bent upwards midspan. An additional jar form is a tall ovoid with
vertical strap handles and a square rim. Other
examples of a smaller and more common form bear
loop handles pressed flush against the shoulder.
Figure 55: DuVal tab handle on
a one-gallon jar fragment. Sherd
courtesy of Robert Hunter.

The straps are attached to the upper shoulder,
ribbed with three finger ridges and anchored to the

side of the jar with a single wipe of a fingertip. A final handle type is a small flat
tab with squared corners that is brushed with cobalt.
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Straight-sided, small-mouthed cylindrical jars with thin rolled rims were
among the relatively few non-ovoid forms found at the DuVal pottery site. The
underside of the rim is finished in a crisp edge. Such straight-sided druggist’s jars
relate in part to DuVal’s apothecary business and were one of the reasons he
entered the pottery trade. In these jars a narrow, rolled lip slopes out to a sharp
shoulder and is finished in a vertical side. Incised lines often appear just above
and below the bend of the shoulder.
Jugs, Bottles, and Flasks

Figure 56: DuVal handles and jug and bottlenecks. Courtesy of Robert Hunter

DuVal’s jugs are stout, high-bellied ovoids with narrow bases. Handles on
most are pulled from just below the lip and attached to the shoulder. On the
largest, such as five-gallon examples, the handle is attached at the upper and
lower shoulder, perhaps to provide additional durability. Although the form is
featured in advertisements, as well as the pottery’s trade sign, and hundreds of
examples were found archaeologically, only one extant DuVal jug has been
documented to date. Neck treatments vary: on the largest jugs, a twice-rolled
collar tops the neck. Smaller jugs have a simple collar that runs out into the
pulled handle. The lip above it is narrower. Other examples have elaborate
reeded or rilled collars with a rolled lip. The reeding includes two sets of four rills
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bracketed and separated by thicker cordons. The rilling consists of four to five
narrow convex bands. DuVal flasks or “ticklers” are pumpkin seed-shaped with
an ovoid base and thin rolled lip. No decorated examples were found.
Pitchers
DuVal pitchers were made in one quart to three-gallon sizes, having one
to three incised bands around the lip and a fine cordon at the joint between the
collar and shoulder. One rim sherd displays a faint, three-ribbed molding. The
form is ovoid, with a vertical collar. Handles were pulled from just below the rim
of the vertical collar and, in the case of at least one quart-sized example, were
marked with four cobalt fingerprints. No fragments revealing lower handle termini
placement were positively identified.
Butter Churns
A single sherd suggesting a butter churn form was found. The tall, straight
collar is topped by a belled lip and uniquely ringed with at least four wide convex
cordons. It is unknown whether the body below this cordoned neck was straightsided or ovoid like the churns of later potters like Schermerhorn and Sweeney.
Chamber Pots
DuVal chamber pots were squat round forms reflecting the “night jar”
shape common since the late 1700s. The handle is pushed under the sharp rim
and then pulled and smoothed flush with it. The lower handle terminus is pinched
off, leaving a triangle that was then ringed in cobalt. Two incised lines circle the
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shoulder about two centimeters below the rim. No cobalt-decorated examples
were found archaeologically and no antique specimens are known.
Kiln Furniture
Kiln furniture includes jug stackers, spacers, coils, pads, and expedient
one-time-use wads. Many DuVal rims retain traces from the sand covered kiln
furniture. Stackers are much more varied than at other James River pottery sites,
indicating the hands of multiple potters or apprentices at work. The same is also
suggested by the numerous base-trimming techniques witnessed within the
DuVal assemblage (Hunter and Goodman 2005).
Domestic Artifacts
Non-stoneware artifacts from the DuVal site include wine bottle fragments,
a pressed wine glass, mocha ware, pearlware, bone, and an elaborately
crosshatched bone toothbrush. Also found were a bottle lip and an unidentified
blown glass rim possibly representing apothecary equipment. Unfortunately, this
material was collected during emergency salvage and lacks any specific
archaeological context beyond the general block.
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Richard Randolph’s Manufactory at Norwich Mills 1813-ca.1821
44HE303

Figure 57: Richard Randolph's Norwich Mills pottery maker’s mark. Reconstruction by the
author accompanied by partial stamps from the Factory Site. Although clearly stamped, the
signature is not unlike Randolph’s actual handwriting as witnessed on deeds and other

In the early 1980s, the Southeast Henrico Archaeological Survey predicted
the survival of many features of the Four Mile Creek potting community. According
to Daniel Mouer et al, “Remains of the pottery manufactory, including the sites of
kilns, waster piles, docks, warehouses, workers’ dwellings, etc., have been
located…The site is considered of great archaeological significance” (1985, 138).
Unfortunately, documentation of this material, including hundreds of photographs,
was apparently lost when the archaeology department at Virginia Commonwealth
University (VCU) was dissolved. The surface-collected artifacts and a few lines
on a basic artifact form are all that remain of that early work. I have revisited
these sites to document the surviving landscapes and establish typologies of
pottery made at these locations based on surface materials found there.
The “Norwich Pottery” was initially recorded based on surface collection
and subsequent research by VCU archaeologists. Although the site was christened
“Norwich Pottery,” the location of the actual mill complex was unknown. Martha
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McCartney suggested the pottery lay south of Route 5 and the mill itself north of
the road, near the site of the Sweeney Pottery (McCartney 2004). Based upon
my research, the manufactory (and mill complex whence derived the Norwich
name) stood south of the road, above the forks of Four Mile and Bailey’s creeks.
In 1818 Richard Randolph deeded land in the west of this area to Agnes
Kidd, retaining the rights to a millpond and canal (see Chapter 4). The dam at the
south end of the millpond reappears by itself in later maps (1840s-1920s). Today,
part of the dam survives, impounding a small slough; the associated canal long
since filled. Indeed, locals remember an “old ditch” passing through the properties
between Kingsland Road and the pond (Victoria Sweeney 2011, pers. comm.).
Immediately southeast of this old dam is the “Factory Tract,” shown in
Henrico County surveyors’ plats as containing 63.5 acres and including drawings
of a dwelling, crib, and what appears to be a three-bay, two-story building,
labeled “Factory.” This structure fits well with descriptions of the brick potter’s
shop, née bakery shown on the Richard Randolph and David Ross Mutual
Assurance Company plats.
Two potteries occupied the land between the creeks south of Route 5. First
is Richard Randolph’s Manufactory, the former Norwich Mills. It overlooks Four
Mile Creek and is characterized by two large linear waster dumps and several
smaller piles. Occupying the highest point nearby are the remains of a rectangular
kiln (Site Visit 2013). The second pottery, approximately 400 feet to the east is that
of Samuel Frayser. The site includes a pair of matched kilns and flanking linear
waster piles near Bailey’s creek (VCU Archaeology Surveys, [1980s]).
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Figure 58: Reconstruction of Norwich Mills complex c.1806, based on Mutual Assurance plats
and descriptions. The red brick structure is the pottery of 1813 (née bakehouse). (Author drawing)

The area between the creeks was modified to utilize high ground and turn
marginal, marshy areas with good water access into part of an industrial
landscape. One can still see how the banks of Bailey’s Creek were straightened
and built up into high levees with dredge spoils, safeguarding against flooding.
Natural high ground served as the site for the Factory and adjoining buildings as
well as the kilns. A table of land to the northeast was mined for clay leaving a pair
of twelve-by-twenty-foot rectangular pits six to eight feet in depth. The clay mines
were dug out from the west side and thus probably served the Randolph Factory.
Brick to build the kiln was probably made on site, as were those used in
the baker’s house and first story of the old mill. Edward Valentine’s “The Dell,”
([1890s]) also recalled the presence of a commercial brickyard established at
Four Mile Creek “a few years later” [i.e. after Randolph commenced operations].
Perhaps this accounts for the quantity of intact, handmade brick found along the
creek bank that appears to be neither kiln brick nor old, mortared brick from a lost
structure. Additionally, an archaeological site opposite the pottery was recorded
as a probable Confederate rifle battery on the site of an older brick kiln.
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The Factory Site
Approaching Randolph’s factory by boat, the creek bank appears strewn
with rocks. Upon drawing nearer; however, this 300-foot section of the east bank
of Four Mile Creek resolves itself into a myriad of rims, handles, bases, brickbats
and other debris spilling from
a massive deposit of wasters.
Interspersed with the waster
pieces are fragments of kiln
superstructure, the melted and
fused bricks of the walls and pot
floor. Directly below where the
Factory building appears on
historic surveyors’ maps the
shore is also thick with clean,
handmade bricks, perhaps once
part of the potter’s shop and
associated structures, their shell
mortar long since dissolved.
Figure 59: Richard Randolph lists for
sale his 400-acre "Kaolin" tract
containing the Norwich Mills Pottery.
The Enquirer [R.Va], 4 July 1817.
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Figure 60: [Above] Remains of interior corner
of kiln at Randolph Factory Site. [Left]
Preliminary sketch showing possible flue
arrangement based on internal pier. The kiln
appears oriented north to south based on the
shape of the landform. Increasingly damaged
bricks in wall suggest a firebox at the northern
end (to right in the drawing) Drawing and
Photograph by Author.

Characteristics
Decorations unique to Randolph potters Samuel Frayser and Thomas
Amoss will be discussed below. Other characteristics distinguish Four Mile
pottery, including a relatively dark range of clay colors and occasional large
quartz inclusions. Reduction browning is common and iron oxide slip occurs on
the exteriors of some jugs and jars at the Factory as well as on many of the jug
stackers, recalling the English-style stoneware of Richard Rogers. Some early
Baltimore stoneware, including a mortar bearing Peter Perine’s initials and the
date 1812, is also of this type (Zipp 2009). Additionally, unlike Lowndes
stoneware, the Four Mile potters frequently used iron washes or interior slips in
colors ranging from a pale yellow brown to dark chocolate. The latter variety is
generally matte as opposed to the deep gloss of an Albany slip. Finally, some
sherds at the Factory site are made from clay that contained a mineral, which
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rendered interior surfaces that seemed to sparkle with graphite-like dust. This
mineral is also found in the New Jersey stoneware of Branch Green and may be
iron brought out via a reducing environment in the kiln (Hal Pugh, Mary Farrell,
Merry Abbot Outlaw 2010, pers. comm.).

Distinguishing Randolph’s Potters
The problem becomes how to associate Randolph, Frayser, and Amoss
with their respective potteries when the latter two both worked in Randolph’s
Norwich Mills “Factory” prior to starting their own operations. The lack of positive
attributions of early Norwich Mills and Frayser wares and the regular movement
of apprentices and workers between sites compounds this uncertainty.
Thomas Amoss sherds found on Four Mile Creek at the Factory site
represent material made during the three years he worked at Norwich while
outfitting his own pottery (1818-1820). Other wasters in this deposit resemble not
Amoss’ work but that of Frayser-attributed wares. Many of these bear variations
on the leafy, undulating vine found on the extant jars inscribed with names from
the Flournoy, Cox, Randolph, and Bishop families. The Frayser attribution is
based entirely on Frayser’s presence at the site as noted in property records; no
signed Frayser piece is known. An intact jar bearing handles, base treatment,
shoulder lines, rim, and decoration identical to sherds from the Four Mile Creek
bank gives us an irrefutable example of non-Amoss stoneware from the site.
Other common features of the wasters at the site suggest the presence of potters
with ties to New York, New Jersey, and possibly one or more of the potters
employed by Benjamin DuVal in Richmond.
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Figure 61: Range of slip
trailed and brushed cobalt
decorations found at the
Factory site and attributed
to potters Thomas Amoss
(1818-1823) and Samuel
Frayser (1813-1849).
Drawings by author.
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Samuel Frayser
Decoration
Samuel Frayser’s attributed motifs, while often relatively broad, are generally
systematic and restricted to bands around the upper belly and shoulder of the vessels.

Figure 62: Two motifs from the Factory site were found
together for the first time on this vessel. As a result, the piece
can now be attributed to the Factory and tentatively to Samuel
Frayser. (Vessel in private collection.)

Forms
Samuel Frayser has become a convenient attribution for any sherds at the
Factory site that are clearly unlike the readily recognizable Amoss wares. Most of
these wares do seem to represent the work of a common hand.
Jars
Jars decorated with Frayser-attributed floral garlands share ovoid forms,
rolled loop handles, and two to four incised lines above the shoulder. Rims are
either rolled with a sharp lower edge or squared with pronounced ledges
beneath. The latter rim forms may represent later pots and are not dissimilar to
Sweeney vessels. As many of the vessels at the site conform stylistically to the
early period of production, the square-rimmed jars may prove that the Randolph
kiln site continued to be used by Frayser into the 1830s or 40s.
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A short, vertical collar characterizes an unidentified jar form. The rim is
straight-cut and of several sherds in the Department of Historical Resources
collections, all are covered in an iron wash. A single sherd from a small-mouthed
vessel suggests the manufacture of something resembling an oyster jar at the
Factory. The rolled rim descends to a well-rounded shoulder and thence to a
fairly straight-sided jar.
Jugs
Jugs and half-gallon handled “pottles” are ovoid with four different neck
types. Two of these necks feature delicate, well-defined reeding created using a
notched rib or other tool, as was done at the DuVal pottery. The others employ a
thick double ring and occur in all sizes, from ¾ to 1¼-inch inside diameter. Jugs
decorated with the large, brushed motifs attributed to Frayser share an ovoid
form with double-ringed collars and handles pulled from just below the neck and
attached at the shoulder. Handles are pulled, often with strongly defined thumb
lines. The lower terminus is generally plain but is sometimes attached with three
downward swiping fingertips, reminiscent of handles made under Branch Green
of New York and New Jersey. Incised lines run just below the point from which
the handle is pulled. No jugs were found bearing capacity stamps. Jug stacker
scars or indentations are minimal, though brown reduction halos from the airconstricting stackers are common.
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Figure 63: [Top] Massachusetts Historical Society Letter from Randolph to Thomas Jefferson
[Lower Left] reproductions of possible Randolph “pottles” based on sherds excavated at Jefferson's
Monticello. The sherds actually came from English bottles used at Monticello in the same period.
Reproductions by Westmoore Pottery (Seagrove, NC) for the Monticello Shop. [Lower Right] Actual
Randolph pottle neck matches other archaeological examples in Monticello’s collection.

Bottles
Straight sides and short necks characterize the handful of bottle fragments
seen at the Factory site. Their mouths are simpler than those used on the jugs
and include plain rolled lips and a cut lip on a half-inch, straight-sided band.
Pitchers
The few pitcher fragments found at the site display an outwardly angled,
somewhat convex neck profile. Decoration is done in thick brushstrokes with one
example resembling the repeating “3” motif later used by Stephen Sweeney. The
transition from neck to shoulder is crisp but otherwise without ornament and
incised rings encircle the pitcher just below the shoulder.
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Saucers
Two two-inch-deep saucer forms are found at the factory site. The first is a
simple, everted form with a thinned lip. A second presents a more elaborately
tooled rim with cavetto banding. These saucers, found in 6-inch diameters, may
have been made to mate with flowerpots.
Butter Pots
Frayser-attributed butter pots bear repeating circles or bent-stem flowers
with hanging heads. The rims are squared and three incised lines circle the pot at
the attachment points of opposing, rolled loop handles.
Chamber Pots
One chamber pot sherd from the Factory site bears a pulled handle, which
has been attached to the base of the vessel with a single, pronounced finger
impression. The profile of this example is more vertical than those decorated with
Amoss motifs and is also more thickly thrown. The finger impression, though
lacking cobalt fill, suggests possible connections to the DuVal pottery. The form
of the vessel is typically ovoid.
Capacity Marks
Sherds bearing stamped capacity marks from the Factory site are
decorated with large, brushed flowers attributed to Samuel Frayser. Measuring
3.5 cm. across, the stamps may have been two parts, an outer ring of teeth and
the interior numbers.
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Figure 64: The impressed capacity marks from the factory site belong to this matching set. In the
last example, it can be seen that when a “4” gallon stamp was unavailable, the potter improvised
by crossing the “1” over itself to create a crude number 4.

Thomas Amoss
Capacity Marks
The Amoss capacity marks found at Four Mile Creek are rather elaborate
cobalt slip-trailed designs. Several examples were found of a large flower bearing
a gallon capacity in its bloom. Only the outline of the bloom is present, revealing
the tips of eight to ten rounded petals. The curving stem sprouts from between
wing-like groups of three or more thin leaves. The more compact version of this
flower lacks the script capacity number and may be restricted to the smaller onegallon and similarly sized vessels.

Figure 65: Thomas Amoss' characteristic slip decoration and capacity mark on two-gallon jars at
the Factory site. Author photos.
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In a more geometric version, the capacity number (in this case a ‘2’) is
trailed between the two arc lug handles of a jar. The mark lies immediately above
an incised line underscoring the handle attachment points. A ring of sixteen dots
surrounds the number. Though carefully trailed by hand, the effect is similar to
circular capacity stamps. Five dashes form a fringe at the base of the ring, the
center dash being twice as long as the rest. Two triangular leaf shapes formed of
about ten dashes each emerge from the sides of the ring. The effect is that of a
circle within a long diamond or an open eye with the number as the pupil. At either
end, a simple scroll fills the remaining space between the design and the handles.
Decoration
The most recognizable motifs at the site were created by Thomas Amoss
and are proof that Amoss did not abandon his slip-trailed dot and dash cobalt
designs upon moving to Virginia. Even the most elaborate of Amoss’ Baltimore
designs made the transition. Jars, jugs, chamber pots, and other unidentified
pieces bear the familiar dot garland and flowers of Baltimore’s Morgan & Amoss
and Thomas Amoss & Co. pieces. Thomas Amoss’ decorative motifs were
generally fine-lined and compact, displaying a neat hand.
A single sherd from a kiln-damaged vessel was found at the Factory site
that shows a potter there was adept at the use of delicate sprig-molded reliefs.
The quality of this decoration is exceedingly rare in early American stoneware.
Those pieces of sprigged stoneware that are known tend to date to the mid- to
late-1800s and stem from northern potteries. They include portraits, houses, and
geometric designs. Perhaps the closest examples are a white-slipped cup
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bearing hunting and patriotic sprigs and the 1720s-40s swan-sprigged mugs of
Richard Rogers’ Yorktown potteries. The mold in question would be at home in
Staffordshire or the Rhineland. The lifelike depiction of a bird and foliage is
virtually unheard of in America during this time period.

Figure 66: [Left] Sprigged bird decoration, possibly by Thomas Amoss found at the
Factory Site. Drawing by author. [Right] Flowerpot at right is one of few
comparably sprigged early American examples (Webster 1971).

Forms
Virtually nothing has previously been known about Amoss’ Henrico
products, and only a few extant pieces were tentatively attributed to this period of
his production prior to this study. The Randolph Factory site gives us a first
glimpse of his full line of wares.
Jars
Amoss’ Baltimore and James River jars are ovoid forms, with neat,
slender, fern-leaf-like dotted garlands linking the lug handles with a central,
daisy-like flower. The jar rims are mostly rolled except for a handful of everted,
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straight cut rims. On the rolled rim examples, incised
bands sometimes ring the shoulder.
Canister-like cylindrical jars produced by Amoss
resemble those made at the DuVal pottery. The shoulders
on these jars are softer than the DuVal examples as a rule
and are underscored with one or two incised lines.
Figure 67: Amoss jar bearing characteristic flower and slip-dotted decoration. First attributed
based on sherds collected by VCU surveys in the early 1980s. Dewitt Wallace Museum.

Jugs and Bottles
Amoss jugs are high-bodied ovoids with reeded necks topped by cavettobanded lips. Handles are pulled from the base of the neck and are smoothed on
below the shoulder, creating a robust U-shaped attachment. Like other Amoss
wares, the jugs are more lightly thrown than the Frayser attributed examples.
Bottles are straight-sided, with relatively delicate short necks and reeding
below rolled lips. It is difficult to discern Amoss from
Frayser bottle bases and thereby state what manner of
cut-off or other treatment the potters employed.
Brown reduction around the neck and shoulder
on Amoss’ closed forms is common and often
resembles iron wash. Although many of the stackers
from the site are clearly dipped in an iron-wash, no jug Figure 68: Amoss-attributed
or bottle bears clear evidence of similar treatment.
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2-gallon jug. Author photo.
(Private Collection)

Butter Crocks
Butter crock fragments from the factory site reveal that this form was
already quite standardized in the 1810s and 20s. The pots are straight-walled
cylinders with tab handles. One partial lid is twenty-five centimeter in diameter
with a flat surface bearing three simple brushed leaf clusters arranged with their
roots pointing clockwise. Two rings were incised halfway between the rim and a
central knop, presumably to guide the brushwork. The inset rim is ventilated with
four three-centimeter wide notches. The use of the notches to allow salt to reach
stacked lids is confirmed by oxidization trails that cross the top from a threecentimeter gap in a reduction ring where another lid rested in the firing.
Kale Pots
“I do not know whether you continue your pottery. If you do, I will request
50. pots for the sea kale such as you saw here, which indeed are made
on the exact model of mr Wickham’s”
-Thomas Jefferson to Richard Randolph, 13 May 1822

Kale pots, in a technique also applied to asparagus, serve to force young
kale plants by sheltering them from cold and direct sunlight. The design in use at
Monticello is unlike English and Dutch examples and may be truly unique to
“Mr. Wickham” and the Randolph potter. Indeed, certain thicker undecorated
sherds of kale pots in the archaeological collection at Monticello probably did
come from the Wickham models rather than the Randolph-Amoss version.
Randolph wrote to Jefferson, “I have given directions for your bleaching
pots to be made, and as soon as they are done, shall be delivered to Colo.
Peyton.” (MHS Jefferson Papers, 13 May 1822; Edmund Bacon to Thomas
Jefferson, 29 March 1821, Kelso 1992). He did not elaborate on the status of his
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pottery. At this date, he was no longer the owner but was apparently willing to
forward the order to his former potters, now working independently. That
Randolph’s potters fulfilled the request is attested to by the entry of the shipment
in Jefferson’s accounts: “September 16, 1822 pd. Nace for bringing up pots for
sea Kale 2. D.” (Jefferson to Bernard Peyton, 20 February 1821; Hatch 2002).

Figure 69: [Left] Kale pot reconstruction based on sherds from Monticello Archaeology
(Reconstruction by Tabitha Lavis) [Right] Sea kale plant illustraion from Henderson, 1875.

Sherds in the Monticello archaeological collections tell us what these kale
or “kahle” pots looked like. A 12-inch wide, bottomless cylinder rises 6 inches and
bends sharply inward to a low vertical lip. The lip forms the rim of a five-inch
diameter hole and serves as the anchor for a shallow, “pillbox” lid with small knop
handle. The pots were decorated in Amoss’ distinct style, being ringed in a line of
slipped dots interspersed with what appear to be stylized kale plants. The lidded
design is unique in that it created a specialized vessel for forcing rather than just
blanching the kale. In order to enjoy kale before its normal season, the pots could
be packed all-round with compost and manure to provide insulation, as well as a
heat source while the compost material broke down (Henderson 1875, 215-216).
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The lid allowed the packed mound to remain undisturbed while the gardener
inspected the growth of the young plant and added additional compost inside. It
may also have allowed some sunlight or cooling if the interior became overheated.
Randolph Factory Kiln Furniture
Jug stackers found at the Factory Site were wheel-thrown and are
encircled with incised rings to denote stacker size and perhaps to mark where an
apprentice was to cut handle notches. The rings conform as follows: 4 and 4½”
diameter: no line, 5” diameter: 1 line, 6” diameter: 2 lines, 7” diameter: 3 lines.
The incised lines appear at only one other pottery in the James River tradition,
that of Stephen Sweeney.i
Flat, sand-coated bars of 1½ by 4 to 5 inches were used at the factory.
Most are seen loose or attached in parallel to bases to which they became fused.
In one case, a base retained the halo of a triangular arrangement of bars.
Spool separators, used to space jugs and jars apart at the shoulder, range
from fairly robust to quite thin and delicate. The latter examples also display
small finger impressions, suggesting young apprentices or women with smaller
hands joined in loading the kiln. Horseshoe separators are of the common variety
and suggest similar variation in hand and finger size among workers.

i

Incising on stackers is rarely seen at any stoneware pottery, though they apparently
provided a ready surface for a practice doodle now and then. One example found at
the Baynham Pottery Site (Edgefield, SC) by Mark Newell is decorated with the profile
of a man in a wide-brimmed hat, tentatively identified as Governor Tilman of South
Carolina (Gary Dexter 2013, pers. comm.).
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Stephen B. Sweeney Pottery Site ca. 1838-1863
44HE304/44HE305
The Sweeney site has been sporadically disturbed and collected since the
closing of the pottery during the Civil War. Virginia Commonwealth University
surveyors recorded the site and collected quantities
of sherds but of the thousand or more photographs
taken at the time, none are known to survive the
dissolution of the archaeology department and
archives. In 1993, then-graduate-student Linda
Carnes-McNaughton accompanied a group of
researchers including Daniel Mouer, Taft Kiser,
Figure 70: Surface collection
showing waster densities at the
"Sweeney Pottery and Hotel"
Photo by Robert Hunter.

William Kelso, and David Hazzard to Four Mile
Creek. They collected surface material which she

later catalogued as a type collection. Although the 44HE303 “Randolph-RossSweeney Pottery” site number was used, the sherds and furniture she recovered
were all probably made at Sweeney’s Pottery north of Route 5.

Decoration
“Cloud Flower”
Sweeney’s most-recognized design by far is a large, cloud-like flower. The
design was first attributed to him based on the VCU surface collections. Often, it
is seen on a stem with two, or sometimes pairs of four or five, opposing leaves
near the base. The flower head is formed of a single brush stroke beginning at
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six or seven o’clock and looping clockwise. The motif appears on the potter’s
ovoid jars as well as pitchers, churns and other forms. More rarely, the flower
includes a central dot, reminiscent of Thomas Amoss’ earlier wares.
Flower with Anthers or “Tulip with Spray”
A cobalt flower with a leafy stem leans across the face of some Sweeney
churns and pitchers. The bloom is composed of two overlapping horseshoeshaped cobalt brush strokes with a spray or anthers departing from the center of
the bloom outward. From the base of a curved stem sprout opposing clusters of
five to eight leaves. Some examples feature a second set of leaves immediately
below the bloom. The tulip has been found together with the chain motif.
Pitcher Trim
Leafy brushwork appears on the shoulder below the spout, and additional
cobalt decoration is found from the lip of the spout to the cordons that separate it
from the shoulder. Pitchers are found with the cloud flower and tulip motifs.
Wave
Two variants of a narrow wavy line appear on Sweeney vessels. One is
made by a smooth, continuous brushstroke. The other is formed as a series of
loops, similarly to the cloud-flower. Wavy lines ring the shoulders of ovoid and
straight-sided jars and chamber pots.
Chain
A chain device, sometimes found together with the tulip design, appears
on some Sweeney jars. Reminiscent of chain decorations found on Alexandria
stoneware (Wilder 2007), the Sweeney examples differ in that the links are
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individually brushed circles created by applying cobalt in a counterclockwise
direction from 2 o’clock while the Alexandria examples are formed from two
continuous interwoven lines.
Incised Decoration
The most unusual Sweeney decorations are cobalt-filled, incised motifs.
Incised sherds have now been found at the DuVal, Randolph, Schermerhorn,
and Lowndes sites. Only two sherds bearing such designs have been found at
the Sweeney site, one by Linda Carnes-McNaughton and another by Marshall
Goodman. The first embellishes the shoulder of a large jar. A small bird with a
cobalt body and a plain, or possibly iron oxide accented, head faces an impressed
‘4’ gallon capacity stamp and a typical Sweeney loop handle. Below the bird is a
partial rounded leaf with incised line shading.

Figure 71: [Left] Shoulder of 4-gallon jar decorated with cobalt-filled, incised bird and
probably floral motif. The vessel diameter suggests the design included additional birds
and/or floral motifs. (Linda Carnes McNaughton) [Right] Incised gamecock with head in same
relation to capacity number (private collection)

The second piece, a fragment of a low straight-sided, wide-mouthed pot
bears the tail of a fish, very much in the New York style. Above the tail is the
legend “R. Cla…” Below is the potter’s partial signature: “Stephen B. …”
Although often referred to as a butter or cake crock, the fish on this example
suggests other uses such as marinating or salting may have been common.
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Figure 72: Incised cake or butter pot sherd decorated
with a cobalt swept incised fish tail accompanied by
inscriptions to “R. Cla…” and signed “Stephen B.…”.
Proposed reconstruction by author based on Sweeney’s
signature in historic documents and similar fish motifs
i
used in New York and New Jersey.

The bird fragment has been used to identify the first extant incised
Sweeney pot, a four-gallon jar decorated with a large rooster or gamecock. This
vessel, originally attributed to Schermerhorn at Richmond based on similarities to
other incised Schermerhorn pieces, is now recognizable as a product of the
Sweeney pottery. The similarities remain, however, suggesting Schermerhorn or
another of his northern associates may have had connection to Sweeney’s
operation. The style of incising, including feathering using dashed lines, is the
same as the sherd, as is the cobalt fill. Most remarkably, the capacity stamps are
even placed in the same orientation in relation to the bird’s head and both
stamps, a ‘4’ and a ‘5, appear to belong to a matched set. The style of incising in
all three cases is very reminiscent of New York and New Jersey decoration.. i
Capacity Marks
Sherds at the Sweeney site also suggest tools that were inherited from
earlier or visiting potters. Sweeney’s capacity marks probably represent at least
i

Robert Hunter (2012, pers. comm.) suggests the inscription may have read “Claiborne”, a
prominent James River plantation family. Another possible name seen in the more
immediate New Market area is Clarke.
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three original sets of stamps with characteristic elements. The one-gallon stamp
is a distinctively thin letter with exaggerated angled serifs. It appears in a thicker
and a thinner variant and is stamped mid-shoulder, opposite pulled handles on
jugs, or near the collar, centrally between loop handles on other forms. The
one-and-a-half gallon mark appears with the “1” stamped separately from the “½”
(a minimal ‘1’ over a large ‘2’). A smaller stamp includes a 1½ side-by-side.

Figure 73: Stephen Sweeney capacity marks to scale as recorded from vessels and
archaeological sherds. The variety of stamps suggests multiple original sets or multiple makers.
Drawing by author.

Forms
The following descriptions of forms are based largely on surface-collected
archaeological material recovered during the 1980s by Martha McCartney and
VCU archaeologists, in 2010 by Robert Hunter, and in 2012 by
Robert Hunter, Marshall Goodman, Charles Lewis, and myself.
The descriptions are derived from fragmentary vessels and
represent the best guess at original form based on extant
examples or combining sherds from same size vessels. Form
descriptions based on extant examples are identified as such.
Figure 74: This variation of the tulip motif is found on a number of sherds and surviving
Sweeney-attributed vessels. Photo by author.
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Jars
Sweeney’s jars typically bear square-tooled collars with a bevel on the
outer edge. A concave ledge or cavetto band encircles the collar below the rim.
Wheel-thrown loop handles are applied below this and smoothed into the
shoulder. The joints or termini are ringed in cobalt. The most common surviving
jar form is that of an ovoid.
Sweeney also made straight-sided storage jars, sometimes in large sizes.
A wavy line at the shoulder characterizes many of those that have been found
thus far and sides range from quite vertical to somewhat inward-sloping. The
shoulders are rounded and rims are squared over a raised band.
Jugs
Jugs found at the Sweeney site have robust handles pulled from the upper
shoulder and were attached by smoothing onto the body below the shoulder
leaving a raised, rectangular terminus. The upper and
lower termini are ringed with cobalt. Smaller capacities
may lack cobalt around the handles. Forms are ovoid,
often with a slight inward taper above the base bowing
out and up to strong, rounded shoulders. Necks are
robust on the larger jugs with wide upper lips and a
Figure 75: Sweeney Onegallon jug. From Sweeney
Surface Collection. Photo
by author.

narrow ring below. Smaller jugs have more intricate
ringed necks, perhaps reflecting earlier training.
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Water Cooler
One extant Sweeney water cooler is known. In most
respects, such as rim, ovoid body, and stemmed ‘cloud’
flower decoration, it is a typical Sweeney jar. The handles,
however, are large tabs that look back to the earlier Four
Mile potters, Frayser and Amoss, and particularly Frayser.
The bung hole is round and brushed with cobalt.
Figure 76: Sweeney cooler. (Private Collection)

Pitchers
As with the other forms, there are several pitcher
decoration variants. One extant example is decorated with the
cloud flower and bears similarly brushed looping lines
surrounding the spout. The jutting throat of the spout is
decorated with five short, round-ended, horizontal lines in
Figure 77: Sweeney

brushed cobalt. The lip is rolled and the collar is straight with a pitcher is decorated
slight outward angle. A double incised line rings the shoulder.

with cloud flowers.
(Private Collection)

Another type found in the surface collections has a single line at the
shoulder, a more graceful, convex collar profile, and strong, squared rim. Two
incised bands encircle the collar and spout, just below the rim. The spout is
flanked by downward pointing chevrons of lancelet leaves and the throat with
matching horizontal lancelets. The lip appears to have been cut sharp and
square to promote clean pouring.
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Butter Churns
Sweeney churns are tall, slender ovoids with relatively short bell collars
reaching 1½ to 2 inches high. The five-gallon churn, the largest size uncovered,
has an 8½-inch outer rim diameter. Loop handles are applied against the
shoulder with the top of the loop nestling in the narrow neck of the churn. The
handle termini are smoothed into the body leaving a crisp angle in profile. Inside
the collar, a pronounced lip accepts a beveled lid. The collar of the handle socket
mirrors that of the bell collar. Bases are wide for stability in use and to allow a
large dasher. Both decorated and undecorated churns are represented.

Figure 78: The almost identical form of the two churns point to Sweeney's pottery as their place
of origin, yet one is decorated with a classic Sweeney flower and the other with a plant derived
from Lowndes “cotton plant” floral. The forms of the jars reveal differences between the Lowndes
(second from left) and the Sweeney-linked form at right. The churn in the right image combines
the Sweeney form and handles with a Lowndes-like stem, and flowers seen in Frayser attributed
wares. Photo by author.

Milk Pans
Sweeney milk pans are four to five inches in height with squared rims.
They sometimes bear incised or raised lines marking the attachment points of the
two turned handles. The sides typically angle outwards at about twenty degrees
and decoration often includes leafy brushwork designs.
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Butter Crocks
The basic form of butter or cake crocks varies little from potter to potter.
Sweeney examples slope slightly inward to the rim and employ thrown loop
handles typical of the potter. More diagnostic are the lids, fragments of which
share a slightly domed surface with a small flat center knop. Several floral motifs
were used around the perimeter of the lids.
Possible Sealable Canning Jars
A strange small jar form, resembling later wax-sealable canning jars was
found at the Sweeney site. The rim tapers in slightly over a short, belled collar.
The bend in the base of the bell provides a seat for a lid. The terminus of a loop
handle remains, smoothed into the shoulder and dressed in cobalt.
Apothecary Jars
Small-mouthed apothecary jars with rolled-rims, concave collars and
slightly bowed vertical sides are found among the Sweeney wasters. These are
of the same type made at DuVal’s pottery and were perhaps the model for
Sweeney’s larger straight-sided storage jars.
Chamber Pots
Decorated and undecorated Sweeney chamber pots have been found. On
one undecorated example, the base diameter was 5.5 inches, outer rim diameter
was 7 inches and height stood at six inches. A robust handle was pulled from a
half-inch below the rim and the lower, squared terminus was secured by
smoothing in as well as a single fingertip impression in the center.
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Spittoons
One nearly intact, undecorated spittoon has been found at the Sweeney
site. It measures 10¼ inches in diameter and 4 inches tall. An unusual square
one-inch drain hole is cut with a knife from below the rim. The mouth of the
spittoon, of the inverted funnel type, is four inches wide. Other sherds feature the
more common a round drain, however.
Kiln Furniture
Kiln furniture found at the Sweeney site includes the typical James River
assortment of jug stackers, bars, spools, wads and other expedients. The
stackers, like those used at the Randolph Factory site, bear one, two, or three
incised lines. Unlike these Factory examples, the lines do not correlate with the
size of the stacker or even the depth of the handle notching. The Sweeney
stackers did promote better salt vapor flow through three additional arched
notches around the base, each about one by two centimeters wide. As a result,
reduction-browned Sweeney jug necks are uncommon. All of the notches were
cut with a twisted wire, as was done at the Parr pottery, and coarse sand was
sprinkled on the wet rim.
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John Poole Schermerhorn at Rocketts ca. 1817-ca.1828
STONE-WARE.
THE Subscriber has on hand a large and general assortment of
Stone-Ware,
Which he will sell as low as any other Factory in the State, and of
as good quality, —Particular attention to selecting and packing—
Specimens of the Ware may be seen at Lewis Webb’s, Robert R.
Glinn’s & Co. J. & S. Cosby’s and John O. Lay’s, where orders
may be left and supplied in the course of 4 hours. The expense
of Drayage to any part of the City gratis.
JOHN P. SCHERMERHORN,
Port Mayo, near Rocketts.
Figure 79: Richmond Commercial Compiler, 3 October 1820, 3:3

John Poole Schermerhorn owned at least two potteries including one at
Rocketts in Richmond and another along the Mechanicsville Turnpike north of
the city. The two lots he purchased from Mr. Mayo in 1817, numbers 36 and 37
Orleans Street, Rocketts, are today buried beneath the asphalt of a truck plant.
Two others on Nicholson Street near Gillespie [Gilley’s] Creek, whose two slateroofed brick buildings John Poole insured, were lost perhaps as late as the
1960s. The properties now lie hidden beneath a wooded lot and a debris layer
left when the Fulton community was raised during urban renewal. The site of the
warehouse John Poole leased to the federal government during the War of 1812
(R.VaCCM No.6, 1816-1819, 31 July 1818: 244) lies north of Nicholson Street
near the rail line and seems to have been similarly obscured.
Little to no archaeological evidence has been found to link Schermerhorn
to Rocketts to date. Three sherds reminiscent of Schermerhorn’s rouletted crocks
were found at the Parr site at Rocketts landing. They are probably representative
of more elaborate Parr flowerpots and activity at the site by Schermerhorn.
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John Poole Schermerhorn at Montezuma ca. 1828-1850
(Site Number Pending)

Figure 80: Advertisement for recently opened Schermerhorn pottery
north of Richmond. Richmond Enquirer, 1 January 1829 XXV[73]:4.

As discussed in the previous chapter, in the 1820s Schermerhorn
extended his potting interests from Rocketts to a new property along the
Mechanicsville Pike. This turnpike property saw the construction of a large house
and outbuildings, the beginnings of “Montezuma”, a sizable farm that was home
to nineteen enslaved workers at the time of the potter’s death in 1850.
Unfortunately, the presence of a second pottery at Montezuma was
recognized too late. I had noted references to an “excellent bed of clay” on the
property but with the landmark house gone, I did not recognize the site until it
was under development in spring 2010. That March, I stopped at the site (then
already scraped clean of its topsoil), and could see kiln waste from the street. I
approached bulldozer crews and met the landowner, receiving permission to
examine the site and collect materials.
In March and April 2010, I undertook salvage work at the Montezuma
property. Then being developed for a Jehovah’s Witness hall, the site was strewn
with waster sherds and kiln furniture. After creating a basic map of the scatter,
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I was joined by archaeologists Robert Hunter and Lawrence Lindberg III, potter
Michelle Erickson, and collector Marshall Goodman in rescuing material. Kiln brick
was found in three locations on the lot, only one of which was associated with a
concentrated mass of wasters. A large
clay

mound

left

by

the

developer

preserved this deposit. We later collected
examples of many forms and designs,
several having no extant precedents.
Later, I washed the artifacts and sorted
Figure 81: Marshall Goodman and author
during salvage at Montezuma property in
April 2010. Photo Robert Hunter)

them by diagnostic features as well as
making a number of mends.

Figure 82: Drawing of features at Montezuma property based on Google Earth images taken
before and after the completion of the Jehovah’s Witness Hall. (Drawing by the author)
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Features: Foundation of Sill and Posthole
I was also able to locate, clean and draw a brick footer that related to
pottery operations at the site. Sometime between the 1830s and 1850s, a frame
structure burned, leaving behind a few courses of dry-laid brick sill and a trail of
burned nails along the perimeter. Soon thereafter the interior was partly filled with
kiln waste. Parts of the building’s walls may have survived, providing a contained
dumping area. A photographic record was kept and materials from the builder’s
trench and destruction layer were collected separately.
A posthole just the outside the corner of the east-west running wall was
also bisected and was estimated to date to the late 1800s, based on the
presence of a sherd of porcelain.
Destruction/ Burn Levels
There may have been a secondary burn layer, possibly representing
another outbuilding that was destroyed when Montezuma itself burned.
Associated artifacts included a cast door hinge dating to the last quarter of the
nineteenth century. A tobacco barn and garage were built in the same area
around the turn of the century, perhaps coincident with the newer incarnation of
the Montezuma house.
The remainder of the clay mound to the north promised to hold additional
archaeological features and perhaps a kiln. Unfortunately, the developer was
forced to move ahead with construction and the mound was leveled before
further excavation or documentation could be completed.
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Figure 83: Plan of features associated with primary waster deposit. Drawing by author.

The story told by the foundation of this structure may reach back to the
beginnings of the pottery on the Mechanicsville Turnpike. The builder's trench for
the narrow brick wall was filled with wasters indicating that pottery was already
being made before construction began. The foundations aligned with the house
and could have represented a dependency such as a kitchen, laundry, or even a
potter's shop. The foundations were not part of a kiln; the two-course wall was
too thin and the brick remained unglazed. Bottle glass and nails found in the
builder's trench indicate construction
in the 1830s to 1850s. The structure
later burned and wasters were found
atop of the burnt debris though these
may have been re-deposited. It is
tempting to think that sparks from a
Figure 84: Wasters packed in the dark fill of the
frame structure’s builder's trench. (Author photo)
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nearby kiln caused the fire. The same

site was later reused for a garage/barn that stood until more recently. The
garage, whose artifacts included a Model T Ford hub cover, a gramophone tone
arm joint, and a late-1920s radio tube, occupied the same ground as the earlier
frame structures. The main waster concentrations were around and in this
building, very near to the capped well. Hopes of finding the kiln beneath the
mound just north of the well were dashed when construction proceeded.

Building a Typology
Kurt Russ has developed a provisional typology of Schermerhorn forms
with Sterling Schermerhorn in their article “Rockett’s Red Glare” (2005). Three
groups are defined, based solely on surviving collector-attributed vessels. The
first group includes those pieces bearing the characteristic large “peach-shaped’
blooms. Group two includes the plain storage jars bearing brushed capacity
numbers with underscoring and an s- or j-like scroll below. These groups remain
accepted as Schermerhorn products. The third group is represented by
numerous poorly understood vessels, which, for lack of a better match, were
attributed to the hand of Samuel Wilson, possibly working alongside John
Schermerhorn at Rocketts. Some of these pieces have since been attributed to
other potters, though a number will be covered in the section on Wilson below.
As a result of the work at Montezuma, vessels from both groups one and two can
be attributed to Schermerhorn’s production on Mechanicsville Turnpike. Some
additional characteristics, notably more robust, rolled loop handles suggest which
vessels may have been made earlier at John Poole’s Rocketts pottery.
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Decoration
Schermerhorn pieces exhibit a number of
painted designs and, more uncommonly, incised
motifs. Brushed decorations on surviving vessels are
dominated by characteristic peach-like flowers, but
also include an owl, rabbit, chicken, tulips, and a
human profile. No recognizably non-floral decorations
were encountered at Montezuma, though small sherd
size may well have obscured their presence. Incised Figure 85: Inverted incised
lines at the shoulder, rouletting, and cobalt-tipped

ship on a Schermerhorn jar.
DeWitt-Wallace Museum of
Decorative Arts, Author photo.

handles are characteristic of Schermerhorn. Incised decorations include eagles,
a possible self-portrait profile, and an inverted sailing ship. Two sherds bearing
portions of incised and cobalt slip-filled script lettering (‘g’ and ‘c’) were found.

Figure 86: Fragments of Schermerhorn vine and 'peach blossom' motif recovered from the
waster deposit at Montezuma. Author photos.

Stamps and Capacity Marks
The most elaborate James River stoneware stamp features “RICHMOND
FACTORY” in an arch with “Virg.a” flanked by scroll flourishes between and a
straight “J.P. SCHERMERHORN” beneath (Russ and Schermerhorn 2005).
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Other Schermerhorn marking devices include a hand-incised signature “John P
Schermerhorn. Potter” and the inscription “John P. Schermerhorn & Co., Makers”
as seen in Chapter 2 (Figure 19). As mentioned, the wavy vertical line, which
serves as a pendant to many of the potter’s brushed capacity marks, has also
been interpreted as initials the J, S, or both. Schermerhorn used only brushed
capacity numbers, never stamps. He placed them under handles, with the
underlining and wavy vertical line serving as a pendant.
Finally there is the enigmatic “J.P:S:” mark found on a small group of early
vessels including a stoneware mortar, two stoneware jars, one of earthenware,
and a small earthenware bowl. While the form, quality, and initials are
suggestive, the association between the mark and John Poole Schermerhorn has
not been confirmed. These have been suggested by Marshall Goodman to
perhaps represent apothecary wares made for the DuVal pottery after
Schermerhorn’s arrival in Richmond in 1813-1814 (2008, pers. comm.).
Alternatively, they may represent John Poole’s production at a wholly different
location. Of these six pieces only two bear decoration, including an ovoid jar with
brushed cobalt rings and the stoneware mortar which caries a simple, continuous
cobalt swag design. Kurt Russ and Sterling Schermerhorn associate the form
and decoration of the cobalt-decorated pieces with the Morgan potteries of New
Jersey (Ibid.) suggesting a link to Schermerhorn’s early career and perhaps even
his short-lived 1809-1810 New Jersey pottery.
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Forms
Jugs
Most jugs produced at Montezuma were high-bellied ovoids with ringed,
funnel-shaped necks and narrow bases. Some of the smaller of these lack the
cavetto profile and thus do not appear funnel-like. The necks of the very largest
jars are completely different, however; their profile is a robust, truncated cone
with a pronounced incised ring between neck and shoulder.
Handles jut from the base of the neck and are smoothed onto the upper
shoulder. The upper handle attachment was generally unmarked. When
markings are seen, it would be incised with one to three lines with a separation
distance equal to the thickness of the handle. Decorations are limited to peach
blossom florals and large, brushed capacity marks with or without a single or
double underline and the apocryphal ‘squiggle’ below.
Jars
Montezuma storage jars are stout ovoids with a variety of rolled and tooled
rims. The most common is a square rim and handles are wheel-thrown loops.
Decoration is difficult to reconstruct from the relatively small average sherd size,
but include the typical Schermerhorn motifs of large, peach-like blossoms and
winding foliage with clover-like leaves.
Milk Pans
Only one identifiable milk pan fragment was found during the Montezuma
salvage. The underfired rim fragment employed a five-centimeter wide by onecentimeter deep pulled-out spout. The sides angle out at about 10 degrees.
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Churns
Montezuma churns are tall high-bellied ovoids with bell collars and turned
loop handles attached just below the bell. Double incised lines encircle the
shoulder to highlight the attachment points and a single line is cut below the rim.
Unusually, some fragments show that Schermerhorn decorated churn lids. The
motif is of four clockwise-bent clusters of four parallel dashes or leaves.
Butter Crocks
Butter or cake crocks from Montezuma are the typical wide, low straightsided forms. Two wheel-thrown loop handles are applied at opposite sides just
below a squared rim. The lids are completely flat in cross-section, like Frayser
and unlike the Parr and Sweeney examples, and utilize a flat knop handle.
Bowls
A single bowl fragment was found during salvage work at the Montezuma
site. The thinly potted rim sherd represents a simple, 6-inch diameter
hemispherical bowl in grey stoneware.
The

thinness

and

small

diameter

precludes the possibility that the sherd
could represent a colander piece. The lip
of the bowl was apparently intentionally
edged in brown iron oxide. Perhaps this
Figure 87: Bowl fragment recovered from the
Montezuma pottery.

was in order to mimic English designs.
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Pitchers
Only a handful of sherds potentially diagnostic of
pitcher forms were recovered from Montezuma.
The lips of these fragments were rolled, and the
joint between collar and shoulder was defined
with a thin cordon.
Figure 88: [Left] Schermerhorn pitchers with ‘peach bloom’ decoration. Private Collection.
[Right] Un-provenienced pitcher in Virginia Department of Historic Resources Study Collection).

Water Coolers
Schermerhorn brought the keg-like form of his water coolers from New
Jersey and Albany. The massive “barrels” feature a large filling hole in the top,
four raised double or triple “iron” bands brushed in cobalt and a rounded square
bunghole. Two examples in private collections bear foliate decoration in one or
all three sections between the bands. The peach-bloom decorated example is
the closest match to the single cooler sherd found at Montezuma.

Figure 89: Schermerhorn water coolers and Montezuma-recovered sherd. The cooler at left
bears the inscription "John P. Schermerhorn and Co. Makers". Together, they also
demonstrate kiln- and clay-derived variation in color from a single potter (Private Collection).
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Interestingly, the archaeological example is reduced or received a dark
brown iron wash more in keeping with the wooden barrel it sought to mimic. The
sherd found at Montezuma also shares a more rigid interpretation of steel barrel
hoops. The cooler with tri-lobed flowers at left in Figure 89 may date earlier,
perhaps to Schermerhorn’s Rocketts pottery. This cooler’s high relief banding
appears to mimic wooden hoops used on dry goods casks and tobacco
hogsheads instead of metal ones.
Inkwells
A single possible inkwell fragment was recovered from Montezuma. It was
probably a squat cylindrical
form of eight cm. Traces of
cobalt floral decoration are
found on the side and a
cobalt line crosses the base.

Figure 90: Inkwell fragment found at Montezuma Pottery.
Diameter approximately 8cm.

Bottles and Flasks
Only a handful of bottle or flask fragments were found at Montezuma.
From these, it would appear necks were short and terminated in a low ringed
collar. The smallest bases recovered were two inches in diameter. One flask in a
private collection bears the Schermerhorn peach blossom on its face.
Absent Forms
Surprisingly, no sherds that could be definitively identified as coming from
chamber pots or were uncovered during the salvage at the Montezuma site.
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Samuel Wilson

Figure 91: Jars tentatively attributed to Samuel Wilson. Private Collections

Although no signed Wilson vessels have been discovered, a group of
surviving pots has been ascribed to this potter by default. Grouped together by
collector Kurt Russ, this Wilson stoneware is characterized by shoulder swags,
roulette-circled capacity stamps, and fancy brushed capacity surrounds. The
Wilson group also includes the only known stoneware vessel inscribed
‘Richmond’. One pitcher attributed to the potter is stamped ‘KELSO’. Russ has
interpreted this stamp as possible evidence of a partnership. Wilson lived near a
John Kelso who was listed as a manufacturer in an unknown craft. Also, the
signature of John Kelso appears in witness to deeds from the Four Mile Creek
potteries, suggesting his knowledge of and perhaps connection to those factories.
Capacity Marks
Like Frayser, Sweeney, and later Parr, Wilson-attributed
pots used toothed round capacity stamps. The tools were
quite well made. In most cases, they are highlighted with
cobalt circles or included in larger motifs like flower heads.
Figure 92: Three-gallon capacity mark found on pots attributed to Samuel Wilson by Kurt Russ
(Russ and Schermerhorn 2005. 81-88. Private Collection.
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Moro Phillips and Sanford Perry’s Trees Point Factory 1849-[?]
44CC95
Captain John Clifford Smith identified the Trees Point kiln site in the late
1970s. Christened 44CC95, Trees Point briefly became a field laboratory for
William & Mary students under Dr. Norman Barka.
Together, they tested the site in Spring 1979 and
again in Winter 1980. Testing was limited to the
collection of a representative sample of forms and
types from a series of 1-by-1-meter test units. One
Figure 93: Waster density in the
surface scatter at Trees Point
Factory site. (Barka papers,
College of William and Mary)

kiln was photographed and sketched (see figure
below), but only a cursory analysis could be made.i

Pogue’s short 1981 article on the ware analysis remains the only published work
on Trees Point. The archaeological collection kept at William & Mary represents
our best window into the production of Moro Phillips’ factory. Only one or two
surviving vessels have been tentatively attributed to the site to date.
The Trees Point waster pile sprawled 200 by 50 feet but only three 5 by 5
foot units could be excavated. The wasters in the excavated units reached an
average depth of 1.5 feet and contained 75% stoneware wasters and 25%
organics and soil. Perhaps owing to the short span of potting operations at the
site, the waster pile did not reveal distinct deposition cycles or other differences
between or within the excavation units.

i

Unfortunately, Dr. Barka and his student crew were refused a return visit after a change in
the leadership of the hung club to whom the property belongs.
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Figure 94: J. Paul Hudson inspects kiln at Trees Point prior to partial removal of
overburden. (Barka Papers, College of William and Mary).

Figure 95: Plan of Trees Point kiln interpreted during partial excavation.
Drawing by author based on sketch by Alain Outlaw.
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Decoration
Trees Point specialized in chemical wares but also produced a full
selection of household utilitarian forms. To judge by the wasters, brushed cobalt
decoration was prolific despite the industrial focus of the pottery. Trees point
would have competed favorably with contemporaries like Sweeney or Parr in this
respect. Edwin Atlee Barber (1893) noted that Moro Philips employed a former
Gloucester China Works employee named Hermann Eger at the Philadelphia
factory after 1853 to decorate his stoneware. A worker with a similar background
may have been employed at his Virginia factory.

Figure 96: Fragmentary brushed cobalt decorations on sherds recovered at the Trees Point site in
1979-80. (Drawing by the author based on sherds housed at the College of William and Mary)

Stamps
Moro Philips employed one of the most descriptive maker’s marks in the
James River tradition. The large round stamp, bearing the words ‘TREES POINT
FACTORY, JAMES RIVER, VA’ was, unfortunately, rarely used. Only a handful
of sherds from the Barka excavation include portions of the stamp and it has
never been found on an intact vessel.
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Figure 97: Trees Point roundel stamp and capacity marks. Drawings by author based on sherds
recovered in excavations led by Norman Barka (1979-1980).

Like Stephen Sweeney, the Trees Point potters employed mismatched
stamps in labeling pots’ gallonage (see Figure 97). The capacities include 1, 1½,
2, 3, 4, and 5. None bear any encircling cartouche or ring as found on Randolph,
Wilson, Sweeney, or Parr vessels. The stamps were pressed on top of rims,
under lips, on shoulders or under handles on crocks, on jug shoulders, and below
rims and handles on milk pans (Pogue 1981, 129. personally confirmed).
One mysterious mark is a cross, quartered circle, or pie stamp that
resembles a flat, ‘phillips head’ screw impression. The Edgefield Stoneware
Symposium at the Society for Historical Archaeology in
2011 in Austin, Texas provided other examples of such
‘cross’ marks. Carl Steen referred to the mark as the
Figure 98: Trees Point
marks that are similar to
controversial crosses found
at other southern potteries
as well as in Colonoware.

“Landrum Cross”, while in his paper “’Cross Mark’ in
Colonoware,” J.W. Joseph reported similar marks with
wider cross bars from Colono vessels at Bean Hall,

South Carolina. Finally, Carl Steen’s comments were read expressing his
insistence that crosses be seen as Christian rather than as an African derived
cosmogram. The simplest explanation is that the crosses were merely expedient
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marks; one of the easiest stamps to make, being no more than a cross-section of
a branch or dowel notched twice with a knife. It is perhaps only a more formal
version of the scribed cross that is not uncommon to utilitarian wares, precisely
that mark which began the entire debate over African symbolism decades ago.
Without further evidence, it is best to apply ‘Ockham’s Razor’ and say that these
crosses served immediate functions of separating batches of pots for
identification in firing, decorating, sale, and so on.
Forms
A typical chemical stoneware inventory included “containers, pumps,
valves, condenser retorts, cooling coils, tubes, adaptors, vats, and so on”
(Rosenthal 1949, 196-198). In addition, there were worm condensers, receiver
stills, acid pots, deep pans, rectangular shallow pots, strainers, funnels, pitchers,
ladles, and dipping baskets (Pogue 1981).

Figure 99: Trees Point rim profiles and jug necks showing above-average variation in profile and
form. Drawing by author based on sherds recovered in excavations led by Norman Barka.
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Specialty forms made at Trees Point included Woulfe’s jars, acid receivers
and connective tubing, acid storage forms of various sizes, and worm
condensers. While no intact Trees Point chemical
vessels have been discovered, similar examples have
been found elsewhere. Domestic and utilitarian pieces
included crocks, jugs, chamber pots, pitchers, butter
churns, milk pans, bottles, and crock lids. Forms were
largely straight-sided, reflecting the later period of
operation as well as perhaps a more progressive
Figure 100: Woulfe's jar for
the distillation of chemicals
made in Philadelphia by
Henry Remmey, similar to
those that would have been
made by the Trees Point
Factory (Myers 1980, 37).

approach due to recent Philadelphia connections.
Typically, one to five incised bands appear just below
rims or on shoulders.
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David Parr & Sons, Keesee & Parr, Rocketts Pottery 1851-1890
44HE0806
On April 21-22, 2009, the author took part in a William and Mary Center
for Archaeological Research sampling project at the Parr dumpsite at Rockett’s
Landing in Richmond. Assisted by ceramics scholars Robert Hunter and Marshall
Goodman and collectors Robert Blount and Charles Lewis, the WMCAR team
collected 1000 diagnostic sherds from the bluff along the James River. Collecting
was done within 15-meter blocks designed to determine if discard patterns were
uniform along the dump’s length.
The entire sample was deposited in the WMCAR lab where a group of
representative diagnostic sherds were separated out and cleaned for photographs
and inclusion in the report. In early
May 2009, I undertook the washing
of

the

remaining

material

and

thereby became familiar with the
various forms and characteristics.
Figure 101: Collection of material from the
Parr waster pile. Material visible here was
exposed through erosion and by previous
collecting by non-archaeologists. (WMCAR)

As drawn in F.W. Beer’s Atlas of Richmond Virginia in 1876, the Parr site
at Rocketts features a deep, narrow lot with a dwelling fronting on Rocketts
Street to the west. The property appears on two pages within the atlas and in one
variant a circle appears just over the property line with ‘Sarah Carrington’. Initially,
I interpreted this as a cistern or icehouse associated with the large ‘Carrington’
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Figure 102: Plan view overlaying Parr Home (1) and Shop (2) outlines from 1876 Beers Atlas on
the current Rocketts landscape. Two potential kilns (3 and 4) show how activity could have
focused around the larger building. Drawing by author.

structure, supposing the latter to be a boarding house. Upon rereading the Parr
deed and seeing the Carrington lease mentioned as early as 1851, it became
apparent that the large structure was actually the home of the Parr pottery and
the small building on the Parr lot was the Parr residence. Thus, the circle along
side the Carrington building may represent a bottle, beehive, or domed kiln.
Kilns
Visualizing the kilns is possible given their circumference and a
description in the auction bill for the property. For example, a bottle style kiln of a
given circumference built of “10,000 bricks bound with metal bands” (Richmond
Dispatch, 18 Feb 1890, 4:7) must take a certain form. For a comparative
example, the Hervey Brooks bottle kiln at Old Sturbridge Village, Massachusetts
contains 15,000 bricks and is similarly reinforced (CentralMass.org 2009).
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The amount of kiln brick and large globs of brick glass found during
surface collection at the Parr site indicate aging kilns in heavy use. Constant
rebuilding over forty years meant
wheelbarrow loads of degraded kiln
materials, not just pottery waste, were
dumped from the bluff. Workers broke
down sagging flues, cracked shelves,
and the like prior to rebuilding, creating
a debris scatter not unlike a wholesale
kiln destruction episode. Despite the
mass of such brickwork in the waster
Figure 103: For comparison, this kiln at Old
Sturbridge Village uses 15,000 bricks to the
10,000 used in one of the Parr Kilns. (Image:
Turnbaugh 1985, 91)

pile, it is thus suspected that intact kiln
foundations may yet await discovery.

Stamps
Capacity stamps are common among the Parr wasters and include sizes:
½, 1, 1½, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Almost all were found in both a block and a script-like
font. There were at least two, and possibly three,
versions of the 2-gallon mark in script. While most
of the stampers appear to have been formal
Figure 104: Keesee & Parr stamp.

cylindrical tools, it appears one of the 1-gallon Width 4.5cm. Drawing by author.

examples is an expedient stamp, perhaps made from a wood scrap. Like many
potters, the Parrs tended to stamp jugs on the upper shoulder, directly opposite
the handle. Straight-sided jars were typically stamped just below the shoulder.
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Figure 105: An assortment of Parr pottery capacity marks. Drawing by the author based on
sherds collected by William and Mary Center for Archaeological Research.

Interestingly, some of the stamped Parr sherds seem to have been
marked with the same tools as Sweeney pots. The simple 2 and 3, as well as the
4 in a broken circle, are close matches. This may reflect the continued use of the
same stamp, perhaps with modification or damage. The stamps fit well with the
fact that Parr bought much of Sweeney’s remaining stock, and presumably
equipment also, after the latter’s death in 1862.i
John Kille and the Zipp brothers have remarked on an idiosyncrasy of
Baltimore potters in that the vast majority of marked vessels stem from the
1820s-1840s and that before and after that time, very few were stamped by their
makers. Marked vessels are a rarity in the Parrs’ 1851-1890 Richmond
production but Parr pots were generally recognizable by their common
brushwork. The only known Parr related mark was produced during the short

i

According to the estate sale ledger, Parr did buy Sweeney’s standing stock. The purchaser
of the “six tables for turning” is unnamed, but Parr is thus the most likely suspect.
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four year Keesee & Parr partnership during the Civil War. A single archaeological
example of this stamp was found at the site by ceramic historian Marshall
Goodman following the WMCAR survey (See Figure 104). In this stamp,
KEESEE & PARR, forms an arch and “RICHMOND, VA.” follows below; the “VA.”
is dropped down one line. The mark is identical to that seen on a number of
extant vessels.ii It is not surprising that a stamp used during a four-year window
is uncommon in a waster dump of hundreds of tons created over four decades.

Forms
The vessels represented at the Parr site include jugs, jars, pitchers,
churns, cake crocks, batter bowls, pans, chamber pots, inkwells, spittoons,
bottles, flasks, flowerpots, mugs, and strainers. During the Keesee & Parr
partnership, airtight fruit jars, covered butter pots, water pots, and “neatly painted
water coolers” were advertised as well (see Figure 106). Winter and spring ads in
the 1860s included “bread risers” (cf. Richmond Daily Dispatch, 1864: Jan 3rd;
Feb 1st, 4th; Mar 2nd). Bread risers may take the form commonly referred to as
cream risers by collectors today. In May 2011, the only-known Keesee & Parr
advertising handbill surfaced in the form of a handmade envelope dating to the
paper shortage days of the Civil War. It reminds us that potters had more ways of
advertising their wares than just the newspaper. Almost as ephemeral as word of
mouth, the handbill is a lucky survivor.

ii

A number of Keesee & Parr marked pieces survive, their stamps matching a sherd
recovered by Marshall Goodman from the Rockets site in 2009. A jar discovered recently
(2013) bears a cobalt script “Keesee & Parr / Richmond” (Crocker Farm)
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Figure 106: [Above] Keesee & Parr
1860 newspaper advertisement.
[Left] Keesee & Parr marketing handbill.
Digital reconstruction by author based
on sizes and prices found in newspaper
ads. Fragment in private collection.

Some general finish characteristics feature in many Parr vessels. A large
percentage of the Parr sherds bear interior Albany slip or other dark brown slips
and washes. Whether for aesthetic or technical reasons, the Parr potters took
time to wipe wire marks from most vessel bases over five inches in diameter after
cutting them from the wheel. Smaller flowerpots often bear a loop or ‘thumbprint’
patterned wire cut-off from the moving wheel.
Physical traits include crescent handles with and without cobalt at the
termini. Occasionally a capacity mark would be stamped between the handle
ends. Rim forms are dominated by square, tooled shapes, which proliferated in
the post-1850 period.
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Bottles and Flasks
No intact bottle forms made by the Parrs in Richmond have been
identified. Sherds reveal that both torpedo and straight-sided forms were made
there, the former being extremely thick in the base, presumably to protect highly
pressurized contents. Keesee & Parr advertised “beer and mead bottles,”
perhaps these thick examples were intended for such a specialized use.
Recently, a pocket flask made and signed twice by David Parr Sr.’s uncle,
the first David Parr, was found in a private collection. The narrow, pumpkinseedshaped flash had a thin, rolled lip and oval base. The signature had bled out in
the firing but was still legible, as was a date: May 5, 1823.
Water Coolers
Like Schermerhorn in the decades before, Parr made coolers in familiar
barrel forms, which he referred to as “water cooler with
hoops”. He also made more traditional ovoid forms with
round bung reinforcements and the same rims and
handles as his storage jars. His later Richmond coolers
Figure 107: Possible water

were commonly straight sided with rolled crescent cooler insert for charcoal

filter found during survey of

handles and a pronounced spigot socket or bunghole. Parr site. (WMCAR)

“Water jars” appear alongside churns in the Keesee & Parr handbill. The shape
understood under this designation is unknown.
While still in Baltimore, Parr advertised the “stoneware filtering jars” he
sold through J&R Smith’s Grocery and Commission Store (Myers 1984a, 58).
None of the filter inserts have survived with their original vessels. Stoneware’s
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cooling properties combined with the filter inserts made the coolers a highlight of
Parr ads in pestilential Richmond summers (cf. Richmond Times Dispatch, 15
July 1865, 27:2D). Although only a single potential cooler insert was found during
the WMCAR survey at the Parr site (see Figure 107), Keesee and Parr ads
provide some description of the design: “neatly painted charcoal packed Water
Coolers, both metal and wood cases, of all sizes, from 2 to 20 gallons”
(Richmond Daily Dispatch, 4 February 1860).
The best-known Parr piece is a massive 20-gallon
water cooler with American eagle and florals in
cobalt-glazed incising. In its right talon the bird
bears a pennant reading “George N. Fulton”. iii
(Hunter, Russ and Goodman 2005, 131) Fulton was
at least the decorator if not the maker of this
particular piece and judging from wares he made
later in Rockingham County, Virginia, he was
capable of a large showpiece of this sort.
Figure 108: Monumental 20-gallon cooler decorated and/or made by George N. Fulton at the Parr
pottery at Rocketts, Richmond (Virginia Historical Society).

Fruit Jars
Vessels described as “Sealing Fruit Jars (air-tight)”, “Air Tight Fruit Jars”,
and “Fruit Jars with corks” appeared in many Parr newspaper advertisements as
well as the Keesee & Parr handbill (Figure 106). Despite the “fruit jar” name, the
straight-sided containers were intended for a variety of uses. Another ad

iii

The Parr-Fulton cooler has its permanent home in the Presidential Suite at the Greenbrier
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. At the time of writing, the piece was on loan to
the Virginia Historical Society and on display in Richmond.
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proclaimed: “KEESEE & PARR’S IMPROVED STONE-WARE FRUIT JARS; with
Cork Stoppers, Air–Tight, for Preserving Fresh Fruit, Oysters, Mince Meat, &c.
We have a very large assortment of the above superior Jars, of all sizes at very
low prices” (Richmond Daily Dispatch, 3 June 1860).
Chamber Pots
Chamber pots made by the Parrs are traditional, squat, round-bodied
forms. Handles start from the shoulder, form a
loop and are smoothed into the body below the
belly. The fragments bear dry rim tops, as at the
Randolph site, suggesting they were fired mouthto-mouth and base-to-base, mostly without
wads or other separation. Inverted stacking may Figure 109: Chamber pot fragment
recovered during survey. (WMCAR)

have been most common in these forms as falling ash and debris would not
affect their usability, unlike jars (Brenda Hornsby-Heindl 2013, pers. comm.).
Spittoons
Parr spittoons are concave-sided, low cylinders with tops funneling
downward into a c.3-inch diameter hole. The exterior oval drain hole is cut just
below the rim and the base often has a wide
cordon. As was often done in Baltimore, even
these hygiene vessels were decorated with leafy
cobalt brushwork. Unusually, Parr’s potters also
stamped the capacity of spittoons they made,
Figure 110: A half-gallon
spittoon. Crocker Farm, Inc.

Parr

whether one-half or a full gallon.
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Butter Pots and Churns
Parr cake crocks are much like those from the other James River potteries
and are distinguished primarily by their floral decoration and turned loop handles.
Lids for these crocks feature four scallops cut from the lip, which nests inside the
pot. As speculated by potter Hal Pugh (2010, pers. comm.), these functioned to
allow salt vapor to contact all surfaces of a lid when many lids were stacked
together in the kiln. The lids are thick and generally well decorated with typical
Parr florals. A wide, flat center knob serves as a handle. Butter churns appear
decorated or plain and are characterized by relatively low bell collars and lowcollared lids. The handles are the same as used on jars and other forms,
attached to the shoulder below the collar.
Kiln Furniture
Parr kiln furniture included jug stackers, saggars, draw tiles, wads, coils,
setting tiles, spools, pads, and kiln bricks (both regular and coping/arched types).
Most of the furniture was coated in sand to promote separation, yet many pieces
found still bear heavy glaze fused to them. Also found were numerous pieces of
molten kiln brick in green, elongated teardrops.
Expedients
The types of expedient kiln furniture present help us understand the
placement of ware in the Parr kilns. Sherds and vessels reveal the scars of
where the expedients were placed. A three-gallon jar used four-inch wads around
the rim to separate it from the jar stacked on top. Butter pots were fired using
three-inch wads separated by one-inch gaps around rim.
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Stackers
Parr jug stackers are thrown on the wheel, with sides tapering to either a
plain or cordoned upper edge where the next pot would sit. Parr and
Schermerhorn stackers share the cordon feature though Schermerhorn’s were
far more pronounced. Notches for handles in stackers show the angled grooves
of having been cut with a twisted wire rather than a knife. This trait is also found
at the Parr and Sweeney potteries.
Saggars
It is unknown which vessels the Parrs fired in the large saggars made at
their pottery. These containers were over twelve inches in diameter and very
thick. Four roughly one-inch holes were cut with a knife around the lower quarter
to allow salt vapor to circulate. Saggars and their lids were thrown on the wheel
and a central hole in the lid was thrown-in rather than cut.
“Mugs” or Small Saggars
Several very thick, handles-less, mug-like vessels were collected from the
Parr waster pile. Some of these are pierced with what appear to be holes for
saggar pins while others are un-pierced. After asking several working potters and
stoneware site archaeologists, the best interpretation is that these “mugs” were
actually kiln furniture, very small saggars or baffles for an unknown ceramic form.
Draw Trials
Draw trials from the Parr site reveal their method of manufacture. While
each square is completely coated in salt-glaze, the surfaces bear rings indicating
they were thrown on the wheel as part of a larger form. This technique insured
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that the tiles were equal in thickness to actual pots and possessed a similarly
compressed spiral structure, providing a better measure of the firing condition.
Having drawn up a straight-sided crock form, the potter scored the inside
with a knife, forming a grid pattern of 2-by-2-inch squares. The cylinder was
allowed to set up for some time and then each square was pierced with a oneinch hole in its center. When still slightly pliable, the piece was broken up and the
individual squares were flattened out.
Domestic Artifacts at the Parr Pottery
Small finds representing the Parrs’ domestic life include pearlware, white
ware, and creamware. Also, there are fragments from embossed bottles
including a clear, rectangular paneled medicine bottle and an ovoid flask bearing
“XX [Bitte]rs [Richm]ond, VA. Also found were three cut-nails. Some of this
material is doubtless the result of roadside dumping on Main Street. Cow,
chicken, and unidentified fowl bones were also present, though it is unknown if
they were associated with the Parr factory and home or intrusive.

Archaeology and the Material World
of James River Potters
This chapter has demonstrated the variety of data to be gleaned from
extant vessels and the archaeology of pottery production sites themselves. Much
of this information is not to be found in the scarce documentary sources. In the
following chapters, this data will be used to explore the networks of stoneware
potters and their landscapes of geography and perception.
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~Chapter Four~

LANDSCAPES OF GEOGRAPHY, LANDSCAPES OF MIND
Beyond Pots and Sherds
We have been introduced to the mechanics of stoneware production, the
historical backgrounds of the potters and their communities, and the
archeological finds and material culture of the potteries. Now we will apply what
we have learned to the physical context: the spaces and places where the
potters worked and lived.
Archaeological studies tend to focus on sherds or kiln construction to the
exclusion of workshops, task zones, worker housing, and environment. Space
and movement are ignored and crucial understanding of the site and its human
element is lost. In this chapter, the landscapes of the James River potters will be
interpreted. Moreover, an understanding of these places will be reached as the
medium of the meshwork, the fabric of interwoven networks described by Tim
Ingold (Ingold 1993, 2007, 2008, 2011). Reconstructing the physical landscapes
of seven James River stoneware potteries allows us to compare the organization
of their workspaces and helps us understand how these craftsmen engaged in
their trade and in their community. It is a major step in understanding the broader
regional networks.
While little in-depth archaeology has been done on James River potteries,
documentary evidence and aboveground remains mean that major excavations
are not necessary to this landscape overview. From historical research to careful
ground survey and thoughtful examination of artifacts and visible features I have
the requisite materials to build a comparative study of the potteries.
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Intricate Spaces
Cummings (2008) warns against portraying landscapes simply as “visual
phenomena”. Space in real-time is brimming with stories, meanings and
practices as well as its own native ecology. A landscape archaeologist’s toolkit
should provide access to this complexity. Artists renderings and computergenerated graphics, phosphate analysis maps, GIS view-shed analysis, 360degree views (c.f. Cummings 2008), LIDAR surveys; the list goes on and on and
at any given site only a handful of methods is generally (or can realistically) be
employed. In this study, analysis will be confined to renderings, survey mapping
and digital modeling. The analysis of James River potteries is ongoing and in
time, additional tools will be employed to interpret their landscapes.
The questions that can be asked as this vision of landscape is enhanced
are equally diverse. How were labor and production organized; what were the
task zones and the chaîne opératoire employed? What of the movement of
workers between potteries and how did mobility differ among white, free black,
and enslaved workers? How did physical landscape- topography, travel routes,
viewsheds, and sight lines shape action and interaction? Where in networks of
raw materials-procurement did potteries emerge? How did potters’ lives depend
on nature such as with tidal creeks they used for shipping or in the nighttime
work of potters and boys firing kilns for days at a time? All these and many more
are vital in rediscovering the landscapes of the James River potters and thereby
understanding their place in the meshwork.
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Landscape Literature
My interest in landscape, space, and spatial networks was kindled by the
writings of James Delle and Tim Ingold. In An Archaeology of Social Space
(1998) Delle develops his interpretations of a Blue Mountains coffee plantation in
Jamaica based not on excavation but on an archaeological understanding of the
dialectic between period thought and the manipulation and perception of space.
Ingold (1993, 2007, 2008) draws on Lefebvre (1991) and others, to go into the
cultural construction of line, form, and plane. By deconstructing the very idea of
space, Ingold goes beyond mono-themes of power and resistance employed by
Delle. Like Lefebvre, Ingold finds similarity “between the way in which words are
inscribed on a page of writing, and the way in which the movements and rhythms
of human and non-human activity are registered in lived space, but only if we
think of writing not as a verbal composition but as a tissue of lines – not as text
but as texture” (Ingold 2010, see also Ingold 2008, 2011).
I was influenced, as well, by Pierre Bourdieu’s discussions of symbolic
and gentle violence (1995, 192-196; 1998) and by the writings of Mark Leone
(1999, 2003), Paul Shackel (1992, 1994, 1996, 200, 2001, 2009), Mary Beaudry
(1991), Steve Mrozowski (1998), and Paul Mullins (1996, 1999, 2000), who focus
on the role of landscape in those realms. Leone in turn, led to reading Foucault’s
Discipline and Punish (1991) and Power (2000). Laurie Wilkie (2000), Martha
Zierden (1996), Amy Young (2000) and others have also shaped my views on
industrial and urban space, landscapes of power, and the hidden landscapes of
gender and the disenfranchised.
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Ceramic Spaces
As Lefebvre shows, every society and mode of production ‘creates its own
space’ (1991[1974]). Thus, the space of potteries should differ significantly from
that of other crafts and industries. The needs of the potter shaped the landscape,
and the landscape, in turn, shaped those needs. James River potteries occupied
flat land near, if not directly on, waterways. The properties involved could be
urban or rural but almost all lay on major roads. They relied on close proximity to
resources (clay, fuel, and water) and access to markets via roads, railroads, and
waterways. A cluster of buildings framed work yards that were unique to each
site, their features and layout influenced by natural landforms and orientation,
nature and neighbors.

Industrial-Domestic Space
Before the Second Industrial Revolution, many American craftsmen still
lived near if not on the same property as their workplace. In the time before the
“separation of spheres” became entrenched alongside other ‘Victorian’ values of
the 19th-century, the workyards of home and shop often blended in physical
space as home and craft activities enjoyed a symbiotic relationship. In many
ways, these relationships persisted among stoneware potters as family members
potted, decorated, and performed other functions in and around the shop and this
vision of a domestic/commercial hybrid survives in potting communities like
Seagrove, North Carolina today.
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The workscape writ small is represented by the myriad production stages
practiced in more-or-less distinct physical spaces. In the quasi-industrial space of
a traditional pottery, the nature of the workscape was more akin to an organic
machine than to the fine-tuned gearing of a modern assembly line. Yet, like the
soft clay in the potter’s hand, organic organization did not preclude remarkable
efficiency. Nor does artisan production in potting preclude certain assembly-line
features. In stoneware, particularly with large or elaborate pieces, many craftsmen
had a hand in the process, continuing an industrial chaîne opératoire passed
down from European forebears since the 15th century. Patricia Crown refers to
the products of this shared process as “collaborative vessels” (Crown 2007). Men
dug and processed clay, young apprentices formed it into balls of set weight for
the potter who threw the vessels. Men, women, and apprentices would decorate,
apply handles, dry, and otherwise prepare pots for firing. Finally, all would take
part in the loading and firing of the kilns. At larger operations with multiple kilns,
the process overlapped and all tasks in the staggered chains were continuous.

Drawing Potteries
Exploring landscapes through visual representations is one of the tools of
this dissertation. Three-dimensional reconstructions provide perspectives into the
lived spaces of potteries. Questions raised during the creation of these images
and models aid the critical analysis of the use of space.
An ideal example is the reconstruction by Cary Carson of the William
Rogers "Poor Potter" site, representing an image of a pottery workyard (Barka,
2004). Carson was led by archaeological work of Norman Barka to reconstruct a
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plausible workscape from pits, postholes, foundations, and artifact distributions.
From outdoor storage pits, clay was brought into the potters’ shop where it was
turned and decorated. Carried to the adjoining, telescoping building, the vessels
were dried and loaded into the kiln accessed through its rear doors. The center
passage in the block of structures allowed cart access and retail wares might be
kept in the section nearest the road.

Figure 111: Reconstruction by Cary Carson of the William Rogers pottery in Yorktown, Virginia,
ca. 1730. From "William Rogers of Yorktown, Virginia: America's First Stoneware Potter”
by Robert Hunter. In Dunsmore 2011, 148.
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Some Comparative Pottery Landscapes
To understand the similarities among potteries and the variety of layouts, it
will be helpful to consider a selection of sites outside Virginia. A number of these
can be interpreted through documentary and archaeological evidence.
Potteries in the urban Rhenish tradition may exemplify the compactness of
the potting workscape as many of these were housed under one roof. One of
these house-kilns continues to be used and is featured in the Keramikmuseum
Westerwald film Feuer und Flamme (Fire and Flame). America’s urban potters
revisited this enclosed kiln tradition as space grew scarce.

Figure 112: Rhenish and American kiln layouts, based on insurance plats and deed elevations.
Clockwise from top left: Johann Schaaf shop, Frechen, 1862 (Goebels 1971, 178); unidentified
shop (Töpfereimuseum Raeren, Belgium); Friedrich Satz shop, Frechen, 1867 (Goebels 1971,
101); New Erection Pottery, Rockingham County, Virginia (Evans and Suter 2004, 14)
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There are a number of examples of
later American and Virginia potteries that
incorporated

kilns

within

structures,

including the Norton and New Erection
potteries. The Schaffner pottery in Salem,
North Carolina utilized a kiln that lay
partially
accessed

indoors,
through

its

firebox

the

drying

being
shed

(Michael O. Hartley, 2010 pers. comm.)

Figure 113: Bottle kilns. (From Gladstone
Pottery Museum pamphlet, [1970s])

Whether for safety reasons or to avoid excessive heat, most potteries
used outdoor kilns but sometimes, workflow and practicality led to integrated
shops. Yorktown’s Poor Potter used kilns in line with the rest of the operation and
the Fulham-Gladstone potteries in England used kilns as connectors between
different shop departments.
At the Phillip Jacob Meyer earthenware pottery in North Carolina, the
workyard was a rectangle. A home and shop formed the south and north sides
and a pug mill, kiln, and clay pits bracketed the east and west. A Moravian
earthenware potter who had left Salem, Meyer established this fairly formal, gridlike arrangement despite having settled on a rural property. (Outlaw 2009,
Whatley 1980) The Heinrich Schaffner pottery in Salem was arranged in a similar
pattern, with the house, shop buildings, and kiln on the east and west sides of a
long, rectangular workyard. From photographs, we know that the land beyond the
shop was used as a garden (Hartley 2009).
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Figure 114: Layout of archaeologically uncovered features at Phillip Jacob Meyer's
earthenware pottery and the Heinrich Schaffner Pottery in Salem, North Carolina as shown in
a 1904 Sanborn insurance map of Winston-Salem, NC. The Schaffner pug mill (in foreground
of photo) stood just above the dry house. (Drawings by author. Photo courtesy of Old Salem)

Grammar of Pottery Landscapes
Tasks are the constitutive acts of dwelling. No more than features of the landscape,
however, are tasks suspended in a vacuum. Every task takes its meaning from its position
within an ensemble of tasks, performed in series or in parallel, and usually by many people
working together. One of the great mistakes of recent anthropology… has been to insist
upon a separation between the domains of technical and social activity, a separation that
has blinded us to the fact that one of the outstanding features of human technical practices
lies in their embeddedness in the current of sociality. It is to the entire ensemble of tasks, in
their mutual interlocking, that I refer by the concept of taskscape. Just as the landscape is
an array of related features, so – by analogy – the taskscape is an array of related activities.
-Tim Ingold, The Temporality of Landscape 1993, 64 (emphasis added)

As discussed in Chapter 1, the stoneware taskscape includes a general
lexicon of essential elements and processes including tools, kilns, resources, and
disposal sites. Here we will examine how these elements were arranged and
employed by James River potters as compared with other stone and earthenware producers whose sites have been subject to archaeological research.
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One thing an outsider might notice about potteries is the compactness of
their arrangement. Clay and finished pots are heavy, as are the water and fuel
used in their production. By necessity, the stages of production are grouped as
tightly as possible, often creating a distinct workyard around which tasks are
performed. The energy of the workyard might flow in and out from a central hub,
run a line of stations (as at Rogers’ Yorktown factory), or be carried out around
the sides of a courtyard. These energies define the workspace as much as any
building or piece of equipment. Between the workyard and the buildings which
bounded it, two taskscapes are enacted: outdoors, the first and last stages of
production the preparation of the clay and the firing of the pots; indoors, the
creation of pots, their drying and decoration.
Except in urban environments, potteries rarely have clearly defined private
and public faces. If private space constituted the production areas of the
operation, the areas of waste disposal represented a dead space or no-mansland. That said- children and others might pick over the spoils in hopes of finding
still usable rejects. Potters smashed waste vessels in an effort to prevent the
devaluation of their salable articles through such scavenging, as well as to
reduce the bulk of the waste. As a side effect, however, mosquitos, wasps, and
other pests would make their home among the sherds. As archaeologists will
notice, time lag in waster deposition was generally minimal; each firing was
cleaned as the ware was drawn. A visit to many a working pottery today will
reveal a few pots from earlier firings remaining unsold. In the 19th century, such
remainders would probably be bundled with other sales to clear space as
suggested by period account books (e.g. Miller account book, private collection).
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At Work in the Pothouse
While some workyards have been explored in archaeological studies,
pottery shop interiors have been virtually untouched in literature. One exception
is the Schaffner Pottery in Old Salem, where I participated in 2001 with University
of North Carolina Greensboro field school students directed by archaeologist
Michael Owen “Mo” Hartley. Over many summers Hartley and student
researchers were able to combine recovered artifacts with historic photographs
to parse out the interior organization of a Moravian workshop. Later seasons of
the field school, which ran through 2009, actually found potters' ribs and other
tools where they had fallen between the long-gone wheel and windowsill. Future
archaeological work at James River sites may permit this level of understanding.
Pothouse interiors appear in many prints and watercolors of the 19th
century and before, often beginning as illustrations for encyclopedias of the
useful arts. Most photographs of potteries date from after the mid-1800s so these
earlier renderings are important in understanding how spatial use in potteries
changed over time. Unfortunately, few or none depict potting shops in America.
Archaeological and documentary research reveals the American stoneware
pottery as it emerged from these European spaces into its own.
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Figure 115: Pottery interiors as drawn by European illustrators in the 18th and 19th centuries
(Keramikmuseum Langerwehe).
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Figure 116: Selection of pottery interiors as drawn by European illustrators in the 18th
and 19th centuries. (Keramion Museum, Frechen, Töpfereimuseum Langerwehe)

Potting Landscapes of the James River Tradition
What follows is a series of case studies focused on the landscapes and
workscapes of James River potters. In Chapter 5, these landscapes will be
interpreted as active intersections of the potters’ larger networks. We will
examine the James River potteries by locality. Although the factories fall into
either a rural or urban category, independent shop or plantation pottery, they will
be grouped here into four geographic areas: Petersburg and Appomattox River,
James River, Four Mile-Bailey’s Creek, and Richmond.

Veins of Clay
Three arteries were vital within the potting community: the RichmondPetersburg Turnpike, the James-Appomattox River system; and Route 5. Over a
half-dozen potteries were located directly on or near the latter. In the early 19thcentury, Route 5 (1933) was called the "Charles City Road". It was also known
variously as New Market Road, River Road, Richmond Road, the Williamsburg
Road, and from the mid-20th century, as the John Tyler Highway). While these
thoroughfares connected the potters with one another, extended canal, river,
road, and rail networks linked them with growing markets to the south and west.
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Potteries of Four Mile and Bailey’s Creeks at New Market
From Kaolin to Claymount: Rise of a Stoneware Landscape

Figure 117: Pottery owners and masters of the James River tradition together with their primary
transportation networks.

Kaolin and Claymount, the two potters’ tracts on Four Mile and Bailey’s
creeks, lay roughly ten miles below Richmond in the southeast corner of Henrico
County. Four potteries operated in that area from 1813 to 1862, those of Richard
Randolph, Samuel Frayser, Thomas Amoss, and Stephen Sweeney.
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The potteries of Four Mile Creek held close ties with the community of
New Market less than a mile to the west. Not to be confused with modern New
Market, Virginia in the Shenandoah Valley, this small village sprouted at the
intersection of routes linking Williamsburg, Petersburg, and Richmond. It took its
name

from

Richmond,

which came to be known
as ‘the New Market’ as it
began to eclipse the city of
Williamsburg

as

the

primary market town on
the lower peninsula. The
crossroads

may

have

developed in the mid-17th
Figure 118: The "Road to Petersburg" is Kingsland Road. The
pottery sites on Four Mile and Bailey’s creeks are off the map
to the right (maps merged by author, ca. 1830, from Henrico
County Surveyor's Book).

century when the Henrico
court and parish church

stood at Varina just to the southwest. No substantial archaeological trace of New
Market was found in surveys of the 1970s and 1980s despite several historic
houses remaining in the area (Taft Kiser 2010, pers. comm.).i In 2011, I found
detailed maps of the village and adjoining areas in the Henrico County
Surveyors’ books and these may prove key to understanding the community.

i

I have shared this map with survey archaeologist Taft Keiser and hope that more
information about the community and the potteries will come to light as a result.
(Henrico County Surveyor's Book).
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New Market provided the potters, their workers, and customers with
everyday needs like a grocery, wheelwright and blacksmith shop, and a tavern.
The New Market or Allen’s Tavern was a proper ordinary with lodging, gardens,
icehouse, smokehouse, stables and all a traveler might need. It also served as a
social and political hub for the area. It stood 12 miles from Petersburg, 10 from
Richmond, and 40 from Williamsburg.

Figure 119: New Market Tavern as shown on the Kaolin (left) and New Market
plats (right). The representations are carefully traced and distinct from those of
other taverns, suggesting some realism. Henrico County Surveyor’s Book.

Many stoneware sales were made to members of the New Market
community, as suggested by a site (44HE120) just south on Kingsland Road
where Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) archaeologists found remains of
a minimum of sixty-four individual stoneware vessels of local manufacture
(Mouer 1986, 191). The site may be associated with a house marked A. Grover
on mid-19th-century maps though it lies somewhat further north.

Keepers of the Roads
Richard Randolph and Samuel Frayser’s stints as overseer and surveyor
of the New Market area roads are most notable for the picture they provide of the
landscape and networks served by area roads. The record of Randolph’s
experience, with its repeated offenses, provides the greatest insight
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Elected keeper of “bridges across the Canals leading to the Norwick Mills”
and surveyor of the road “from the fork of the road at John G. Sculley’s to the
norwick mills” on June 6, 1809, Randolph and partner Michael Hancock soon
proved themselves unequal to the task. The following six years saw numerous
complaints leveled against the pair (later just Randolph), many stemming from
failure to maintain bridges and particularly the handrails thereon.
The bridges included “Williamson’s” and “Four Mile Creek Bridge”.
Whether the “bridge across the Canal on the road leading from Sharpe Tavern to
the Varina Road” and another on the road “leading from John G. Scully’s to the
norwick Mills” were one and the same is unknown (Henrico County, Va. Order
Book No. 18 1814-15, 121; 2 May 1814, 297; 8 Nov 1814, 371, 6 Mar 1815).

Randolph-Frayser, Amoss, and Sweeney Potteries
The Factory

Figure 120: Agnes Kidd plat that accompanied the 1818 transfer from Richard
Randolph to Kidd. The Bailey’s Field aka "Old Factory Tract" is just off the map to
the east. (Author’s tracing from original, Henrico County Deeds Book 1818)
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Norwich Mills, later known as “The Factory," underwent a major
transformation from the 1810s to the 1860s. From the landscape of an important
18th-century milling complex, the property emerged as the core of an even more
extensive potting center.
A gated road off of Route 5 led to a two-story dwelling and beyond that, a
three-bay, two-story, brick pottery. This structure, the former bakery, would have
served as workshop, storage, and drying space for potters working for Richard
Randolph including Samuel Frayser and Thomas Amoss. The group of buildings
occupied a level ground above a sharp bend in Four Mile Creek. Just to their
south, according to maps of the late 18th century, ran a bridge and road linking
the old mill with Sharpe’s Tavern. Across this road and slightly downslope from
the pottery and other buildings stood a kiln where the potters carried boards of
dry, unfired “green ware" from the shop and carefully stacked them to optimize
space with hundreds of items of kiln furniture. Heaped just beyond the kiln were
the spent furniture and failures of past firings;
pots that had slumped, cracked, hopelessly
fused or were otherwise unsalable along with
damaged bricks from the kiln lining (author
site visits). Wood fuel was cut on the 400Figure 121: Workers at Stoke-on-Trent,
England packing ceramics for shipment
in straw-lined crates and hogsheads.
(Stoke-On-Trent Museum)

acre “Kaolin" tract across Route 5 and clay
dug from pits between Route 5 and the

pottery. Just yards west of the kiln and pottery building ebbed and flowed the
tidal waters of Four Mile Creek. The potters could load directly from the yard
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around the cooling kiln into crates and straw-packed wooden hogsheads and
onto wagons or flatboats via a wharf built of wooden cribbing and kiln waste.
From there, potters and helpers drove or poled the stoneware on its way to
Richmond retailers and the James River &Kanawha Canal.
Space and topography strongly influenced the layout of the operation.
High ground was obviously at a premium in the tidal, marshy area. The elevated
land that stretched back to the creek from the road provided the sites for a
dwelling, corncrib, and the ‘Factory’ where Randolph’s potters worked. Just south
and downstream, the property dropped down to the water. It was here that I first
noticed the profusion of pottery wasters as well as a brick-packed piling, which I
interpreted as the remains of cribbing for the wharf suggested in the Randolph
insurance policy for the pottery property. The cut or ramp to the wharf made an
island out of a small ridge that provided just enough land for Randolph’s kiln.

Frayser
On a gut just four
hundred feet to the
east along Bailey's
Creek stood the kilns
of Samuel Frayser's
pottery. These were
Figure 122: Sites marked in VCU site notes housed at the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources (DHR). Note incorrect Norwich Mill
site northeast of Route 5. Images traced by author.
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kilns documented by
VCU archaeologists

when they surveyed the area between the creeks in 1984. It is presumed that
several structures including a shop and perhaps a house would have stood
nearby, as well. Despite the mention of many forms of visible features, no
drawings, detailed maps or photos survive in the DHR file.
Based on the schematic archaeological map included in the DHR report of
the Norwich pottery (adapted above), I sought out the two kilns on Bailey’s Creek
and have thus far been unable to locate the remains. Their construction probably
dates to the 1820s when Randolph sold his manufactory and Samuel Frayser
and Thomas Amoss went on to establish independent operations. Artifacts from
these kilns comprise the bulk of DHR-held materials recorded as “Norwich”.

Sweeney Pottery & Hotel

Figure 123: Clockwise from top left: Smith’s Map of Henrico County 1854; Inset
detail from “Map of Southeast Virginia” (Operations Around Petersburg, 1865,
Official Atlas of the War); Redd surveyors' map, compiled ca. 1923. (Charles Redd
maps, Library of Virginia); Map of Southeast Virginia, ibid.
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Chapters 2 and 3 have detailed the history and products of the Sweeney
potteries, now we turn to the diverse landscapes of this enterprising potter.
Stephen Sweeney’s first and core operation stood north of Route 5, just 1600
feet from the original Norwich factory (2900’ or a half mile by road) and 980 feet
from the Frayser kilns on Bailey’s Creek. Situated on a low, flat rise, the
“Sweeney Pottery and Hotel” overlooked both Bailey’s Creek and Route 5. While
the structures occupied a small area near the road, kiln waste was scattered over
a 624-meter-long, up to 250-meter-wide area on either side of the creek.
Like Schermerhorn, Sweeney combined potting with other business and
agricultural interests. While his estate at death in 1863 held "six tables for
throwing" and a large lot of stoneware, it also included twenty-four or more
enslaved workers, hundreds of acres, and rich household items like glass
decanters, and mahogany sideboards and tables. This made the Sweeney
workyards part of a much larger and more complex landscape.
An advertisement for the April 22, 1862 auction of Sweeney’s estate lists
buildings on the 500-acre property but gives no indication of their arrangement.
They included “an excellent dwelling, kitchen, stables, barns, carriage-house,
sheds, &c., all in good order. There is upon this property an abundance of
potters' clay, together with kilns, buildings, and every facility for conducting the
pottery business” (Daily Dispatch [R.Va], 10 Apr 1862, XXI[85]:1). A glimpse of
the layout of the pottery and hotel site is provided by the description of an
emergency interment during the Civil War. Brigadier General John R. Chambliss
was buried at Sweeney’s Pottery in 1864 and his aide de camp Mitchell informed
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Chambliss’ close friend, General Gregg, of the grave’s location. Mitchell
described the site as follows: “Sweeney’s Pottery… near where road crossed
Bailey's Creek. His grave is directly in front of the house hotel, about thirty feet
from the road and ten feet from corner of icehouse” (Mitchell 1864, Official
Records of the Civil War, National Archives).
Other than this account, our best documents of the site’s layout are
Smith’s Map of Henrico County (1854) and the Map of Southeast Virginia and
other military maps that copy it. All show three rectangular buildings aligned with
the New Market Road. The two smaller ones closest to the road might represent
pottery buildings while the larger is likely the hotel and Sweeney home. An
outbuilding like the icehouse mentioned in the burial description probably did not
merit being drawn. The final value of these documentary sources will be tested if
and when archaeological work is done at the site. What we know thus far is that
the Sweeney hotel was, by the 1860s, a “house hotel” and that Sweeney’s
Ordinary (nee’ Grimshaw’s tavern) a few minutes walk to the west also doubled
as a home for some time (Victoria Sweeney 2012, pers. comm.). Another
Sweeney building a half mile to the north at the juncture of Bailey’s Creek and
Longbridge Road appears on Smith’s Map in 1854 and may have been a first
home to Martin Sweeney (born 1825) or one of the sisters, Margaret or Elizabeth.
One and perhaps two buildings shown on the map probably related to the
pottery operation. Today, there is no evidence aboveground of any period
structures such as the shop, drying facilities, or pug mill. The site currently hosts
a century-old frame farmhouse, barn, and associated sheds that are used by the
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Curles Neck Hunt Club. In the northwest corner of the clearing, a large tree
grows from a low mound, probably marking the site of one of the kilns, though
only a few fragments of brick or kiln furniture can be seen breaking the surface.
Part of this mound is occupied by a short four-dog run on a cement pad. A line of
woods runs along the edge of the flat clearing from just behind the dog run to a
point 200 feet to the south. The land drops irregularly from here in an
approximate 5% grade toward the lowland adjoining Bailey’s Creek. About 100
feet downslope and into the woods, the ground is visibly studded with stoneware
sherds and kiln furniture. Although much of this slope is made of pottery waste,
three major concentrations are exposed with minimal or no soil-cover.

Figure 124: Sweeney Hotel and Pottery site. (Drawing by the author)
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Although most period maps suggest Claymount was largely open field and
pasture, the auction ad states that around 250 acres were heavily wooded. This
was certainly the case along the creek drainages and ravines. Sections of forest
were doubtless managed as a fuel source for the pottery. In addition, Stephen
probably taught his son to hunt these woods and those of his neighbors. On the
day of the Battle of Malvern Hill, July 1, 1862, Confederate General John
Magruder sought out Stephen Sweeney, Jr. (a Henrico Southern Guardsman) as
a guide. As the 24-year-old potter later testified, he “was at the time of entering
the service, living at Sweeney’s Tavern… in the vicinity of Malvern Hills and near
the Quaker Road” and that he “knew the country intimately, having frequently
hunted over every foot of ground in that vicinity”. (Testimony of S.B. Sweeney
1862, Official Records of the Civil War. National Archives). Hunting, farming, and
seeking out clay and other resources gave the Sweeney family a keen
understanding of the landscapes of Claymount.
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Figure 125: This map pinpoints the known potteries (circled) and stoneware retail shops (in black) of 19th century Richmond. The sites
offered easy access to road, river, and canal transport. The circled potteries are the DuVal factory at 24th and Main and the Parr and
the yet-to-be-pinpointed Schermerhorn works at Rocketts. A red and black rectangle at center left marks the earliest known pottery in
the city, the 1780s-90s earthenware shop of Gresham Lord and Jonathan Park, which may have provided potters in the DuValAllinson period. (Drawing by author)

Richmond Potteries

DuVal
Benjamin DuVal’s role in the birth of the Richmond and James River
stoneware industries has been covered in Chapters 2 and 3. Together with clay
beds at Four Mile Creek, the DuVal lots in Richmond’s Shockoe district can be
considered ground zero for the origins of
this James River stoneware tradition.
DuVal’s Richmond property included lots
39, 40, and 54, encompassing most of the
block bounded by Main Street, 23rd, and
24th streets (formerly 5th and 6th). The lots
included a barn, residential buildings, the
Indian Queen Tavern, and the DuVal’s
Richmond Stoneware Manufactory and the
DuVal Apothecary. The southern half
featured the tavern and DuVal shops fronting on busy, commercial Main Street.
The lot stretched back to the base of a steep hill at Franklin Street. It was an
urban site and well suited to its use. Neighbors to the north were somewhat
protected

from

smoke

and

kiln

gasses by distance and elevation.
To the east and west stood other
industries and businesses. On the
public side, store windows lured
traffic from a major thoroughfare.
Figure 126: [Top] Plan of DuVal block on Main based on Sanborn Insurance map of 1886.
Figure 127: [Bottom] Site of the DuVal pottery as it exists today. Drawing and photo by author
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The neighborhood was a mixture of residential and commercial.
Immediately north and overlooking the pottery stood the 1802 Federal home of
Dr. John Adams. Beyond it stretched the Church Hill neighborhood, bounded by
Franklin, 20th, and 27th streets.ii Once “Indian Town”
(Scott 1950, 17-18), the neighborhood had become
associated with St. John’s Episcopal Church, built in
1741 and scene of Patrick Henry’s traditional 1775
Figure 128: Adams House,
DuVal's neighbor to the north.
Porch additions postdate the
closure of the pottery. Henrico
County Historical Society.	
  

“Give Me Liberty of Give Me Death” speech. Across
Main Street rose the great brick warehouses that
gave this area the name “Tobacco Row”.	
  

About midway back on the lot stood the DuVal stoneware kiln, flanked by
waster piles. It is possible that there were two kilns, one dedicated to roof tile
production and one to stoneware. Alternatively, the earlier tile kiln could have
been rebuilt to render it suitable for firing to stoneware temperatures.
Main Street, which became the New Market or Williamsburg Road upon
leaving Rocketts to the east, was paralleled by the James River and, after 1809,
the James River Canal (later James River & Kanawha) to the south. While the
river linked DuVal’s potters to the Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic coastal
trade, the canal opened the interior of the continent. The inlet of the James River
& Kanawha Canal lay just one block (800 feet) down 24th street. The potters
could roll wares to the canal side here or cart them one kilometer to the
northwest and load them on boats at the large terminus basin.
ii

Sold to John Van Lew in 1836, it was enlarged and rebuilt as a neoclassical mansion.
John’s daughter Elizabeth Van Lew was a prominent abolitionist and later Union spy
(Virginia Historical Society, http://www.vahistorical.org/lva/adamsvanlew.htm)
.
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Two blocks up Main Street and visible from DuVal’s shop stood the
Henrico County Courthouse. The court held curious pride of place in the middle
of 22nd Street on the south side of Main. It had moved to this location in 1750
after a century in the small village of Varina opposite Henricus on the James. The
Georgian frame building stood through DuVal’s time, being replaced in 1825 and
again in 1893 when it was moved to the northwest corner of the intersection
(Worsham 2010).
If DuVal’s unidentified Rockett’s pottery was one of the sites associated
with John Schermerhorn after 1813, then it stood about a mile or 1.6 kilometers
down Main Street. The Rocketts shop would only have been a quarter to a half a
kilometer from the James River. When John Schermerhorn built his
Mechanicsville Turnpike pottery he was still only a little more than 4.2 kilometers
from the DuVal shops and the James.

The Rocketts Potteries: Schermerhorn and Parr
Richmond’s primary wharf since the 17th century, Rocketts hosted
stoneware potters over nine decades. The Rocketts neighborhood of Fulton that
they called home stood atop the bluff overlooking the river until its destruction
during 1970s urban renewal efforts. Thus, it is possible some pottery structures
survived until relatively recently. Like Fulton, the workplaces of craftsmen like
John Schermerhorn and David Parr are now largely forgotten.
The potters’ Fulton neighborhood was a mix of businesses and working
class homes. When John Schermerhorn first rented lots in the west end of Fulton
in the 1810s, the closest industry was a mill on Gillie’s creek. In the Parrs’ time,
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neighbors included A.Y. Morris’ sugar refinery, the Richmond Glass Manufactory,
a sail and rope works, Gibson’s brickyard, the Brummel and Burns Distillery, and
the Yuengling Brewery.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the remains of a DuVal-Schermerhorn kiln
have yet to be found and surviving Parr pottery features have not been
excavated to-date. Still, working from the available evidence, we can begin to
understand how these spaces functioned.

Parr and the Rocketts Pottery
The landscapes of the Parr site have only just been hinted at
archaeologically. There is a good possibility of intact features at the site and two
kiln foundations may lie beneath the grassy median along Main Street (see figure
below). The foundations of the Carrington/Parr factory building are partly lost or
sealed by the street and a further 60% of the workyard lies across a fence in
property surrounding a defunct gas station. Although digging for underground
fuel tanks doubtless destroyed a portion of the site, such development is not
otherwise particularly invasive to archaeological features. The same might be
said of the Main Street paving, though there is evidence that the roadbed was cut
much deeper in some areas in the early 1900s (see Munford 1936).
From the dumping patterns in the waster pile, we learn that workers used
the alleys on either side of the factory building to move waste from the kiln and
tip it down the convenient bluff across the road. We know from the Parr-Perine
deed and later auction listings that there were two kilns on the property. The two
greatest waste concentrations occur opposite the site of the two alleys and are
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characterized by different vessel form groups, suggesting that two separate kilns
on opposite sides of the yard were being cleared. Collection clearly showed how
waster deposition resulted from distinct kiln drawing episodes. While one group
of archaeologists was finding nothing but storage jars, another gathered piles of
shattered flasks, inkwells, chamber pots, and spittoons. Dumping episodes
involving these more diverse and generally smaller forms occur in a section of
the waster pile aligned with the smaller potential kiln feature while those opposite
the larger circle are overwhelmingly storage jars and larger articles. Many potters
dedicate kiln loads as well as kilns to certain types of ware to simplify loading and
to minimize danger to more susceptible pieces.

Figure 129: Parr Factory and smaller Parr home fronting on Rocketts. The smaller circular
feature is a possible kiln drawn on 1876 Beer's Atlas plat, while the larger circular feature
was suggested by surface growth discoloration noted during site visits to the site and in
aerial photos. Drawing by author.
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We know very little about the Parr kilns but something might be learned
from the potteries established by George Fulton in the western counties after he
left the Quaker potter’s employ. If the structure on the Sanborn map is a Parr kiln,
then both potters used circular designs and Fulton likely augmented his existing
knowledge of Ohio kilns with the ones Parr had built. Fulton’s pottery (44AY184)
stood one mile south of Boiling Spring, Virginia on the southeast side of Route
18. The base of Fulton’s circular, updraft kiln was found on a low hill in a
relatively flat agricultural field (Russ 2004, 163).
Speaking with an interviewer from the Works Progress Administration’s
Federal Writer’s Project (WPA FWP 1936, Scott 1938), former Fulton employee
Daniel Arritt described the processes involved in using the pug mill and throwing
and glazing stoneware in the 1870s. Green wares, he explained, were allowed to
dry for five days before cobalt decorations were brushed on. With both diameter
and a height equaling eighteen feet, the kiln could fire a thousand gallons evenly
divided between half-pint, quart, and gallon vessels. The load was burned for
three days and three nights, with the salt cast in near the end of firing. It would
take the pots two days to cool before removal. When marketing the ware locally,
350 gallons made “a good 2 horse load,” selling at 50 cents a gallon or 75 for
fancier, decorated wares. It is likely that Fulton’s work followed similar lines while
under Parr in Richmond.

Rocketts Neighbors
Like the Quaker Parrs, their Bavarian neighbor Henry Louis Destler
entered local lore as one of Fulton’s enduring characters. The Parrs’ property
abutted Destler’s lots in the rear and to the southeast, just past the pottery
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building. Destler gained wealth shipping barrels internationally and built a large
store at 3750 East Main (old numbering) that came to be called his “Noah’s Ark.”
Built in stages beginning in 1851, Destler filled the building with curios and
antiques of all kinds. The Ark stood on the riverside, southwest of the intersection
of East Main and Nicholson streets (roughly at 4457 East Main today). Destler’s
daughter Mrs. Cavedo recalled that it still stood in 1879 (Munford 1936), the year
of Henry’s death, and the 1876 Beer’s Atlas shows a large structure of “Edmond
& Davenport” at the location.

Schermerhorn on the Northern Road
John Poole Schermerhorn’s pottery and home along Route 360 north of
Richmond was a new type of enterprise. Unlike DuVal and Lowndes, it was a
rural business. Unlike Randolph, it was front and center to a growing plantation.
This was no small “cent shop” in the hands of impoverished local gentry but the
speculative venture of a new
breed of Yankee planter hoping
to inaugurate fresh industry. All
across the American South, this
first

generation

of

northern

manufacturers would help build
the cities that a later generation
Figure 130: Mrs. Schermerhorn at upper center marks
location of the Mechanicsville Turnpike pottery of John
Schermerhorn. From Operations at Richmond and
Petersburg 1865. Library of Virginia
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of speculators traveled south to
take advantage of and rebuild.

The landscape of the Montezuma house and the adjoining pottery
included a large farm, a prominent highway, good soil, timber, and water
resources, and, above all, clay. The brook that flowed past the house and across
the Mechanicsville Turnpike cut through clay beds that lay at the root of
Schermerhorn’s decision to establish his new enterprise north of Richmond.

Figure 131: Schermerhorn's Mechanicsville Turnpike property as drawn in the book of the
Henrico County Surveyor. Library of Virginia

Over a hundred acres of open land backed the house and shop, providing
pastures and fields. By the time of John Poole’s death, the equipment on hand
suggested the cultivation of wheat, corn, and oats as well as the cutting of clover
and hay. Horses, mules, cows, and pigs numbered among the livestock and the
clover supported hives of honeybees. The high value of the beehives, $80,
suggests that Montezuma had been outfitted with the new wooden Langstroth
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hives developed in 1850. These replaced the traditional, woven basket hives or
“skeps” and permitted the beekeeper to remove honey without destroying the
hive. Such improvements, other modern equipment, and even the naming of
individual animals in the probate suggest a progressive and neatly-run operation.

Petersburg and the Southern Road
The potting landscapes of Richmond’s southern neighbor were mostly
urban and oriented to a north-south trade that relied on the Great Wagon Road
or “Trading Path” into the Carolinas and Georgia. Very little is known of the
workscapes of these potteries. Indeed, as mentioned in Chapter 3, remains of
neither the Harwood-Burnett, nor the first Ducey potting site have been surveyed
and a possible early Lowndes site remains a mystery.

Harwood
William Harwood’s pottery, founded in 1817 and sold in 1823, stood within
Petersburg but its location has not yet been confirmed. Nothing is known of the
shop or its layout, though it probably shared a lot with the Harwood home.

Lowndes
According to the 1921 newspaper article “Pottery here 80 Years Ago”, the
original Lowndes pottery occupied a site on the Boling family plantation “Cobbs’
Farm”, just west of Point of Rocks on the north shore of the Appomattox. The
location would have placed this very first James River stoneware pottery close to
the road linking Neck of Land and Petersburg. Neck of Land is the finger of
territory immediately south of the Four Mile and Bailey’s creek potteries
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established seven years later. It is likely that Lowndes availed himself of clay
from the same beds as Richard Randolph’s potters would. The first Thomas
Lowndes ad makes no mention of the Cobbs location so the 1921 article may
well be in error or the location was a clay pit rather than a production site, etc. If
not, the Lowndes family may have potted at this location for a quarter of a
century yet the site remains undiscovered.
Meanwhile those first shop ads did list the Blandford address. Whether
begun in 1806 or in 1830, this Lowndes potting site has been found. Run by
Henry Lowndes and his family and continued under the Ducey brothers after
them, the pottery stood at the corner of roads linking the Appomattox River with
the Great Wagon Road and Richmond Turnpike. Water for the needs of the
pottery came from a creek that passes through the block. This creek cuts through
a promising clay bed, but, according to an article on the Ducey Brothers pottery,
this proved unsuitable. As the piece states, “The clay used by these gentlemen is
obtained from the James River, there being none in this vicinity at all adapted to
the purpose. It is of a far finer and smoother grain than any around Petersburg,
and when mixed and kneaded into balls presents a soft smooth surface ready for
the plastic hand that is to fashion it into shape” (Petersburg Intelligencer 1863).
The Lowndes and Duceys probably combined clay from the creek with James
River clay to suit various needs. The one resource conspicuously lacking was
fuel, suggesting the Lowndes and Duceys had a standing arrangement with
some unknown supplier.
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The

Lowndes

home

and

pottery

occupied the western end of a block
bounded by Wythe Street on the west,
Washington Street on the north, and Crater
Road on the south. The northern half was
level with Washington Street while the
southern was elevated above Crater Road.
The location of the kiln suggested by the
archaeological survey places the heart of
Figure 132: Lowndes site with WMCAR
excavation unit and known structures,
past and present, marked. By author.

the Lowndes operation in the center of the
western end of the block.

On March 13, 1830, Henry Lowndes bought lots 44, 45, and 46 in
Blandford from William Wells (Deed Book 8, 315). The Lowndes new home on lot
46 had stood for seventy years by
that time. Known as the Old Stone
House, it had been built facing New
Blandford Square, near the old
courthouse

and

church.

When

recorded by the Historic American
Buildings

Survey

in

1933,

the Figure 133: The ‘Old Stone House’ residence of
the Lowndes’ family, c.1760. Located in Blandford,

building was badly deteriorated but with frontage on East Washington Street. Crater
still boasted fine wood moldings and
other details (HABS No.VA-96).

Road and the pottery site lie just to the left of the
house in this photograph. The house had lost its
southern half by the time this photo was taken by
the Historic American Building Survey (HABS
No.VA-96). Missing portion restored by author.
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The survey photos, plans, and a period watercolor by local artist W.S.
Simpson suggest a picturesque dwelling in old Blandford. Exterior walls were of
fieldstone with cut fieldstone quoins at the corners as well as framing the doors
and nine-over-nine-light windows. A single end-chimney served the story-and-ahalf home in later years, but a matching one probably featured in the lost south
end (see Fig. 21). Measured drawings of the interior reveal almost a dozen
different molding designs and the house included a full basement. The home was
constructed much like, if not expressly as, a tavern.

Ducey Brothers
Petersburg Pottery and Stoneware Manufactory
Thomas and John Ducey were born in 1822 and 1824, respectively, in
County Lismore, Waterford, Ireland. Waterford was Ireland’s oldest city and
largest port, lying on the river Suir, seventeen miles from the ocean. The Duceys’
native topography was hillier than that which they found in Petersburg but the
tidal river would have been familiar. Waterford’s primary crafts were shipbuilding
and glassmaking with very limited potting. The city had weathered the first years
of the Irish famine with somewhat more ease than nearby rural areas thanks to
stockpiles of rice but the brothers probably felt greater security and opportunity
awaited them in America.
It is unknown when the Duceys started potting at their initial Washington
and North Union Street address in Petersburg’s new Irish neighborhood. In 1842,
St. Joseph’s Catholic Church was built a block to the west at Market and
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Washington streets, providing the brothers with a place to worship and the
community with a physical heart. The Duceys may have continued to look to St.
Joseph’s after their relocation to the Lowndes site after 1855.
Only a mile from their old shop, working out of the Lowndes pottery may
have allowed the Duceys to maintain many of their old connections and perhaps
living quarters as the Lowndes continued to live in the Old Stone House.
When reporters from the Petersburg Intelligencer visited the Ducey
brothers in 1863 they provided this description:
“We

strolled over, the other afternoon, to the Petersburg
Pottery and Stoneware Manufactory of the Messrs. Ducey in
Blandford, and finding the courteous proprietors at home and
busily engaged, we went the rounds of the yard. With the
method of manufacturing stone ware, most of readers are
perhaps familiar. A rotary horizontal motion is given to a
small table by a lathe, and upon the table is placed the mass
of clay to be worked into shape. Then by means of the hand
and a piece of hard wood, the clay is gradually brought up
and smoothed and fashioned into the desired shape. The
article is then cut from the table by means of a piece of wire
and set aside to dry and when perfectly dry is placed in a kiln
and fire applied, gradually increasing the heat for forty eight
hours. While the kiln is in this glow salt is thrown in among
the pitchers and jugs and jars, which is sublimated with the
heat and combines to form that glazed surface to which
these articles owe their imporriousness [sic.] to water. After
the vessels are stewed up pretty well, the kiln is closed tight
and they are suffered to cool gradually; this process
occupying from four to five days”... “we may say that the
Messrs. D. are meeting with the most flattering success in
their enterprise, and we are glad to know that both they and
their work deserve all the encouragement they receive”
Figure 134: Transcription of newspaper article written about a visit to the
Ducey Brothers. (Petersburg Intelligencer, 1863)
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Trees Point Factory on the James
Most James River tradition potteries were associated with roads as much
or more so than with waterways. At Trees Point, set 3.4 miles back from Route 5,
the James itself served as both the primary artery and landscape focus. There,
two kilns occupied a bluff overlooking the 3,500-foot expanse of water.
Workshops

and

other

structures spread back from
this promontory. The bluff’s
southern

exposure

further

oriented the works to the
James, as windows would
have

faced

the

river

to

provide maximum light for
turning and decorating.
The kilns, already visible
from passing boats, would
have been an unmistakable
advertisement when pouring
Figure 135: Trees Point with Wilson's Wharf on Whitehouse
map from 1865.

forth smoke and flame on

firing days. Trees Point Wharf lay just below where potters would carry and roll
shipments of stoneware onto waiting boats. Visitors ascending from the wharf
would have been greeted by kilns, workshops, and rows upon rows of pots
clustered atop the rise.
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The centrality of the James to the Trees Point Factory is finally
underscored by its inclusion in the pottery’s stamp. While urban makers like
DuVal, Schermerhorn, Parr, and Ducey used marks calling cities like Richmond
or Petersburg home, the Trees Point Factory proudly announced its location as
“JAMES RIVER, VA”.

Ceramic Geography
“Kaolin” and “Claymount” belong to a long tradition in which potters cast
local landscapes in their image. Along the James River, this ceramic geography
melded well with local predilections for the naming of farms and plantations.
Medieval and post-medieval European potters lived in towns whose names
reflected the dominance of the potter’s craft: Brennen (burning), Töpfer (Potters),
an die Töpfer (at the Potters), Eyten (Potters or bowl-makers) (Spiess 1964),
and, of course, the Kannenbäckerland (Jugbaker Land) in the Westerwald. In
America, the Edgefield district of South Carolina was home to “Pottersville”, while
Strasburg, Virginia once went by “Pot Town” (Rice and Stoudt 1929, 41). Benton,
Arkansas was called Jugville and the 1870s “Niloak” pottery of Arkansas was
simply “kaolin” spelled backwards (Bruckner 2012). East Liverpool, Ohio remains
“the Crockery City” to this day.
Occasionally, potters returned the favor by featuring their environs on the
pots themselves. Some Morgantown, West Virginia stoneware by F.W.
Thompson bore intricate roulettes of local farm and town facades, fields, trees,
wagons, and dogs. Potters took clay from the land to create vessels that held the
produce of the landscape and decorated them with these landscapes. More
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often, the pots bore stylizations of individual aspects of the world around them,
from people and animals to ships and buildings. John Schermerhorn and his
workers may have been drawing from life as they looked from the shop window
at the port of Rocketts. The incised ships on several of his jars are of the sort that
plied the James in the early 1800s.

Working the Landscape
Our landscapes serve as the stage and production mechanism to all that
makes us human. In the creation of material culture, behavioral archaeologist
Michael Schiffer outlined five stages of production: procurement, manufacture,
use, maintenance, and discard (1972). Beyond this sequence and churning back
into it are “feedback loops” formed by additional cultural transformations or “ctransforms” such as recycling. As this chapter continues, we will encounter these
processes at work not only in the life of material culture, but also in the lives of
those who made and used it.

Patterns in Clay
The use of space on a proto-industrial site like that of a stoneware pottery
left debris interpretable in terms of repeating patterns (South 1977). Stanley
South saw domestic (and supposedly ethnic) patterns in the landscapes of
colonial South Carolina. As those who have visited multiple potting sites can
attest, different potting operations and kiln types produce quite similar disposal
strategies. Like the residents of South’s Brunswick Town, potters’ discard habits
often followed a line of least resistance. Where they do not, it may be evidence of
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some personal taboo, to maintain order in an inherently messy craft or not to
leave failed pots where retail customers could see, for example. On Hawkes’
“ladder of archaeological inference” (Hawkes 1954), such hypotheses are of a
basic, technological nature. To ascend a rung higher to detect a modus operandi
involving, for example, Quaker or Yankee ideology has thus far proven difficult.

Practice
In The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), Michel DeCerteau defines
bricolage in terms of a community's “ways of making do" with the materials to
which they have access. Bourdieu termed it “necessity made into a virtue" (1995,
72). DeCerteau (1984) also envisioned the system turned upon itself whereby the
“authorship” of the creator/potter could be negated by buyers who reimagine
vessel use and meaning. As a result, they become a “silent majority," their
interpretations taking on greater weight even than those of the makers. The
producers themselves engage in another dimension of bricolage by taking the
templates, prototypes and material, social- and technological traditions of earlier
potting traditions and practicing them in their own way. Thus American and
English-born potters gained the tools and knowledge of the Westerwald’s cobaltdecorated stoneware tradition and used them to create a unique body of wares
for a new public. That public, from the slave and free person, to the professional
and planter, used stoneware in ways sometimes never expected by the potters,
valuing the form, decoration, and functional qualities of the pots for widely
divergent reasons. What began as a jar on the potter's wheel might see use as a
stool, vase, or even drainpipe; a broken jug might metamorphose into a funnel
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and bowl. On a more subtle level, common forms might have divergent cultural
associations. Examples here range from the burial of highly-decorated
Westerwald stoneware with 17th century New England native elites to the
incorporation of cobalt decorations into African traditions (Skerry and Hood 2009,
Zeischka 2003), to the reinventing of humble utilitarian vessels as family
heirlooms, ‘memory jugs’, and even grave decorations. Personal inscriptions and
invisible sentimental associations mark an otherwise commonplace vessel as
strongly as physical adornment. DeCerteau (1984) compares the uncertain steps
of consumers' negotiations with culture to the “wandering lines" of autistic
children. As Tim Ingold (Lines, 2007) might put it, by “going on a walk", the
consumer becomes a cultural wayfinder, investing the space and objects around
him or her with meaning.
The flexibility of habitus ensures the survival of doxa: when cherished
habits become recognized as such and attract “protection” in the form of
orthodoxy, their ability to grow and survive in the everyday is doomed. For
example, Quaker beliefs confronted with the business and personal networks of
non-Quakers demanded adaptation or a shift to guarded orthodoxy that would
ensure the perpetuation of the status quo. In stoneware, forms were largely static
and orthodox while decoration remained doxic and flexible.
Dietler and Herbich's (1998) case study of Luo potters in Kenya
recognizes the inseparability of style and function, focusing on habitus and
challenges it faced as revealed through phenomenology and contextualization of
craft.

Dietler

and

Herbich

employ

practice
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theory,

châine

opératoire,

anthropology of consumption, and an historically-informed cultural economy
perspective" (Dietler and Herbich 1998, 235). Timothy Pauketat (2001) combined
châine opératoire, Giddens' Agency (1986) and Bourdieu's Practice Theory
(1995 [1972]) and declared “practice makes perfect history" (2001, 87).
Pauketat's approach represents a partial return to culture history (2001, 73),
while extending agency beyond the cultural- or technological- heroes of
neo-Darwinism by working at multiple scales. Such an eclectic approach at
the level of interpretation can be feasible so long as order is maintained. Preucel
and Bauer provide a “logical unity" (2001, 94) in the archaeological application
of Peircean Semiotics.

A.N.T. and Agency
Although some have warned against the perils of eclecticism in agency
(e.g. Dobres and Robb 2000), a fair understanding of the complexity of
relationships in the meshwork requires a broad and sometimes eclectic
approach. Actor-Network Theory helps interpret the formation, maintenance, and
decline of networks as new nodes or hubs rise to occasions and collapse. My
A.N.T. background lies in reading Bruno Latour's Science in Action (1987) and
Reassembling the Social (2007). In ''A.N.T. and Spider," (2008) Ingold uses an
allegorical tale to criticize the failings of A.N.T. In order to remain viable,
networks, like doxa, must be constantly acted out. Without action, new
associations inevitably form. Thus, when Quaker potters arrived in the relict
Quaker community of New Market, they became actors in a mixed society of
planters and slaves, Friends and freedmen.
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Latour’s

networks

arise

through

four

moments

of

"Translation":

Problematization (delegates establish a worthy network), Interessement (actors
are enticed to join), Enrollment (actors accept their new roles), and Mobilization
of Allies (if actors feel their delegates represent them well, active support
ensues). Some groups, perhaps many, internalize the moments of translation. In
both the Quaker and potting communities, existing networks survived from earlier
generations and the delegates were chosen from among the most successful or
interested masters (or those of a strong 'calling'). To greater or lesser extent,
actors (apprentices, journeymen and other master potters), members of the
Quaker meeting, were predisposed to act in a given network.

Figure 136: Network diagrams of [boxed] 'objects' at work on the potter (Malafouris 2008, 234)
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Malafouris (2008) presents a structural analysis of a network of "a-priori"
relationships between the potter, his environment and the materials and
technologies of his trade. These same diagrams could be presented in the form
of paired oppositions, binaries of nature and choice, but many facets of potting
confound such reduction. Malafouris’ representation provides a more complete
picture of the potter’s craft.
In the edited volume Material Agency (Knappett and Malafouris 2008), the
work of Ingold, Jones and Colke, Knappett, and Malafouris reflects on the
concept of ‘generalized symmetry,’ recognizing the equality of all human and
non-human actors and actants in a network. All actants have the capacity to
behave as active mediators or passive intermediaries. The line between actor (a
network ‘power source’) and actant (a network-referencing ‘relay’) has been
drawn by Ingold in terms of living animals, from his apocryphal “ant" and “spider"
to human being, versus inanimates. Others feel that anything, living or not, can
play the part of actor. Ingold argues that clay is not an actor, but merely a
medium of action. His examples include other natural elements such as wind and
water. I would argue that upon being dug by the potter and processed for cultural
use, clay is transformed. Ingold argues living things should be accorded greater
value because they, even down to the aphid possess a nervous system. I would
argue that for clay and other raw materials, environment acts as such a system.
It does so by altering their reactions and characteristics, sometimes rendering
them as unpredictable as if they had a proverbial ‘will of their own’. The action of
a processed material such as clay is no longer that of a natural force like wind or
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rain. It has become a substance that exerts pressures and energies derived from
and converted through its new role in a cultural system. The argument that
humans are the only true actors fails because the supposedly human
characteristic of “intentionality" is not a requisite of agency (indeed has been
suggested to be, at best, weak in its human application, see Malafouris 2008, 2627). Many human reflexes typically ascribed to “intentionality” are grounded in acognizant physical reactions, doxic movements that resemble in no small way the
“memory” held in clay as it is turned on the wheel. As microscopic platelets in
clay realign to decide the success or precipitous failure of a vessel, so do the
nervous firings of human or animal involuntary motion render drastic results.

Practice
Bourdieu's habitus and doxa are keys to piecing together the lives and
production of the potters. “Taken for granted" habits, ‘doxa’, are the building
blocks of Bourdieu's everyday life, ‘habitus’ (1995, 168-169). Habitus is the
unquestioned in how we go about living: the set of internalized orientations to our
environment that allow us to cope with new experiences, our directly learned,
transposable dispositions. It is not an inborn perception as Freud would have it,
but the acquired ability to make the world as you go, to implicitly understand the
structure and rules of culture and nature enabling us to create new structure.
Understanding the habitus of potters draws on the technologies they used
in their work, their cultural and historical backgrounds, their environment, use of
space and time, and landscape.
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Potter Homunculus
No Handy Craft can
With Our art compare
We make our Pots of
What we Potters are
-Staffordshire plate found in Philadelphia
(Independence National Historical Park)

While this paper does not explore the physical and osteo-archaeological
tells of a potting life, it will be helpful to develop a picture of the human bodies
that enacted the potting landscape.
Potting requires repetitive and strenuous actions, motions that mold the
human frame as well as the clay. Bio-morphological traits of the potter include
strong muscles in the back, forearms and legs. Depending on the type of wheel
used, muscle development may become
asymmetrical. A treadle or kickwheel could
form thick calf muscles in the left and right
leg, respectively, and even led to increased
risk of blood clots. A great wheel of the type
used in refined ware potteries transferred
the stresses to assistants whose task it was Figure 137: Late medieval potter at work on
a wheel. Vergilius 1537,: Töpfereimuseum

to turn the flywheel by hand. The back may Langerwehe. Germany.

deteriorate from the hard labor of digging and working and moving raw clay and
finished pots; posture is bent to conform to the wheel or shovel. ‘Potter’s asthma’,
common in lead-glazed earthenware potting, was less extreme in stoneware, but
dust, smoke, and chlorine gas could still play havoc with the potter’s lungs. Trace
elements in cobalt frit such as arsenic could also be absorbed.
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Other traits marked the outward appearance of the potter. Fingernails
were filed to the quick from contact with the wheel head. Skin dried and chapped
through constant exposure to clay. In addition, repetitive movements of the
fingers and hands in perpetually cold clay and water exacerbated arthritis.
Repeat throwing of large forms in high-volume nineteenth-century potting
wrought physical changes unknown to modern studio and industrial potters.
Potters’ senses were altered along with their bodies. Eyes became adept
at sizing vessels and gauging temperature from the white, red, orange, and
yellow glow of the kiln interior, hands accustomed to measuring thickness,
texture, plasticity, and weight of clay reliably. The textures, colors, and
consistencies of clay and glazes, as well as the selection and curing of clays and
fuels were committed to memory, many becoming family and trade secrets.
Culinary scents are commonly understood to have advertising value: the
aroma of a restaurant, coffee house, or bakery. Many other trades produced
distinctive smells that could announce the presence of its corresponding craft to
a potential customer. Like the tang of hot iron and coal-smoke at a blacksmith’s
or the rich oil and leather of a saddler or shoemaker, potteries advertised with the
readily recognizable smells of clay dust and hot brick, earthy steam and salt
vapor. Smells like the smoke of kilns became the potter’s invisible presence
beyond viewsheds where a passer-by could see the bricks-and-mortar pottery.
Like a bakery, scents of a pottery invoked Proustian “involuntary memory”,
images and thoughts of visits to potteries in the past, perhaps with positive
associations. Nineteenth century Americans would have seen or smelled the
kilns in operation and thence known when they might expect a kiln opening.
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~ Chapter Five ~

INTO THE MESHWORK
Actor-Network, Agency, and the James River Potters
The following chapter will take what we have learned about James River
stoneware and its landscapes and apply Network and Agency theory to enhance
our understanding of the potters’ roles in the meshwork.
Potting, even more so than other traditional crafts, is a case study in
network analyses. Whether the network in question is marriage or religion, trade
or labor, potteries are always connected, and connected in ways least expected.
Networks have no set form. They grow and take shape through actions that may
involve a yard or a continent, touching down here and there or sweeping as a
wave. They do not shuffle units of unadulterated mass or energy from point to
point but are rather the product of continuous translation. This section will take us
through the various traditional networks found within the meshwork and examine
their interrelatedness and flexibility.
In Ingold’s allegory, the SPIDER represents “Skilled Practice Involves
Developmentally Embodied Responses”. It is Skilled Practice that weaves the
mesh of the actor’s milieu. Action, being skilled and conscious, remains with the
actor rather than being distributed across the mesh as it would be in a traditional
network. There is no network without actors. Networks exist only through their
performance. The physical spaces created by actors as they move through the
landscape maintain meaning and function only so long as they are used. This
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also applies in the sense of tradition; to speak the name of the place is to restore
an aspect of its function. The SPIDER’s web demands maintenance in the form
of action lest the dust of time betray the presence of the trap.
Viewed in the ideal, networks exist as clearly definable sets of relations.
They do not operate independently but instead connect directly the hubs of
action across a greater web. In the world of James River potters, prominent
networks included raw materials (i.e. sourcing of clay, salt, cobalt, and fuel),
retail, and the socio-economic networks of community and religion. Networks in
the traditional sense are easily recognizable; for example, long distance trading
of stoneware into the mountains and down to the Carolinas. These networks
reach from the national and regional down to the local; from the stores that fed
and clothed the potters to the legal infrastructure that supplied them with labor in
the form of orphans, indentured workers, and slaves.
Every interaction in such networks is governed by the will of agents. The
strands of any given network are always more numerous than we imagine. Add
to this the whims of human and non-human agents alike and we are forced
recognize the clean lines and “nodes” of the Network model as convenient
fictions. Those engaged in craft and commerce are enmeshed in worlds far
beyond, and well between, Point A and Point B.
There follows an exploration of the James River potters’ networks and an
evaluation of their impact as weavers in a meshwork.
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Networks and Agency, Trade and
Community: Labor Networks
Labor networks provided the James River stoneware trade with both
skilled potters trained in outside traditions and the raw apprentices and basic
labor that allowed the shops to grow. James River potters employed various
types of labor including formal apprenticeships, orphan adoption, and free blacks,
as well as enslaved blacks and ‘slaves for hire’. The negotiation of labor helps us
understand a major network involved in the James River stoneware industry.
The apprentice system and the labor of apprentices beginning at the ages
of 7 to 12 was common in the potting trade in the early 1800s. While textile
manufacturing and other American industries had begun to do away with the
system in the late 1700s, the relatively small scale of stoneware potting
operations preserved apprenticeship. By the mid- to late-nineteenth century,
urban potteries became increasingly mechanized. Many rural potteries continued
in the old mode, however, especially in the south. The system saw a revival in
the art pottery movement in the last century and is practiced in potting
communities like Seagrove, North Carolina today.
In the tight-knit potting community, apprentices were often family members
or relations by marriage. Documentary evidence suggests some of the secondgeneration potters in the James River tradition. Samuel Frayser’s son Samuel Jr.
would have been entering apprentice age in the early 1840s and would have
been seventeen at his father’s death. Thomas Amoss’ son Edward may have
been trained in potting by his father. Although Edward’s birth year is unknown,
Thomas’ will indicates he was under the age of 21 in 1822.
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Charles Henry Sweeney, born to Stephen B. Sweeney and Virginia
Hughes in 1841, was listed as a potter at his father’s pottery in 1860 (VA
Manufacturer’s Census). Sweeney’s other sons could have worked in the pottery
as well. Martin (born 1826) would have been entering his teens as his father
began to establish his operation. Stephen B. Jr. (born 1839), and Charles (born
1842) would have worked in the pottery beginning in the late 1840s and 1850s
before they went on to other careers.
According to family tradition, at least one of Schermerhorn’s children, John
Poole Jr., was trained as a potter (Sterling Schermerhorn, personal
communication). He would have been about to enter his teens at the time of his
father’s death. The next most likely potter was William Francis Schermerhorn,
born in 1817 to Schermerhorn’s first wife Sarah Christian Wilson. William Francis
or “Frank” was in his teens when the pottery and house at Montezuma were
being built and would later inherit them. James Cornelius, born in 1832, would
have been eighteen at the time of his father’s death, the last of the sons to
conceivably be trained in potting by their father. Egmont P. (born 1844\5) would
have only been age five and a fifth son, Richard Everett, died in infancy in 1840.
Unlike the makers of alkaline stoneware in Edgefield and Aiken, South
Carolina, James River potteries were somewhat less dependent on enslaved
labor. Although planter-entrepreneurs like the DuVals, John Schermerhorn, and
Stephen Sweeney each owned up to two-dozen slaves, most were probably
involved in agricultural work. As few slaves are explicitly identified as potters, I
include those who were of working age and potentially available to work full- or
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part-time in the potteries. Four slaves listed under Samuel Frayser may also
have been involved at Randolph’s factory. “John” a slave identified in Frayser’s
estate could have been an apprentice of ten the year the Randolph operation
began. Later workers in Samuel Frayser’s own pottery included the three men
listed in the 1820 census. It is unknown which, or how many of these, were the
four slaves he owned. Two of the four were probably Tom, born in 1817 and
John, born in 1813. Thomas Amoss’ own shop, established by 1820, employed
four men and no boys. After, or perhaps while, his new shop was being
constructed, another tithable white male and two slaves over the age of sixteen
joined Amoss. Within a year, the Quaker was no longer incongruously credited
with the two slaves. Perhaps these were workers from Norwich Mills residing with
Amoss during the construction work. In 1822, he was again taxed for another
adult white male and, curiously, another slave over the age of sixteen. Amoss
died in 1823 but his estate paid taxes on two slaves in 1824 and two white adults
and two slaves in 1825. Stephen Sweeney’s will includes nineteen and probably
more slaves. The adult males listed include Washington, Walker, William, Peter,
Anderson, Billy, and Bill. Walker, William and Anderson are listed at $800 and
Peter at $1000. It is unknown which of them worked in the pottery versus raising
wheat, corn, and livestock, though Peter’ high valuation suggests some special
skill or strength. At Trees Point in 1849, the group of 6 slaves owned by
Philadelphia potter Sanford Perry were probably responsible for constructing the
shop and kiln and thereafter, working at the factory (1850 Charles City County
Slave Schedule).
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In 1820 John P. Schermerhorn employed three men and no boys. In 1828,
he inherited two male slaves, Hall and Watt, from the estate of Francis Wilson
(Charles City County Deed Book, 1828). These men probably helped establish
Schermerhorn’s Mechanicsville Turnpike pottery and future home. At his death,
Schermerhorn owned seventeen slaves, six of whom were adult males: Ned,
Ben, Henry, Archey, Charles, and William. One old man, Davy, is also listed.
As little as is known about the James River’s white master potters, virtually
nothing is known of the black potters whose contribution to the daily stoneware
production as well as the construction of kilns and potteries was at least as great.
While their individual contributions may have been lost, recovering the
landscapes they created and lived is one way to tell their story.
The Henrico County Orphans’ Court provided potters with another source
of labor. At his factory on Four Mile Creek for example, Richard Randolph
adopted free black orphans Tom and Joe Givin. Frederick and Jack Givin, almost
certainly relatives of Tom and Joe, were bound to neighbor Samuel Parsons and
it is possible they would sometimes be hired out to Randolph as well. Free black
potter Isaac Denson came from the Orphans’ Court and was apprenticed to
James DuVal in 1818. Isaac may have joined with Samuel Wilson or another
potter when the DuVal shop closed.
Stephen Sweeney’s pottery employed at least one free black potter in
1850, 23-year-old Watt Green. Born in 1829, “Watt” (or Walt) could have been a
very young apprentice to Frayser before his time with Sweeney. Including
apprenticeship, he may have worked for Sweeney for as many as 28 years by
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the potter’s death in 1862. There is a slim chance Watt Green was a son or
relation of a slave named Watt inherited by John Schermerhorn from Francis
Wilson in 1828.
Samuel Wilson employed three men and two boys in 1820. His household
included two white males of tithable age but nothing more is known about them.
Wilson’s operation may have shared workers with fellow Albany native John
Poole Schermerhorn.

Religious Networks:
Craft As a Network Hub in a Community of Faith
In the previous chapter, we discussed the James River dichotomy of
smaller, independent potting operations and large, plantation-based potteries of
John Poole Schermerhorn and Stephen Sweeney. The survival of both types, but
particularly the smaller shops, relied on community networks. Potters are known
for their strong community ties, with the trade being passed down through
families and reinforced by marriages within the craft. Adding to this the similar
and perhaps even-stronger tendencies of Quakers, those who were involved in
the Friend–run potteries and their roles in the community demonstrate the
codependence of seemingly insular Quaker artisans and the greater meshwork.
The Baltimore potting families who came to Henrico County may have
been returning to the home of some of their Quaker forbears. For example, a
Thomas Parr appears as a marriage witness in the 1720 Quaker Meeting
Records in Henrico (Wright 2003, 10). Thomas Keesee, David Parr’s local
partner, had similar connections. Eight members of the Keesee family appear in
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the Henrico County Meeting Records but not past 1788 (Wright 2003, 44-73).
Most of these records relate to disowning for military involvement, marriage out
of the society, and in one case, becoming a Baptist. The family may have left the
Society of Friends by the time Thomas Keesee was born. Nonetheless, Keesees
may have retained some Quaker sympathies and as prominent landowners in the
Four Mile Creek area, controlled important fuel and clay resources.
While Quakers were not evangelistic, they were well-known proponents of
social causes, most notably abolition but also women’s rights and temperance.
The latter American movement had seen the prohibition of alcohol pass in Maine
as early as 1851, but on the eve of the Civil War, most reformers had shifted their
focus to the abolition of slavery. Still, in 1860, James Parr was a member of the
Sons of Temperance, whose insignia featured the crossed crooks of the
shepherd. James served as a committee chair responsible for posting the
group’s announcements in the local newspaper (Daily Dispatch, 27 March 1860).
The unique experience of a community of Quaker potters reinforced this
James River division between planter and independent craftsmen. Quakerism is
a network, in this case religious, that transcends network analysis and betrays an
integral function in the meshwork. Quakers’ role in the tradition, and in the
meshwork as a whole, is a testament to their ability to negotiate life in a
slaveholding society that stood against their core beliefs. The known Quaker
potters working-in or connected-to the area include Samuel Allinson, Thomas
and Edward Amoss, David Parr Jr. and Sr., James Parr, John L. Parr, Tilighman
Vestal, and possibly Enoch Burnett, who bought the Harwood pottery.
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Understanding these potter-Friends’ experience in 19th-century Richmond
and its surroundings helps reveal the extent to which Quaker beliefs and
upbringing influenced daily life. Not all Quakers were alike. What it meant to be a
Quaker changed not only in space and time (urban and rural, 19th and 20th
century) but also in kind. In the early 19th-century, the Society experienced the
calving off of a number of sub-sects, each emphasizing certain aspects of
Quaker belief and custom. The potters’ adherence to
tenets of the Orthodox sect’s Wilburite and Gurnseyite
subsects, or the rural Hicksite branch would have
shaped their habits and ideology (Bromberg 2000,
Nevaskar 1971, Ryan 2009, Gragg 1980). Most of the
James River Quakers hailed from urban environments
and probably belonged to the Orthodox meetings.
Hicksites, often poorer and agrarian, claimed to retain
Figure 138: Potter and
fellow Quaker Tilighman
Vestal considered working
with David Parr while being
persecuted for pacifism by
the Confederacy. Prison life
in
Richmond's
Castle
Thunder finally forced him
to relent in his protest and
join Parr’s workforce.	
  

original principals of Quaker theology including the
priority of personal enlightenment over holy text.
Tilighman Vestal, raised in rural North Carolina,
absorbed much of the Hicksite philosophy. Hicksites
charged the two Orthodox sects with complicity in

slavery by purchasing slave-made goods and forsaking the Society’s foundations
for personal success. The Orthodox Friends sought to grow their community by
going mainstream, establishing regular church services and adopting other
hallmarks of protestant Christianity. Orthodox potters may have included the Parr
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family, Enoch Burnett, and others. While earlier Quaker potters like Samuel
Allinson in the 1790s may also have been of a similarly conservative bent,
Allinson’s military involvement suggests a willingness to be a part of mainstream
life. Likewise, Thomas Amoss’ ownership or at least custody of slaves begs
whether he followed the society’s 1787 ban on slaveholding and was protecting
individuals or if his rural factory, detached from strong local meetings, enabled
his slaveholding.
Whereas other social groups measured members based on general social
or economic status, Friends weighed one another by their standing in the
Society. Standing was calculated and adjusted based on the testimony of the
individual and others in Meeting, reflecting current values, past behavior and
suggesting future paths. “Irregular marriage,” military involvement, drinking, and
so on were cardinal sins in the Society and frequent grounds for censure or being
“read out of meeting.” The growth of the new sects and rise of frontier meetings
was in part a reaction against the excessive use of such censure in the late 18th
century. The decline of the Henrico meeting resulted from the departure of many
remaining members for points west and south, including North Carolina.
Devout or strict Friends could expect to bear the crosses of their faith and
custom. Thomas Amoss probably affected Quaker plain dress and speech as
David Parr and his family are known to have done thirty years on. Parr’s
neighbors in later years recalled these eccentricities with fondness but outsiders’
reactions earlier in the century and particularly in wartime may have been quite
different. The old Henrico Meeting records are filled with members who refused
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to pay tithes and taxes in support of the military and thus had property seized.
Upper-class Quakers owned many fine and costly possessions. Besides meeting
the obligations of class and entertaining polite society, it might be suggested that
such goods provided a shadow currency to satisfy tax collectors. Paraded
through the neighborhood in a collector’s cart, fine furnishings could transform
the acquisitive Quaker from hypocrite to martyr for their devotion to pacifism and
their faith at the expense of worldly possessions.

Reconstruction Tensions
The Quaker Parrs faced new worries with the conclusion of the Civil War.
The deep resentment in much of the white population and the desperation of
those who felt deprived of pride and tradition fell heavily on Friend Parr and his
family who had been, at best, grudging participants in the southern cause. Oral
tradition relates the story of the Parrs making ceramic cannonballs for the war
effort, though any source for this anecdote is lost. As the following dialect sketch
shows, the local newspaper was not above exploiting their advertisers, the Parrs.
Although the Friends’ support for the abolitionist cause was not explicitly
remarked on, the assault on their promotion of temperance with 60-90% alcohol
by volume ‘poteen’ was an obvious jab.
APOPLEXY.- Above. A bright summer sky, like
The old Constitution, (not ship, but document)
without a black spot in it. Below, a shamrocksheathed yard, which, thank the Lord, nigger
“freedmen” never trod, or will be allowed to tread
on- though, alas! Celtic slaves do. On the sward’s
marg’n, the big house,” alias the landlord’s-in front,
as Sterne said;
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The glorious Shannon spreading like a sea;” On the
sward a row of tables festooned with green boughs
and garlanded with “posies,” and seated round it,
Fenian “colleens” and “bouchils,” and “Paddy the
piper,” and “Jerry the fiddler,” striking up so gaily,
O!” It was a harvest home dinner given by a good
Irish landlord (rara avis [rare bird]) to his tenants,
lineal descendants of “Brian the brave.” It was a
jovial scene, and one which would have done No.
167 D.S.T good, for there was plenty of the [rather]”
there. At the head of the table sat the landlord, and
says he: “Mick Molowney, shall I help you to some
apple pie?” Apple pie, yer honor! [Faix], thin maybe
ye might, yer Honor, af tar died ov an appleplexy,
and I’m feered ov it: but the docthur that tinded him
said that if the plexy was left out, yer Honor, and a
little sperrits was put in place ov it, it wouldn’t have
killed him at all, yer Honor!”
Landlord took hint, and sent Micky a jorum of
whiskey. Whereupon, Micky, nudging his neighbor
Tim Rafferty, said, “Tim, I got the betther of the owld
chap that time, for the divil a bit ov my father is dead
at all, at all; but share alanna, he’s the next thing to
it, for shure’ he’s in Richmond, in old Virginny, and
the Fredman’s Burrow, that is Mr. Douglas’ Burrow,
or whatever the divil they call it, has him in jail for
batin’ a nagar who spoke disrespectfully of that fine
gentleman, President Johnson. Tim, let us drink
President Johnson’s health, long life to him.”
Thereupon, they took a pig out of a piggin. We wish
Mick and Tim had one of David Parr & Son’s
pitchers. Potheen would have tasted mighty fine out
of it. But read advertisement, this issue”
Richmond Whig, 23 Feb 1866 [45]16, 3 (emphasis added)

Whereas the Henrico Meeting had declined due to southern and westward
migration of its members in the late 1700s, North Carolina meetings had
blossomed. By far the most poignant example of Quaker faith in the James River
potting tradition is that of North Carolina-born Tilighman R. Vestal of the Parr
Pottery. Tilighman was a member of one of the meetings that had grown as
Virginia memberships waned. Having been trained in potting by his father,
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Tilighman remained undecided on his future employment on the eve of the Civil
War. (Smith and Rogers 2011, 943)
When conscripted into the Confederate infantry, the defiant pacifist quickly
became the bane of his officers, and was often moved from camp to camp,
Vestal’s military ‘career’ ended when officers and enlisted men knocked the
conscientious objector to the ground, piercing him seventeen times with their
bayonets, several cutting over an inch deep. The unrepentant Quaker was finally
sent to prison in Richmond.
Vestal next found himself pacing the floors of Richmond’s infamous
“Castle Thunder,” where he maintained correspondence with increasingly
unsympathetic relations and friends who exhorted him to choose a vocation that
might allow him to pass the war in a peaceable and free manner. The most
promising option was local Quaker David Parr’s pottery, just a mile to the east.
Ironically for Tilighman, the Confederate prison, nee’ tobacco warehouse, stood
directly across the street from the old Henrico Quaker Meeting. The circa 1798
Meeting House was described in a Richmond Dispatch article of June 15, 1853
as a brick structure set back from the northeast corner of Cary and 19th streets.
The interior was left unpainted and the accompanying, eglantine-covered
graveyard held no markers as per the Society’s practice, a bucolic counterpoint
to the castle. Tormented by the nearness of such a haven, perhaps no less so
than by the conditions in Castle Thunder, Tilighman relented to work at Parr’s
pottery in 1862.
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Networks of Design and Aesthetics
The networks of craftsmen and the movement of apprentices between
east coast potting centers like New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Virginia are recorded in the decorative and formal characteristics of
stoneware. Amoss and Parr brought two distinct schools of Baltimore potting,
Schermerhorn and Wilson those of Albany, Troy, and Cheesequake. The Trees
Point potters introduced Philadelphia styles while the Lowndes and Ducey wares
combined the Lowndes’ Staffordshire background with the emerging Virginia
stoneware tradition.
Artisans’ perceptions of their craft shape how they reach production
standards and a level of satisfaction in their work. House-wright, shipbuilder, and
theorist, David Pye (1995, 2010) focused his studies on the formation of these
perceived standards.
Design, seemingly the first and foremost principle in a utilitarian craft like
stoneware potting, was the subject of generations of well-hidden development.
Design, notes Pye, includes the design of the processes of production as well as
the design of individual forms to their most efficient and functional effect.
Pye argues that all production can be divided into ‘workmanship of risk’
and ‘workmanship of certainty’. Certainty entails production processes (generally
highly-mechanized), which are not contingent on the manual skill and qualitative
decisions of the workman. Risk, the dominant mode in traditional production,
highlights the myriad points at which the actions of the worker can change the
nature of the final product. There is necessary overlap between the two in that
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few processes are ever truly certain and nearly every risky craft is made
somewhat more manageable through certainty-increasing tools or techniques.
The potter’s wheel, ribs, molds, tempers, and so on all lessen risk. Other, lesscommonly thought of tools and ‘tricks’ include means of keeping vessels in the
round, such as applying a sheet of wet paper across the rim before removing one
from the wheel or using a conical mandrill to restore the roundness of an elliptical
rim (examples from four generations of Leach family potters, Leach 2013).
Applicable regardless of changing fashions or circumstances, such skills are
often passed through potting families more consistently than any aesthetic of
form or decoration.
Other forms of risk minimization include throwing vessels in two parts, as
done when forming a very large water-cooler from two cylindrical pots joined
mouth-to-mouth. A large vessel could be made still larger by completing the
upper half using the coil method. This was a technique used by Edgefield potters
like David Drake in making monumental alkaline-glazed jars. Not only does this
minimize the risk of a large form failing in the kiln, the thinner walls these
techniques result in reduce clay usage and improve the vessel’s aesthetics,
appearing and feeling more confidently and skillfully thrown. Other measures
belong to a group of actions, which become part of the practice of the potter.
Pulled handles are formed by holding a lump of clay in one hand and, grasping
half with the wetted thumb and first two fingers of the other, pulling down in a
repeated motions until a uniform ribbon of clay is achieved. No extruder, knife, or
other implement is needed; the simple technique has descended through a
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thousand years of the craft. Each individual handle length is formed by laying the
ribbon on a board and, using the board’s edge as a cutting tool, pulling it down
and away. Pulled handles exemplify the grace and efficiency of the smallest
tasks of the potter.
Risk is inherent not only in tools and techniques but in the materials
themselves. Pye refers to the negotiation of artisan and material in the era before
machine-rendered “uniform properties” as accepting ‘in truck’ the caprices of the
material (1968, 48). In these cases, the potter turned chemist, mixing clay
bodies, adding temper, freezing, recycling, and adding vinegar to speed
fermentation in their efforts to further refine their “raw” material.

Art, Aesthetics, and Functionality in “Useless Work”
The struggle between risk, functionality, and the aesthetics of the
workman lies at the core of production for Pye. No work, he claims, is purely
utilitarian; all artifacts involve “useless work” which springs from the need for
embellishment, but also from the conscious or subconscious aesthetics of the
maker. Society and individual consumers act as checks-on and agents-of the
formation of these views and their results. By filling the lived world with the
products of their aesthetic, however, potters and other artisans mold the
landscape and culture a little bit in their image.
As Pye states, that work must be considered ‘useless’, which fulfills no
immediate functional role in the product. Every human artifact designed to a
purpose is composed of a percentage of useless work, as it is impossible to build
without in some way first designing. No artifact has only one possible form,
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meaning that any form chosen is an embellishment that betrays the tastes of its
author. Nothing dictates that a pencil must have eight sides, nor that the ferrule
be decorated a certain way. Makers of stoneware developed regionally distinct
approaches to common vessel types. Out of an infinite variety of forms that could
meet the requirements of “jarness” or “spittoonness”, James River potters arrived
at a subtle tradition of seemingly utilitarian choices, “useless work” masquerading
as functional design.
Baudrillard (2005[1968], 4,152-153) sees to the heart of the matter. While
he believes in the possibility of purely utilitarian systems without embellishment,
he adds an important point on the human need for useless work: “in its pure
function, the object solves a practical problem, but in its inessential aspects, it
resolves a social or psychological conflict” (2005[1968], 135). Indeed, these
“useless” aspects often have as strong a role as their planned function.
“Appreciation of an object purely because its appearance delights us bestows
utility- meaning, usefulness- in the same way that a pitcher, vase, or tumbler has
a functional ability” (Madarasz 1998, 93). These views highlight the hidden utility
in ‘decorative’ arts, particularly pottery. We are on the path to understanding why
James River stoneware took shape as it did.
Game Theory interprets the motivations of actors engaged in risky or
costly behavior. Individuals and communities will, it proposes, hazard
exponentially greater outlays of resources and energy the greater the potential
reward. ‘Costly Signaling Theory’ applies this analysis to the attainment of
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cultural status through outlays in material culture. It is the quantification of profits
gambled in traditional conspicuous consumption.
In Costly Signaling Theory, “payoff should cover resources expended or
risked in signaling” (Graham, et al 2007). The case study explored how 17th
century Virginia elites went out of their way, and out of all sensible budgets, to
create their grand brick homes. The superficial payoff of a signaling strategy
could be passingly functional as were the brick houses in the examples given by
Graham et al. Wooden structures serve just as well in the South, however, and in
the status-hungry colony of Virginia, embellishment to the point of seeming folly
was at the heart of costly signaling.
Cobalt decorations, so patently ‘functionally irrelevant’, are a perfect
example of a potter’s similar investment of time and energy in a strategy that
produced a payoff on multiple fronts. Good decoration sold pots; it disguised
otherwise banal or sub-par potting skills and style; it evinced an attention to detail
that inspired consumer confidence and distinguished one potter’s stock from
another’s. Both the DuVal and Randolph operations show indications of having
begun with the production of traditional, English iron-washed and reduction-fired
vessels. Within a decade, several outsiders brought decorative traditions that
effectively out-signaled the brown ware. In the case of the James River potters, it
is quite possible that we see first-hand the extinction of a local English brown
stoneware tradition through the proliferation of Germanic, cobalt-decorated ware.
Social and psychological conversations, as well as conflicts, were
addressed by stoneware. The grand function of useless work explored in Costly
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Signaling is an outgrowth of the more domestic “socio-technic function”
expounded upon by James Deetz. In Small Things Forgotten famously claimed
that “delft in the parlor” was a sure sign of status (Deetz 1996 [1977]).
Stoneware, no matter how profusely decorated in cobalt, was still utilitarian
crockery and elevating it would necessitate the drastic changes in design and
production that produced the likes of white salt glaze stoneware in the 1730s1760s. Some exceptions, like large showpiece water coolers and presentation
wares, held higher value, but that value was often ideological (e.g. promoting
native manufacture) or sentimental (e.g. a memorial or commemoration), rather
than an arbitrary marker of status.
The line between Socio-Technic and Ideo-Technic blurs further.
Staffordshire and Liverpool potters churned out “Anglo-American” transfer wares
printed with patriotic scenes and legends for the U.S. market. Meanwhile,
transplanted Staffordshire potter Thomas Lowndes and his family created
monumental patriotic water coolers with American eagles and stars. Perhaps
there is something here of the resistance and solidarity invested in an Irish
nativist pipe as found by Mrozowski, Beaudry et al (Mrozowski 1996) at New
England’s Boott Mills. Lowndes was a traditional English craftsman, staking a
claim in a new land by adopting its imagery and aesthetics while returning to the
roots of his craft as a utilitarian potter.
Quaker philosophy influenced the form and appearance of James River
stoneware. Quakers believed in the ‘elevated level of craft’ where manual skill
held something of the status otherwise accorded to academia. Quakers, after all,
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had once been denied the right to higher education and Hicksite communities
and rural meetings continued to disdain learning. Still, one would think that the
degree of decoration and “useless work” seen in the stoneware of Thomas
Amoss or David Parr would pose a challenge to Quaker sensibilities.
The potters may have interpreted the Society’s aversion to superfluous art
and embellishment differently when they festooned pots with flowers, leaves, and
fanciful designs. Decoration and particularly form reflected the Quaker taste for
things “plain but of the finest stuff” in ways akin to Shaker design. Depictions of
‘works of God’ such as plants and flowers were perhaps nominally exempt from
the distaste garnered by “art for art’s sake.”
Alternatively, profuse cobalt decoration such as that of Thomas Amoss or
the Parrs may have been a guilty pleasure, a release for God-given talent that
then called for penance. Quaker painter Edward Hicks famously wrestled with his
love of painting. The combination of form and design represent a reductive
consumption,

a

‘handsomeness-not-beauty’

in

simplicity.

Quaker

craft,

particularly carpentry, followed a code that promoted honest work: ‘vernacular
forms, indigenous materials, and communal construction’. Most James River
stoneware met all these tenets of Quaker building.
The diverse backgrounds of early James River potters came together to
produce a stylistic repertoire that can be explored via structural and semiotic
approaches. A handful of related designs tie together the shops and training of
multiple potters and regions.
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At Four Mile Creek, for example, potter Stephen B. Sweeney not only
consolidated the physical lands and potteries of those who influenced him but
combined the idiolects of his masters and role models into a unique new lexicon.
Together with a better understanding of the natural origins of Sweeney’s designs,
a semiotic approach helps uncover the origins of these elements and their
meanings for potter and consumer alike.
Ideology can create a unique stylistic ‘pronunciation’ of natural imagery.
An increasingly recognized example is the work of Moravian craftsmen. Not only
did the Moravian potters employ coded religious imagery drawn from the plant
and animal worlds, their emphasis on a more liberal education in the Church of
the Brethren encouraged remarkably naturalistic depictions of flora and fauna.
With the eye of a naturalist, they depicted turtles and squirrels, flowers and fruits.
With the subtle iconography of the followers of their martyred founder Jan Hus, a
cut pomegranate was transfigured into the wound in Christ’s side. This was one
set of iconography. Just east of the Moravian communities in North Carolina,
potters in the Quaker and Germanic St. Asaph’s communities employed highly
decorative but also highly-stylized floral and geometric devices. Their meanings
remain little understood.
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Figure 140: Dish (1775-1785)
Probably was made during Gottfried
Aust’s tenure as master at Salem, NC
Lead-glazed Earthenware
Diameter: 10 inches
Collection of Old Salem Museum
Gavin Ashworth, photographer

Figure 139: Dish (1790-1820)
Alamance County North Carolina
Lead-glazed Earthenware
Diameter: 10 inches
Collection of Old Salem Museum
Gavin Ashworth, photographer

Clover, Cotton, or Tree of Life?

Figure 141: 19th century illustration of cotton
plant, possibly a printers block or stamp.

Baltimore collectors are familiar with the ‘clover’ design common to
stoneware in the Monumental City. Similar branching designs occur in the James
River tradition, particularly at the Lowndes and Ducey potteries in Petersburg,
Virginia (See Chapter 3, Figure 78). The Lowndes variant is quite similar to the
cornflower or ‘barbeau’ used by French porcelain makers in the 18th century
(Barber 1967, 7) and has also been interpreted as a ‘tree of life’ motif by Robert
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Hunter (2012 pers. comm.). Alternatively, as Hunter suggests, they could
represent an entirely more literal but far more loaded symbol, a cotton plant.
Petersburg, even more than Richmond, relied heavily on both the trade in raw
cotton from area plantations and farms, and the processing of finished textiles at
mills that lined the Appomattox. The plant was prosperity and stability. The local
economy was cushioned, as it were, on millions of bales of cotton and those
bales weighed on the backs of the region’s thousands of enslaved workers.
If Hunter’s hypothesis proves correct, the Lowndes design takes
considerable liberties in stylizing the cotton plant’s bolls, stem structure and leaf
arrangement. A second variant, found on vessels with strong connections to
Stephen Sweeney in forms, handles, and rims, make the case more convincing.
The Sweeney-associated examples share the cotton plant’s alternating,
branching pattern, its hulled blooms, and the bases of opposed leaves. The
overall similarity of the variations strongly suggests a link between the Sweeney,
Lowndes, and Ducey potteries involving an itinerant decorator or other influence.

Craft, Landscape Agency, and Networks and
the Semiology of James River Pots
While the distribution of surviving pieces of James River stoneware tells
us the vessels were sold far afield of their point of origin, relatively few period
documents describe the trade networks that brought them there.
Pottery made its way west largely by way of water. First, skirting canals
and wing dams made westward trade by James River bateaux possible. Next,
mule-drawn James River & Kanawha canal boats made the run to Lynchburg in
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1840 and Buchanan in 1851, with Lexington being added shortly thereafter.
Shipping by roads and turnpikes was probably restricted to short-range due to
the weight and bulk of the ware. Richmond’s railroad networks were established
by the mid-1850s.
River and canal transport also reduced the time stoneware shipments
spent being jostled over rutted roads, avoiding breakage. To further ensure their
safety, potters packed in straw or shavings. In Jefferson’s letters to Richard
Randolph, the former president specified shipping arrangements including that
his beer jugs “should be packed in crates, or old hogsheads or such other cheap
package as you use.” (Jefferson to Randolph 25 Jan 1814, MHS). Jefferson’s
request for kale pots of May 13, 1822 promises Randolph that “if delivered
packed in hogsheads to the order of Colo. Peyton, he will, on sight of this letter,
pay for them.” (Jefferson to Randolph, 13 May 1822, MHS)
The Jefferson letters reveal the human network involved in moving
stoneware. Period shipping announcements and advertisements refer to these
transport strategies as well. In newspapers, stoneware potters often told
customers to call on them at their shops to arrange shipping. For larger orders,
this might involve the presentation of a letter signed by the buyer to the
intermediary. Thomas Jefferson’s orders at the Randolph pottery were to be
collected on Richard’s providing the letter to agents such as “a mr William
Johnson a waterman of Milton” or “Colo. Peyton” (25 January 1814, Jefferson
Papers; MHS, 13 May 1822)
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Documentary evidence for where potters exported their ware is scarce
and

generally

derives

from

newspaper

shipping

notices

and

potters’

advertisements. When the Keesee & Parr firm was formed in 1860, the potter
and his auctioneer partner advertised to “respectfully inform the merchants of
Virginia, North Carolina and Tennessee that they are manufacturing the very best
quality STONE-WARE, which they are selling at factory prices, with a liberal
discount for CASH” (Richmond Daily Dispatch, 2 Jan 1860, ads continuing
through March). The arrival of ships at the Rocketts harbor in Richmond as well
as those in Hampton, Norfolk, and Newport News revealed the extent of
competition from more northern potting centers like Baltimore, New Jersey and
New York. It is probable that this competition led the James River potters to turn
their trade inward, sending stoneware south to North Carolina as well as to
western parts of Virginia and into Tennessee.
The most fruitful records of stoneware trade lie in the logbooks of the
James River & Kanawha Canal Company, a few of which reside at the Virginia
Historical Society in Richmond. They document the tonnage and type of freight,
the points of origin and departure, and the names of the consignor and
consignee. They reveal the extent of trade with the west and identify port towns
that served as the nuclei of further overland dispersion into rural Virginia and
Tennessee. These distribution spheres will be further evidenced and amended
when archaeologists in those areas come to recognize the distinctive
characteristics of James River stoneware.
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What’s In A Name?
As we have seen, the names of the James River potteries were rarely set
in stone. The retail partnership of auctioneer Thomas W. Keesee & potter David
Parr is a good example of this. In the first half of their inaugural year, the pair
styled their business as the “Richmond Stoneware Pottery”, “Southern
Stoneware Pottery” “Keesee & Parr’s Pottery”. In the end, the name that stuck
was the “Richmond Pottery”, always accompanied by “Keesee & Parr,
Proprietors”. David Parr acquiesced to marking ware to be sold at Keesee’s
Carrington House store with both their names but avoided using the word
“pottery” or “manufactory” in the stamp, perhaps to preserve the independence of
the actual Rocketts factory.
The power of a name was not lost on certain of the potters. They
effectively guaranteed their product’s quality by using not block type to render
their names but specially prepared stamps representing their own signature
flourish, whether they be “Richd Randolph” or “Jno. P. Schermerhorn”. Henry
Lowndes went one better by frequently emblazoning vessels with an original
cobalt-slipped autograph while Stephen Sweeney chose to incise his name on
rare occasions.

Marketing Networks
Potters’ advertisements in the regional and national press read very
similarly, following an established, apparently successful formula. They generally
promoted their “large and varied assortments” of stoneware by providing
incentives for bulk purchasers, cartage discounts, and so on.
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In Petersburg, Thomas Lowndes advertised wares “ready-packed” for
immediate purchase and pick-up. Ben DuVal stated, “A very liberal deduction will
be made… to any person who will take to the amount of 5 or 600 dollars and the
ware will be delivered to the purchasers in any part of the city.”1 He would deliver
it, moreover, “free of the expense of cartage, and at the New York prices; the
freight from thence to this place would average 20 per cent at least”. 2 The
present prices (which it is believed are about the same as in New York, and
much lower than the Baltimore prices)”.3
Richmond’s potteries operated through several of the early republic’s
economic downturns including panics and recessions that marked the years
1819-1822, 1837-1842, 1857-1860, 1873-1879, and 1881-1885. As makers of
necessary, utilitarian goods, stoneware potters avoided some of the threats
posed to refined-ware makers by national recessions and depressions. Still, in
downtimes, durable goods makers suffered as customers repaired and reused
products they might in happier circumstances have replaced. Economic
pressures were among the reasons pottery owners Richard Randolph and
Benjamin DuVal liquidated their plantations “Kaolin” and “Experiment”.
Cash economy and potting did not always go hand-in-hand. Quite often,
potters found themselves dealing in kind rather than in currency. Nor was this
economy limited to cash-strapped rural areas or retail buyers. When David Parr

1

The Enquirer [R.Va], 25 June 1814, 3:5; Virginia Patriot [R.Va], 25 June 1814, 2:5
2 DuVal 1815
3 The Enquirer [R.VA], 16 Dec 1815, 3:6; Virginia Patriot [R.Va], 16 Dec 1815, 3:5. The
reference to New York underscores competition from that state with stoneware delivered by
the boatload at the docks in Richmond and Norfolk.
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& Sons advertised a thousand pounds of tallow for sale at Carrington House, it
could only be evidence that a store or other large client had paid the potter in
kind (Richmond Daily Dispatch 17 Feb 1860). One possibility might be a butcher
who traded processing byproducts for stoneware containers to pot salted meats.
Interruptions in accustomed supply networks during the Civil War left
Richmond potters to fall back on alternatives for needed materials. For David
Parr, this meant soliciting members of the community. In mid-September 1864,
Parr sought “OLD LEAD- The highest market price will be paid for OLD LEAD, in
large or small quantities, at our factory in Rocketts, or at the store at the corner of
Twelfth and Cary Streets” (Richmond Daily Dispatch, 15 Sept 1864). Lead was at
a premium, being vital to the war effort. The lead Parr bought would be oxidized
and mixed with water, then brushed onto earthenware vessels. That fall saw
continued action between the Union and Confederate forces at Deep Bottom and
around the former Sweeney Potteries. By that winter sufficient lead was
apparently no longer forthcoming as Parr resorted to advertising for an
alternative material to use in glazing his earthenware. “BROKEN GLASS
WANTED” ran the ad, “will pay cash for BROKEN GLASS, of all colors, at the
POTTERY STORE of DAVID PARR & SONS, corner of Cary and Twelfth streets”
(Richmond Daily Dispatch, 3 Dec 1864).
One day in the mid-1860s, David Parr sent Franklin Davis of Staunton,
Virginia a letter. The potter used one of his own handbills to make the envelope
and may well have written the letter, now lost, on the back of another. The
Confederate paper shortage led to many instances of such wartime bricolage,
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notably the printing of newspapers on the reverse of sheets of wallpaper
(Marshall Goodman 2012, pers. comm.). By the rough cut of the envelope, it is
possible Parr cut a stack of handbills at once, the papers slipping somewhat
beneath the shears. Although the date is illegible, the repurposing of this and
other handbills may mark the cessation of the Keesee & Parr business in the
wake of the 1865 Carlton House fire.

Political Networks
Political allegiances are a mainstay of studies in industrial labor but are
rarely considered in the non-organized, pre-industrial craft system. It is precisely
this time period, however, in which potters and politicians alike learned the value
of allegiances benefiting American producers. While scarce mention of potters’
political ideology is made in historical documents, their ready medium,
stoneware, helps flesh out the story.
One internment among the fourteen or fifteen at the Schermerhorn family
cemetery at Montezuma offers a window into the family’s political leanings and
helps

relate

a

group

of

surviving

vessels.

Reverend

John

Freeman

Schermerhorn, a distant cousin and friend of the potter, died while visiting
Richmond in 1851 and was buried with the family’s blessing. He was one of two
Indian agents involved in the signing of the treaty resulting in the Cherokee
Removal or “Trail of Tears” and was a close friend of President Andrew Jackson.
Several extant JPS vessels bear the name, portrait or both of “Old Hickory”
suggesting the Jackson administration found favor among the potters
(Schermerhorn family papers, University of Missouri Library and Archives,
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courtesy of W. Sterling Schermerhorn; Lynchburg Virginian 5 Jan 1833 48:A).
Jackson’s career spanned the first third of Schermerhorn’s time in Richmond
from the Battle of New Orleans in 1812 to his two presidential terms as the
figurehead of the new Democratic party (1828-1836) with the battle against
Alexander Hamilton’s Bank of the United States and the forced removal of the
Cherokee from Georgia and the Carolinas to present-day Oklahoma.
A hint of the Lowndes family’s similar political leanings comes from a
“Biography of Mr. Calhoun” which Henry Lowndes, Jr. wrote for Petersburg’s The
Republican in 1843 (14 July 1843 2[2], I-6). Vice-president during Jackson’s first
term, the hawkish John C. Calhoun was a proponent of states rights and an
originator of the theory of slavery as a positive good. His support of native
industries and protectionist measures may have been what won Lowndes’
admiration, however. Thomas Lowndes, Sr. had no doubt left Staffordshire to
escape the shrinking potters’ wages that facilitated shipping cheap export wares
to America; wares now threatening his grandson’s generation of craftsmen.
In this context, the unexpected use of intensely patriotic symbolism by a
first generation immigrant craftsman is compelling. Henry Lowndes’ eagle- and
star-festooned vessels were tours de force that proclaimed both their buyer’s and
their maker’s pride in a nation coming into its own in the 1830s and 40s.
To be sure, potters from the Lowndes’ home in Staffordshire, England
understood this market as well; producing export ware celebrating American
themes. Many may have sympathized with their American brethren or envied the
better wages and opportunities afforded English and European potters in the
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United States. There is something unique in the patriotism of American
stoneware potters, however, an honesty and hopefulness in the execution of their
designs. Unlike British export wares; many examples of American patriotic
stoneware were created as original works, without the use of transfer patterns or
whole molds. The effort involved in creating patriotic motifs from scratch reveals
personal interest in the design.
Jars bearing eagles have been attributed to John Schermerhorn and
Samuel Wilson in the 1820s and 30s and then there is the monumental eagle
cooler of George N. Fulton at the Parr Pottery in the late 1850s. There may be
further symbolism in this last bird. What place did such a strong military and
national symbol have in the shop of the pacifist Parrs? George’s American eagle
retains its quiver of arrows while the balance, the olive branch of peace, has
been replaced with the banner bearing “Geo. N. Fulton”. In the years of “Bleeding
Kansas” and the Dred Scot decision, these Richmond potters may have been
showing support of the fraying strength of the Union. It is easy to read overly
much into this, but perhaps Fulton did take such an opportunity to make a
political statement under the watchful eye of his Quaker master. Then again, the
national government, for all its militaristic associations was the only body capable
of supporting and defending the rights of Quakers to follow their peculiar custom
and as such may have become an important ally.
These democratic potter-patriots were loyal to the ancestors of today’s
Republicans. They favored of states’ rights and protection of the right to accrue
wealth, and they placed faith in patriotic symbolism over brick and mortar central
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government. Quaker potters like Amoss and Parr were most likely proponents of
Whig or Republican ideals like abolition and having a strong central government
capable of defending the First Amendment rights Quakers depended on.

Northern Potters, Southern Land
A history of southern stoneware is a story of the movement of traditions as
well as individuals. The creation of major southern potting schools can be traced
to the arrival of an outsider bringing with them an established potting style.
Richmond’s influx of northern potters in the early 1800s mirrored that of other
southern communities such as Fayetteville, North Carolina, for example, where a
great many artisans, not just the potters, hailed from a single northern state,
Connecticut

(Scarborough

and

Scarborough

2009[1986]).

Like

the

transplantation of Connecticut incised stoneware by the Webster family to
Fayetteville, James River potters carried distinct traditions from Albany,
Cheesequake, Baltimore, and Philadelphia to southeast Virginia. Within a
generation the interaction between the potters and their new communities and
landscapes recast these imported styles into a strong local tradition.
Potters are traditionally seen as and refer to themselves as an “odd lot”.
They are a tribe that depends heavily on close family and craft ties but which is
often plagued by divisions that prevent general unity. The Virginia potters were
able to develop an artistic and aesthetic tradition, but their various backgrounds
hampered the formation of a strong craft community. Instead, smaller subgroups
such as the Quakers and the Albany potters persevered. Unfortunately their
numbers were far fewer than those of other communities of expatriate artisans.
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Apart from issues of land availability, coal, railroads, and economic machinations,
the James River potters faced too many differences to expand their trade on the
level accomplished by the more homogenous community of English potters who
grew the industry in Ohio in the second half of the 19th century.

Kinship Networks

Figure 142: Movements of potters between potteries in the James River tradition. Each grey
column represents a separate operation in the four geographic groups.

The above table reveals significant networking among the potting groups
in the James River area. The constant movement of New York and New Jersey
potters like Schermerhorn and Wilson is opposed to many others and the DuVal
Works appears as a veritable hive, with workers spreading and pollinating the
surrounding shops with their ideas and experience.
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Figure 143: Owners, master potters, workers, and potential workers known by name. Workers are grouped by shop, area, and decade.
Potters are renowned for keeping the craft in families and acting in strong community networks. Marriages uniting James River potting
families include DuVal to Randolph and Schermerhorn to Wilson.

Structuralism, Semiotics, and Sherds
By applying structural linguistics and Peircian semiotics to the work of
James River Basin potters, one can better understand relationships between the
potteries, the movement of apprentices and journeymen, and achieve an
understanding of this vernacular art form in grammatical terms. Structuralism
relies on the underlying symmetries of thought, form and action in the
relationships between cognition and behavior (Preucel and Bauer 2001, 86;
Levi-Strauss 1967). Bourdieu argues against the application of structuralist
analysis to works of plastic art, “pure art without theory,” as he quotes Durkheim
(1995, 1). As we should beware of pure function without art (and pure art without
function), so must we of this.
There are many ways that structural analysis can treat a highly
standardized “art” such as stoneware potting. Potting studies have in fact played
a central role in the development of structuralism and especially structural
linguistics-based anthropology and archaeology.
In Invitation to Archaeology (1967), James Deetz applied Saussurean
semiology to the Arikara potters of North Dakota using his own customized
terminology, the “facteme” and “formeme.” By the time of In Small Things
Forgotten (1996[1977], see also 1988), Deetz had abandoned these linguistic
“tagmemes” to turn toward structuralist analysis on a national and international
scale. For the fine scale of material culture research, however, the categories
remain useful. Claude Levi-Strauss’ The Jealous Potter (1988) traced deep
structures of traditional potting practice and belief in South America. Henry
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Glassie’s The Potter’s Art (1999) applies structural interpretations familiar from
earlier works (e.g. Glassie 1975, 1982, 1988) to uncover the similarities of the
craft in many countries.
At the level of social interaction and of relationships with landscape,
analysis takes a more inclusive Peircean semiotic approach. This is not to say
simple oppositions are absent or unimportant, but that they are bedded in a more
complex cultural matrix than can be accounted for in simple terms of signifier and
signified. It is analysis that is conscious of the meshwork.
As interpreted by Robert Preucel, Charles Sanders Peirce’s semiotics
improves our understanding of stoneware’s meanings while unifying logic and
allowing theory free reign. The approach directs inquiry “into the multiple
meanings of a single artifact or sign” (Preucel and Bauer 2001, 91). Multiple
meanings include the intended and nuanced uses of stoneware forms or the
valuation of decoration or color in different value systems. Further, semiotics
discourages overly narrow interpretations and allows for Derridaean “play” or
“float”, i.e. acknowledging the flux rather than stasis of meaning in things and
spaces. Hodder argued that even signs are not always arbitrary but are often
meaningfully constituted and semiotics allows even these associations to float
(Preucel and Bauer 2001, 87). Preucel’s approach also answers Bourdieu’s
(1998) complaint that semiology ignores the practice of speech in social
interaction (Preucel and Bauer 2001, 86). Commutation tests as described by
Barthes (1977[1964], 65-67) can distill the tangle of flowers and flourishes in
pottery into structured sets of elements but fall short in interpreting the logic
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behind the designs. A Peircean commutation test of material culture is more
satisfying as all the factors can fall into these three relations: symbol, icon, indice;
themselves formed by the subject-object-interpretant dialectic. Peirce’s system
helps unpack the legisigns, or iconic types, unique to each potter.
In stoneware, a legisign might be an archetypal flower or a
characteristically shaped rim. Stoneware collectors recognize a “James River
style” based on legisigns but are hard put to structure their arguments.
Uncovering what “makes” a James River pot, and what made some of them
Quaker pots relies on revealing the structure of this vernacular and its core signs.
Roland Barthes (1977 [1964], 28, 68) analyzed the respective roles of
producers and consumers in various trades, relationships he described as
systems. The James River presents us with a “stoneware system” on the model
of his “Furniture,” “Garment,” and “Food” systems. Although potters seems to fit
the bill of Barthes’ “car system” as a small group ‘controlling’ consumer options,
in reality their role was more akin to that of the egalitarian system of Barthes’
cook. Indeed, familiar metaphors linking potting and baking abound. When
producing for a retail market, the potter catered to the interests and needs of
customers, creating and altering his wares to fit their functional needs and
perhaps sometimes their aesthetic tastes. Each potter-cook developed a
separate modus operandi for the selection and mixing of raw materials, the
forming and decoration of the green ware, and the baking of the finished pots. In
the James River Basin, dozens of potters developed such distinct ‘ideolects’
(Barthes 1977, 21) of form and decoration, of production and marketing.
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Conclusion
This dissertation has united a large body of research on a James River
Industry that has long been passed over in the archaeological literature. We have
explored the history and technology of stoneware production, anticipating how
the practices of the working potter determined the form of artifacts and spaces in
the historical and archaeological record. The history of the James River potting
industry, pulled from the files and archives of the James River counties, began to
shape these expectations by introducing the historic potters and their individual
histories gleaned from surviving documents. Archaeological work on the
potteries, often in its first stages despite decades of sporadic survey, permitted
the first testing of these expectations and hypotheses, from the kilns to the
sherds

and

surviving

vessels.

Thus

armed

with

facts

and

educated

interpretations, Chapter 4 took a step back to apply the new knowledge to the
physical spaces and places of the potters, building for the first time a
comprehensive map of this James River industry. Chapter 5’s stage, furnished
with props and mental tape marks, was set for acts whose themes engaged
theories ranging from Actor Network to Semiotics and Practice.
In Chapter 1, we followed stoneware production from raw clay in the
ground through finished vessels headed to market. The technical context of
potting is crucial to understanding potters’ habitus and their relationships to the
natural and social environment. Many of the processes, tools, and materials have
been with the craft for hundreds, and in some cases thousands, of years. The
commonalities of potting unify the trade while highlighting individual variation in
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techniques, forms, and traits that coalesced into regional traditions like that of the
lower James River basin.
Clay, water, and fuel, the requirements of any pottery, were discussed
with reference to the lower James. The topic of wood fuels and the possibility of
coal fuel raised by pottery owner Benjamin DuVal’s association with the
Midlothian mines introduced us to the larger footprint of potters, their timber
holdings and reliance on supply networks. Clay sourcing opened the story of
ceramic speculators from England in the 18th century and the American
entrepreneurs like William Rogers who were the first to make Virginia clays
profitable. With its abundant beds of stoneware clay, it is little wonder that the
James River hosted a pottery boom in the 1810s and 20s with as many as eight
separate manufactories. The draw of this clay, combined with other natural and
cultural resources brought talent and traditions from New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, North Carolina, as well as England and Ireland.
The chapter went on to trace the development of stoneware kilns from the 14th
century Rhineland through John Dwight’s Fulham kilns through to the AngloGermanic hybrids that emerged in North America in the late 18th and early 19thcenturies. Understanding potting as a chaîne opératoire of many tasks allows us
to interpret the documentary and artifactual evidence presented in Chapters 2
and 3 and, in turn, to populate and activate the landscapes and networks of the
potteries explored in Chapters 4 and 5. The tools and equipment set the stage for
James River potters. Tasks become the improvisational roles of actors revealed
in historical documentation, the spaces around them, an interactive stage.
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Chapter 2 presents the historical origins of the Southeast Virginia
stoneware industry from the first American stoneware factory at Yorktown in
1720 to the new generation of 19th-century potters that has been the focus of this
dissertation. The biographies of the potters and their potteries drawn from
documentary research provided the historical context for the landscape and
network analyses in Chapters 4 and 5.
The diversity of potters, hailing as they did from different states and even
countries makes their distillation into distinct groups along the James
understandable. These groups included the English Lowndes and Irish Duceys,
the New York and New Jersey potters of DuVal and their connections, and
Quakers of Baltimore. Cutting across these groups were even more important
community ties, between independent Quakers and aspiring planters, the
personalities that shuttled between the physical loci of production to weave the
meshwork of the James River tradition. The individual stories of the potters and
potteries begin with the development of the Richmond earthenware trade at the
shops of Lord and Park in the 1780s and DuVal and Allinson in the 1790s. The
DuVal enterprise expanded first into tiles with William Harwood and then
stoneware with John Poole Schermerhorn and Samuel Wilson. Free black
potters begin to appear in the records as Isaac Denson is adopted into the trade.
While the Lowndes potters arrived in Petersburg from Staffordshire, the DuVal
shop experienced personality conflicts and resultant legal trouble. William
Harwood left the operation in 1817, as did John Schermerhorn. As Benjamin’s
son James tried to regain momentum under “the Sign of the Jug,” new potteries
emerged in competition. Schermerhorn struck out on his own with the Port Mayo/
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Rocketts pottery and in the southeast corner of the county, the former Norwich
Mills became planter’s son Richard Randolph’s stoneware manufactory. With the
help of his artists, Samuel Frayser and Thomas Amoss, Randolph turned the
region’s initial clay source into a manufacturing center in its own right. Within a
decade, Schermerhorn insured his continued success by investing in a clay-rich
farm just north of the city. With this 300-plus-acre plantation “Montezuma” and its
“inexhaustible beds of the finest potters clay,” John Poole now controlled all his
raw materials. At Four Mile Creek in the 1830s, Stephen Sweeney began to
consolidate parts of the old Randolph “Kaolin” tract to create “Claymount” where
his business interests would include a tavern, hotel, agricultural lands, and two
potteries. In 1850, the death of John Schermerhorn opened a vacuum that was
quickly filled by newcomers David Parr of Baltimore and Sanford Perry and Moro
Phillips of Philadelphia. Stoneware production now focused at four factories in as
many locations: Richmond, Petersburg, Four Mile-Bailey’s creeks, and Trees
Point on the James. Trees Point served the important and growing market of
chemical stoneware as Richmond industries grew through the 1850s. While Moro
Phillips removed to Philadelphia by 1854, in Richmond, David Parr was thriving.
By the close of the decade, he had partnered with auctioneer Thomas W.
Keesee, facilitating retail and wholesale business and encouraging the steady
flow of Parr wares into the western part of the state. Meanwhile, Sweeney’s
operation prospered into the first years of the war but the ravages of the fighting
at Deep Bottom, New Market Heights, and Malvern Hill followed by the sickness
and death of Stephen Sr. in 1863 spelled doom. Buying out Sweeney’s remaining
stock and tools left Parr with only the Ducey Brothers in Petersburg as
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competition and both turned increasingly to industrial products such as crucibles,
bricks, flowerpots, and pipe to supplement a stoneware market that was being
eaten away by glass containers and mass-produced and rail-shipped stoneware
from Ohio and the west.
In Chapter 3, existing and new archaeological evidence was presented
and the forms and decorations employed by the individual potters detailed.
Preliminary analysis discussed the bearing of such finds on our understanding of
potters’ techniques and landscapes. Also, the discussion of the physical
manifestations of the James River tradition in the sherds and pots, features and
landscapes began to reveal active threads in the meshwork. Chapter 3 tested the
basic understanding of potting presented in the first chapter and thereby revealed
unique local variations and aesthetic and behavioral adaptations. The dozen or
more individual potting sites in the James River tradition were necessarily
unevenly represented as some have yet to be discovered while others have seen
considerable surface collection and at least preliminary archaeological data
recovery. The fact is highlighted that despite four decades of sporadic research
by Virginia archaeologists, these important and rich production sites still demand
intensive study and in the case of threatened sites like the Parr pottery,
immediate action, lest the fate of the DuVal works befall them as well.
Archaeology is key to bringing the James River stoneware tradition back
as an important historical and creative link to the landscape. From a public
archaeology perspective, the attribution of sherds, vessels, and sites is a means
of building community heritage, of recovering roots where time has erased
physical and mental markers of belonging. Members of the DuVal, Sweeney, and
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Schermerhorn families continue to live in the area and no doubt the descendants
of many others who worked in and for the potteries. Moreover, everyone with ties
to the area’s 19th-century natives is descended from the customers whom the
potters served.
Chapter 4 began with a discussion of the importance of physical context
and the value of space in interpreting the landscapes of the James River
potteries. Landscape studies were defined and their appeal in archaeology
discussed, as was the ever-expanding toolkit of landscape analysis. With
research into the James River potteries in early stages, the tools thus far
employed have included satellite and aerial photographs, surface surveys,
documentary analysis, and artistic reconstructions. The study of landscape
continues beyond themes of power and resistance to focus on community and
growth rather than embattled stasis. Reconstructions stimulate the asking and
answering of spatial questions. Spaces provide an opportunity to explore the
numerous binaries at work in the community, contrasts that provide the tension
and attractions that regulate networks: smallholding and plantation, Quaker and
slave-owner. Reconstructions of lost landscapes allow us to follow potters’ praxis
and chaîne opératoire as taskscapes were continually enacted and transformed.
Landscapes of Germany, England, and the United States provide comparisons.
James River potteries functioned, regardless of size, as hybrids of business and
domestic, industrial and agricultural space. The public and private spaces of
these manufactories mirrored public and private aspects of their communities.
The invisibility of the private side of the craft, particularly in the early 19th-century,
demands a close analysis of documents and archaeology.
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Greater landscapes, the roads, canals, river, and rail systems, direct the
attention to local communities like New Market, as well as distant towns like
Lynchburg and Buchannan, Greensboro and Asheboro, markets vital to the
industry as a whole. Chapter 4 continues with discussions of the physical layouts
of landscapes like Randolph’s factory where Amoss, Frayser, and Sweeney
circulated between kiln and shop, clay mines and creek, leaving behind
foundations and waster piles, deep pits and wharf pilings. Clues to the lost
spaces of the potteries come from sources as varied as insurance plats and
advertisements to the burial detail of a Union general and potters are revealed as
avid stewards of the land as farmers and hunters through legal records. Mapping
the urban environment of the potters, their shops and retail outlets reveals the
importance of major roads and access to shipping via canal and later rail. While
Schermerhorn and Sweeney operated as rural planter-potters, Duval’s rural
experiment remained separate from the tavern, shops, housing, and pottery of
his downtown lot. The Parr Pottery is, on the pattern of its Baltimore predecessor,
a more purely industrial site, though still with the home just feet away from the
stoneware workscape. The Lowndes, Harwood, and Ducey operations in
Petersburg and Perry at Trees Point were of a similarly focused nature. The
chapter concludes with discussions of agency and practice, of the mechanisms
whereby these varied businesses functioned on a daily basis.
In Chapter 5, we examined the use of Tim Ingold’s “Meshwork” in uniting
the many networks in play within the James River Stoneware tradition. The
limitations of a network perspective were discussed and the ability of agency and
practice theories to uncover the true extent of networks explored. Labor networks
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among the potters and potteries unified craft communities, while labor sourcing
brought new blood into the trade and challenged the potters with issues of race
and religion. Enslaved labor in particular brought tension to a potting community
divided into urban and rural, independent and plantation-based, as well as proslavery and abolitionist. This theme was continued with an examination of
religious networks, particularly the confrontation between Quaker artisans and
the larger Virginia slave-holding community. Networks were found in the
documentary history of trade and marketing, church and labor records. The
networks of geography revealed the pride of potters in their industry, from ‘Kaolin’
to ‘Claymount’. Supply networks of raw materials reveal the reliance of potters on
one another and on their neighbors in times of need. Potteries did not exist in a
vacuum and political allegiances reflected and fostered the ideologies of the
potters. Before the Civil War rent the meshwork, the James River potters had
aligned with the Jackson Democrat and Republican-Federalist. Makers of an
American staple good, the potters were active in the political climate of the times.
A unique archaeological contribution is the diversity of network
connections revealed in the physical remains of the potteries, the spaces and
features, artifacts and the intact vessels that survive to this day. David Pye’s
concepts of design and aesthetics provided the lens to approach the formal and
decorative typology of James River stoneware. The contrast between Pye’s
discussion of risk minimization and the seeming folly of elaborate decoration on
plain crockery was interpreted via costly signaling theory. There were indeed
many hidden profits promised by the gamble of creating unique decorative
traditions. It was, moreover, deemed a worthy gamble not only by the
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slaveholding, landed potters like Schermerhorn and Sweeney, but by arteschewing Quakers like Amoss and Parr, with Amoss excelling in the art.
The kinship networks revealed in the decorative motifs and documentary
sources highlight these connections and the true extent of the meshwork and its
warp threads of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and other potters with the
weft of potters shuttling back and forth through the emerging fabric of the James
River potting landscape.
The next step in breaking down the confusion of designs and forms falls to
the semeiotic outlining, testing and distilling the ideolects of the potters into
traceable motifs and elements. As archaeological work continues on these sites,
the ability to reduce these ideolects will improve.
This dissertation has highlighted how a community of potters formed, and
particularly, how it developed with reference to the meshwork, the intense fabric
of connections and forces that were acted through mental and physical space.
Structural and semiotic approaches helped organize and problematize the
production, relationships, and landscapes of the potteries. Archaeological,
historical, and oral data were used to understand the potters' habitus and how
artisans, neighbors, spaces, and artifacts enacted that world.
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APPENDIX A: SOURCES
A Note on Historical Sources
Documents employed in this study include an assortment of probates,
wills, deeds, tax records, insurance plats, journals, and newspapers. My initial
research was greatly facilitated by reference cards to historic documents in the
Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts archives. Particularly useful have
been the advertisements placed by potters in Richmond and regional papers and
the measured plats from the policies of the Mutual Assurance Company.
Additional written evidence comes from inscriptions on pots by the potters
themselves, either as signatures, as dedications, or as contents markings that
provide samples of handwriting and links to their customers and community.
Map research at regional libraries, the Library of Virginia, the Henrico
County Courthouse, and in book and online sources have helped me reconstruct
the 19th century Henrico. An unexpectedly useful document in the study of the
Four Mile Creek area was a set of 1920s maps and notes of the New Market
area that preserved now-lost 19th-century maps and surveys. Many of the details
in these maps were corroborated using Henrico County Surveyors’ Books in the
Library of Virginia.
Other visual sources include local histories, paintings, and photos.
Historical picture books and vintage postcards of Richmond from the turn of the
twentieth century helped me to become familiar with the city as it was.
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Existing Research
Although I have had experience with Moravian, Rappite, Mennonite and
other Germanic Protestant sects, English and American Quakerism were largely
new to me. I have benefited from works on the Quaker struggle between
plainness and art (e.g. Lapsansky and Verplanck 2003, Ryan 2009) and learned
about the community from reading the minutes of the Henrico County Meeting in
the late-18th and early-19th century. The Quaker stereotype for thrift and relative
austerity reminded me of what I knew of the other sects so I was pleased to find
Nevaskar’s study juxtaposing the Quaker economy and faith with that of the
Jains of India (1971). The question also led me to read Max Weber (2001[1930]),
who considered the role of Quakerism and craftsmen in the founding of the
“protestant ethic,” a key component of the 19th-century American ethos.
Stoneware and Southern Pottery Research and Literature
Stoneware has been a subject of antiquarian and archaeological interest
since the 1820s in Europe (Gaimster 1997) and the 1890s in America.
Researchers such as Edwin Atlee Barber (1893, 1906, 1967 [1914]), writing at
the time of the Arts and Crafts and Colonial Revival movements found aesthetic
resonance in 18th and 19th century traditional American potting. Many early
American potters were immigrants from the Rhineland or English potting centers.
Research into 15th- to 18th-century kiln technology and pottery-production from
across the Atlantic served as a Rosetta Stone to interpreting the craft in North
America. Although most of the early writings focused on New England and the
Northeast (Ramsay 1976 [1939], 81-82), by the 1950s, Southern craft traditions
began to garner serious attention.
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Stimulated by the folk art movement, some Southern potting communities
were revived and surviving ones were recognized for the first time. Archaeological
and historical studies such as John Bivins’ Moravian Pottery (1967) and Gene
Comstock’s Pottery of the Shenandoah Valley Region (1994) have become
classics of the genre. Archaeological works such as Stanley South’s Archaeology
at Wachovia (1999), Whatley’s article on the Moravian Mt. Shepherd Site (1980),
and Rauschenberg on Duché (1991) began to supply data on later 18th- and 19thcentury pottery operations. Recently, Chris Fennell and others (c.f. Calfas 2012)
have embarked on an archaeological project aimed at understanding the
Pottersville community of David Drake, a black potter who excelled in creating
wares of prodigious size and inscribing them with poetry in a time when South
Carolina’s enslaved population was forbade literacy (Vlach, 1990a, 1990b, Baldwin
1993, Goldberg and Witkowsky 2006, Todd 2008). Today, research on Southern
stoneware includes dozens of books and has become a staple of journals such as
Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts and Ceramics in America.
Ceramics in America is an annual journal of ceramics history and
archaeology that has pioneered a variety of research topics that promise to make
this branch of material culture study relevant to society and history at large. The
editor, anthropologist and archaeologist Robert Hunter has greatly influenced
contributors, readers, and the public with his structuralist interpretations of the
place of ceramics in society. Hunter’s public talks draw heavily on imagery and
strong visuals of structural oppositions in the vein of Levi-Strauss (1967, 1988) to
tell the story of potting communities and societies as seen through their vessels.
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Specifically archaeological work on Virginia potteries began in the 1950s
and 1960s with studies and excavations of 17th-century Virginia earthenware
potteries and the early-18th-century William Rogers “Poor Potter” factory in
Yorktown (c.f. Hudson and Watkins 1957, Hudson 1958, Noël Hume 1963,
Watkins and Noël Hume 1967, McCartney 1992, Straube 1992, Barka 1984,
2004, and McCartney and Ayres 2004).
Additional material is found in the literature of Virginia contract
archaeology, which has been responsible for the identification of pottery sites
across the state. Cultural resource management surveys and evaluations of
threatened sites have also provided the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources with tens of thousands of sherds of locally produced, though as yet
unidentified, stoneware.
Virginia Stoneware-Specific Literature
Over the past few decades, a number of Richmond’s historic pottery
personalities have been subjects of scholarly and popular articles. Among these
are potters Henry Lowndes (Umstott 1995), David Parr (Monroe, et al 2010),
John Poole Schermerhorn (Russ and Schermerhorn 2005), George Fulton (Russ
2004), and pottery owner Benjamin DuVal (Hunter and Goodman 2005,
Rauschenberg 1978). Further, Susan Myers’ (1984) work on potter Maulden
Perine and John Kille’s recent doctoral dissertation and article for Ceramics in
America have helped to illuminate the Baltimore origins of the Parr and Amoss
families (2009 and 2005).
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Additional work on related traditions has highlighted the movement of
skilled artisans following employment and rich clay resources. In western Virginia
these include Evans and Suter (2004) and Russ (1992) and in Alexandria, Magid
(1995, 2006), Myers (2003), and Wilder (2007). Particularly relevant to my focus
on James River Quakers has been the recent interest in and archaeological work
pertaining to North Carolina potters belonging to the Society of Friends living
along the Great Wagon Road which connected Petersburg with the North
Carolina Piedmont (Carnes-McNaughton 2010, Pugh and Pugh 2010a,b).
Kurt Russ has presented an overview of the region’s stoneware industry
called “Eastern Virginia Coarsewares” in his chapter in The Archaeology of 19th
Century Virginia (Russ 1999). Robert Hunter, et al. provided a concise popular
account for Antiques called “Stoneware of Eastern Virginia” (Hunter et al 2005).
No comprehensive study has yet been published.
Archaeological Research and Collections
Most archaeological work on Richmond potteries to date has focused on
simply locating sites and determining their significance. Many thousands of
artifacts from Richmond-area pottery sites have been accumulated over the
years through archaeological research and enthusiast collecting. For example,
current collections at the Virginia Department of Historic Resources (DHR)
include a large quantity of material from the 2002 salvage work at the DuVal site
by Robert Hunter and his associates. A further 33 boxes of DuVal material,
excavated and collected by Norman Barka are housed in Washington Hall at the
College of William and Mary.
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Material from the Norwich Mills and Sweeney sites (4 and 12 boxes,
respectively) is kept at the Department of Historic Resources and includes
material recovered during archaeological surface surveys in the late 1960s by
Ned Heite and by Martha McCartney and others in 1980 and 1984. A small
amount of related material from private collections is also present. Unfortunately,
none of the above material has tight spatial provenience and none was
recovered from stratified deposits. These surveys produced only the most basic
of site forms and a rough map sketched on a scrap of paper grocery bag showing
a matched pair of kilns and linear waster piles. No measured survey of these
features was made.
Excavations at the Trees Point Pottery (44CC95) in 1979 and 1980 by
Norman Barka provided material for an article in the Journal of the
Archaeological Society of Virginia and a thesis (Pogue 1981). The recovered
material, comprising 33 boxes, is kept at the College of William and Mary,
Washington Hall, and has not been cataloged.
The most recent additions to the Department of Historic Resources
collections are the William and Mary Center for Archaeological Research’s work
at the Lowndes site in Petersburg and at the Parrs’ Rocketts pottery in Richmond
(Monroe 2008, Monroe et al 2010). I participated as a field archaeologist and
contributed my growing experience with the archaeology of potteries on both of
these projects. The Parr project established basic spatial proveniences tied to 7m
collection zones along a massive linear waster dump but produced no
stratigraphic component. X-ray fluorescence used to determine the mineral
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composition of the wasters showed promise but due to a still-small number of
comparative samples, inconclusive results. William and Mary Center for
Archaeological Research work at the Lowndes pottery site primarily involved the
recovery of sherds and kiln furniture from shovel test pits dug at a 5-meter
interval. The tests established elementary stratigraphy for the site but no
conclusive temporal horizons. One 1 x 2 meter test unit was excavated, providing
better stratigraphic control as well as identifying a possible intact kiln feature.
Final reports on both sites include artifact catalogs by diagnostic form (Monroe
2008; Monroe et al 2010).
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Appendix B: Comparative Study and Experimental Potting
Since 2010 I have visited a number of working stoneware potteries in
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, as well as
in Ontario and Germany, focusing on those that use traditional production and
firing methods. My time with Dave and Mary Farrell and Hal and Eleanor Pugh of
North Carolina and Steve Ferrell of Edgefield, South Carolina has been
particularly informative. I also traveled to upstate New York and New Jersey to
visit sites and collections connected with the DuVal potters Samuel Allinson,
John Carty, J.P. Schermerhorn, Samuel Wilson, and others.
Further drives have taken me to the 19th-century potting centers of Ohio
at Zanesville and East Liverpool, where I learned much in visits to the East
Liverpool Ceramics Museum about manufacturing methods and the evolution of
mass production in potting. Also helpful in this regard was the Gardiner Museum
of Ceramics in Toronto. In May and June 2011, I traveled to Germany to tour the
potting districts of the Rhineland and Westerwald and visit the ceramics
museums of Frechen, Raeren, Langerwehe, Düsseldorf, and the Westerwald
(‘Kannenbäckerland’, Höhr-Grenzhausen). There I learned more about the
mechanics of early stoneware production, the roles of labor and landscape, and
the place of potters and pottery in society.
I have a longstanding interest in experimental archaeology and exploring
the skills and mindsets of the craftsmen. Phenomenological studies such as
throwing pots on a traditional kick or treadle wheel and building and firing replica
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kilns are more than just studies of industrial archaeology and technological
process and change. Such experimental, experiential exercises aim to
understand the Peircean “emotional” or “energetic” interpretant. Thus, while the
technology of potting may rank fairly low on a scale such as Hawkes’ Ladder,
their benefits in terms of growing closer with the subjects’ perspective make the
higher rungs of inference more attainable.
In order to better understand the stoneware production process, I have
built a potter’s wheel and made various hand tools from scratch in hopes of
developing, to some extent, “the eye of the artisan” toward the qualities of
various materials and resources. This has allowed me to experiment with native
Henrico County clays and with the techniques of wheel throwing and hand
modeling practiced by the 19th-century potters. As a result, I gained a certain
intuition for the relationships between forms and the likelihood of various styles
and forms to emerge from other earlier and regionally distinct variants. With type
collections from the various potteries at hand, I am able to rediscover likely steps
in the creation of various forms and decorative elements. This analysis through
production is generally more accurate than the simple visual analysis of sherds
and extant vessels.
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Appendix C: Pots and the Public
Oral History
Oral history has proven an extremely valuable tool in documenting
southern stoneware potting traditions (c.f. Mack 2006). Although the last
individuals with first-hand recollections of working at the Richmond and Henrico
potteries died generations ago, they left memories and traditions in the keeping
of children and grandchildren, some of which persist to this day. I have spoken
with Schermerhorn and Sweeney descendants living in Virginia and North
Carolina. I am grateful to those area natives who introduced me to the
landscapes of the Richmond area. I have benefitted, no doubt often unknowingly,
from their perspectives on the local environment. Unfortunately, however, I found
few who could relate stories of the potteries specifically.
James River stoneware has experienced a disconnect where the
descendants of the potters don’t even know the area had working potteries yet
collectors routinely pay thousands and tens of thousands of dollars for surviving
examples of their ancestors’ work. Through blog postings, public exhibits, and
pottery-centered online genealogies, I have established forums for engaging with
descendants. Several have expressed their interest in the project and provided
information and valued perspectives.
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Engaging the Public
Pottery, like many a traditional craft and material culture form, is highly
amenable to public interpretation. From throwing clay on a wheel, to piecing
together sherds, to understanding a timeline via archaeological stratigraphy, it is
readily adapted to hands-on learning. Breathing life into an old trade is not,
however, my primary goal. Finding ways to interpret the human context is what
matters most. Who were the potters, where did they live, how did they
experience and shape Richmond and the nation as a whole?
American stoneware commands a strong following in the antiques
marketplace and in folk and decorative arts circles, as well. In fact, market values
on many surviving pieces have risen exponentially in the past few years so that,
even in the depths of the recent recession, prices are sometimes in the five and
six figures. All of this is anathema to the anthropologist and archaeologist, yet
collectors have been at the forefront of most stoneware research to date. What
began as aesthetic, nostalgic, or market-driven antiquarianism has, however,
broadened increasingly in scope in response to the new social history. Early
studies focused on creating typologies of wares and decorative elements, and
genealogies and biographies of the craftsmen but more and more studies today
engage in valuable social and cultural analyses.
In his dissertation The Cultural Landscapes of Baltimore’s 19th-Century
Working Class Potters, John Kille repeatedly draws distinctions between
traditional stoneware research and his own goals (2009, 19,72,225). Aesthetics,
he states, should not be the defining element in determining stoneware’s
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significance. Instead, he focuses on the importance of community networks,
home and work environments, and on the day-to-day necessities of trade.
Collectors “value inspired artists,” he states; “I argue that a more realistic
portrayal of potters involves how their craft enabled them to serve the needs of
communities and consumers while those that owned their shops struggled to
make a profit as businessmen” (Kille 2009, 19).
Collectors have provided the main impetus for ceramics research, and most
of what we know about ceramics we owe to them. My hope here is to continue
expanding the horizons of this research by demonstrating the value of explicitly
anthropological interpretations of craft communities in the context of their
physical and social landscape with all of the networks and relationships entailed.
A given population will always be interested in the findings of ceramics
research. Collectors value pottery and kiln archaeology to identify unmarked,
extant wares, and to trace the movement of potters, apprentices, and decorative
traditions. They are the most vocal supporters of research and the most informed
on the technical and historical aspects of potting. Anthropological interpretations
cover a broader spectrum than traditional ceramics research and preaching to
the increasingly receptive choir of ceramics enthusiasts may be one way to
spread interest in social aspects of material culture research.
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- SHA 2012: “Gardens of Blue: Cobalt Decoration and Meaning in James River,
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- Pending article with Kurt C. Russ in Ceramics in America for 2013, relating to
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Drawing in pencil, pen-and-ink, and watercolor, particularly of archaeological
artifacts and building or site reconstructions. Experience with Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe Illustrator, and Google SketchUp. Limited experience with AutoCAD.
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